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INTltfJDUCTION 
Reports on theories, speculations, and research concerning closed 
or partially closed ecological systems, chemical systems, and combinations 
of these bear some early publication dates. The greatest emphasis, 
, 
however, has been in the last two decades. i~ 
During this period the algal ecologies, plant ecologies, and 
several chemicaloioregenerativesystems were investigated. Most of 
these systems involved coprophagy, directly or indirectly and were not 
found to be satisfactory either esthetically or functionally. 
The introduction of the electrolysis of water as a source of 
oxygen during manned space flight engenEiered con.sideration of the 
disposal or profitable utilization of the hydrogen produced during 
electrolysis. 
Apart from the explosion hazard properly associated with the 
presence of hydrogen, no vital role was found for it in the proposed 
bioregenerative system. As a result it was suggested that the hydrogen 
be recovered in edible form_by using it along with other inorganic 
nutrients and some of the /,)xygen produced by electrolysis for the 
grov7th of Hydrogenomonaseutropha cells. The astronauts could then eat 
these bacterial cells a~i a part of their diet, thereby increasing the 
efficiency of the system without any of the difficulties introduced 
by the use of algae or other plants or animals and \"ithout any involve-
ment with. the troublesome liquid and solid human wast~s. 
Among the problems introduced along with the use of electrolysis 
,,,ith hydrogen oxidizing organisms are: 
· i··· 
-~ .. 
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1. The efficiency of the test organism in using hydrogen under 
various conditions of grm.,rth • 
. ' 
I 
\ 
2. The influence of metabolic products of bacterial growth on 
QI contirtued growth. 
I 
3. The comparative value of H. eutropha nnd other hydrogen 
utilizing organisms especially thermophiles, which might be 
employe,'~ • 
It has been,the aim of this project to provide useful information 
about the foregoing problems which might lead to the formulation of an 
efficient, partially b'ioregenerative system for use by astron?,uts on 
long space flights. '. 
" 
• I 
','..:.' ' 
'".' 
.;:.t • : 
I. Extracellular Products of Hydrogenomonas eutropha 
The test organisms were routinely grown on Repaske's medium 
at 30°C with a gas mixture of the composition 70% H2 , 20% 02 and 10% 
CO2 , which was later changed to 67% HZ' 22% 0Z' and 11% CO2 to take 
advantage of the small increase in growth afforded by this change. 
Electrolytic and ion-exchange techniques provided proof that 
-3-
approximately 10% of the extracellular products of growth are neutral 
in character ":vhi1e 30% are qcidic and 60% are amphoteric. 
Extracellular products ider;. ~.ified mainly by paper chromatography 
were ribose, glutamic acid, alanine and tyrosine. Subsequently 
arabinose, xylose and glucose were discovered. 
These findings suggest that amino acids generally, and specifically 
alanine glutamic acid or tyrosine are not likely to appear as impor-
tant growth inhibitors. 
Arabinose, ribose, xylose and glucose were found to have no 
important influence on the growth of H. eutropha while fructose was 
metabolized under otherwise autotrophic conditions. 
Although the foregoing statement and the appended publications 
indicate a considerable gain i:n inforn.:!tion abc:ut the nature of .g. 
eutropha metabolic products and their relationship to the growth of 
the organism, n.o large effE',,:~ts have been noted which might markedly 
. r 
influence the use of the test organisms in a'regenerative system. 
Spent medium was concentrated using a flash evaporator and 
distill~~d at one pH intervals from 4 through 9. Both the distillates 
and the residues were used in Warbur.g Resp:trometer tests on both growing 
and resting cells. 
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While some effects were associated 'tvith the extremes of pH in the 
distillates, the resulting influence on gas consumption 'tvas sufficiently 
small to invite its neglect in future planning. 
Growth of H. eutroph~ for 150 hours in massive amounts of spent 
medium ,centrifuge-concent.rated cells,and new medium inoculated with 
new cells was measured u~ing a Coulter counter and by spectrophotometry. 
Use of the slopes of the resulting growth curves for comparison 
indicated that the presence of 60% spent medium produced a slope of 
.28. In massive doses-of old cells the slope was 1.0 while new medium 
and new inoculum exhibited a slope of 1.1 under similar conditions. 
These experiments indicate that spent medium inhibits growth 
proportional to its concentration. It is reasonable to subsume that 
the main effect is one of dilution of nutrients. 
The presence of large amounts of old cells made no appreciable 
difference in the growth rate since their presence apparently did not 
dilute the supply of nutrients very much. 
1 
! 
,.' 
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II. Studies on Hydrogenomonas thermophi1us 
The continued use of soil enrichment techniques produced a hydrogen 
utilizing organism lvhich grows well at 50° C and has been characterized 
as H. thermophilus, the first thermophilic hydrogen-utilizing bacterium 
ever to be isolated. 
Difficulties encountered in the culture of this organism led to 
the discovery that half-strength Repaske's medium and a gas mixture 
of 80%.H2' 10% 02' and 10% CO2 in conjunction with freshly prepared 
medium containing reduced iron allowed generous growth of this organism. 
Colonization was only affected when specially prepared Repaske's 
medium was subjected to incubation (drying) at 65°C for several days 
prior to inoculation. The colonies were opaque, irregu1ar in shape 
and size, slightly raised and faintly bro'iro.. 
Curves relating the pH response of H. thermophilus at 55°C 
indicated a sharp maximum, in terms of optical density, at pH = 7.0 
with growth falling off rather sharply within one pH unit in either 
direction. 
Oxidation-reduction studies have shown marked response of the 
oxidation potential to the presence of cells. The addition of cells 
to the medium caused a shift in potential many times that shown by 
the gas mixture and for Fe++. Apart from these three changes, 
assays of the influence of individual medium components l-1ere small and 
may be negligible. 
Since the E~ value employed 
primary importance in determining 
in these investigations is of 
.Lox) 
the value of C In (red) = 0, special 
efforts are being continued to arrive at a statistically valid estimation 
of this parameter of the Nernst equation. 
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The organism has been acc\epted by the ATCC as Culture no. 23383 
Hultiple temperature growth tests analyzed by means of Coulter 
counts or optical density show that organisms grown at S·C intervals 
from 30°C to 55°C yield clear maxima between 42 and 48°C. These tests 
further indicate that the time-location of the growth maxima varies from 
one temperature to another, suggesting a very plausible dependence of 
time-to-maximum-growth on temperature of growth. 
Attempts to evaluate the effects of oxidation state of ~~e 
organism on its growth rate and ultimate utilization in a bioregenerative 
are being continued 1;07ithout support • 
-
j 
• 
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III. Future Research 
Research has indicated that neither the algal ecologies nor 
the ~lectrolytic-hydrogenomonas systems are acceptable for use in 
their present state • 
.. The, mos"i:. en~~uragint? aspectsof this work, "tvhich it is expected 
will yield results applicable to bioregenerative systems of the 
future, are those associated with the discovery of the reaction 
mechanism characteristics of both of the subject organisms. 
It is the hope o£ some scientists in this field that careful 
basic research will provide the basis for the closed-ecology shrinking 
--~-<~ method which was the original purpose of this effort. 
I.: 
J i._ .~ 
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IV. Project Spin Off 
- This project will have produced six Ph.D.'s and seven M.S. graduates 
during the period of its duration. 
,,: 
.t\Asociated research carried on without outside support included 
(1) investigation into the production of algal he,teropo1ysaccharides 
for ultimate use, as human food, (2) studies on the pathway of carbon 
dioxide assimilation by 11. methanomonas and (3) studies on the oxidat;i.on-
reduction potentials of H. thermophilus. 
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V. Cody~ R.M., and R.G. Tischer, 
From Human Hastes Substrates. 
biology. 3:53-62. 1962. 
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Microbial Synthesis of Animal Feeds 
Developments in Industrial Micro-
7 t., 
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titration D OCet!llr~~ 
SUIlIDOJ:~ good gr 
• 
ce of c bon to I) port mold growth. Altho thi in ... 
S)~thesis by mo' in ace feeding system • it m y 
nuIller,cial ~ d industry. 
, Micrc:.biolo· shave e po ering the idea of increasing the world's foo 
r u h mic obial ynthe is for sever 1 d ca s. One se tou thr t 
... u ply f f od was exp rienced during World War II, p rticularly in th cas 
of G rmany .. G rman scienti to exploit the us fulnes of y a t as fo 
nd f dder fRe sser tal. t 1958)' at a time when th supply as becomin ex-
usted. 
E e today. with e tremendous expansion of world· population and the d -
cr se in arable land, ncr ... asing d mands on the foOd r~s c again ten 
etlon of stoc ~pil • Con eque tly t the inter st of microbio n 
rewed in microb. 1 ynth sis s an abundant sourc of food. 
The nee for prod cing food by microbial synthesis becomes eve m~re es-
sentia cau e of tec nt adva ces in rocketry and space t chilO 0 
microbial syn ~is ay erve (1) as the primary source of foo fo 
m 0, and (2) or the dis :) al of his waste. 
ti ted as possible source of f 0 
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mycelia v.Jere uS1?d \vith 9% case.in or faaize gluten, in which case nOil1'lal rapid 
giovr~.l1 :resulted in tbe rats/) . 
Gorcica et al. (1958) \vere able to s.upply the vitamill B 1 (thiarni.ll) r~quireau~ut 
· of chicl{s. by suppler.nellting an otherwise ad~quate ration 'with AspJrgillu8 sydawi. 
Anderson' et a!. (1953) obtained improved growth incmcks vJhen supplementing the 
diet vlith tb~~ n'lycelia of Penicillium .. 
Sr-Jnner and IVluUer (1940) found that the limiting growth factor in a:nL.'11als on 
a microbia.l protein-supplemented diet was due to cystine and methionine lleii-
ciency 'of the luoldse These workers concluded th$lt molds 'Vvere deficien.t in 
sulfur amino acids .. ' .. 
: .. Tne' present m';lestigat~o.n. "vas initiated in an effort to discover more eff:icierl~ 
l!lef;'l.TClS of utiliZing human \va~tes . as substrates ~or the synthesis 0:( fll.TI.cX'aRllal 
produ.cts to he used as animal teads or feed supplements.and possibly 8.3 htn'llZ~n. 
focids, and to relieve the nuisance of waste accumulation during long ;:;r~::,c~ 
flir ... hts,,· -:'. -' . 
cl;:> , • , 
.The~bjectives of. this h1.vestig-ation have dealt, in gene:rc:i..ll) with the conver .. 
· siojp. bfhmnan viaste materials into fungal material to be used ~s· feeds and ic.c;;.lsll' 
'lv1ore specifical1y~. the tests' i'eporced were designed (a) to measure the carbohy'" 
drate content of human' feces~.includ;Er; cellulose; (b) to evaluate the products 
'resulting from enzYlnatic hyd:ro~ysis Q,r .;ellulose as a source of carnohydr.8.te for 
'L"1egro\vthof rnold; {c) to ascertain .. the nutritive value of carbohydr<at~, lr'i..t" 
'prcteinll and inorg~n1ic mineral (ash) f:ractions of feces; (d) to establish the <il[du.;; 
of felC~~ . protei11 ¢ttf)gen as the sole source of nitrogen fQr mold grO\'lltb.; antfl {if.:}' 
to couduc~ n.1as$cultivationtrials~f selected iung&l species to be uS3d i!l Z~ii:U!(:~ 
aD.imal feeding te,sts,,· '." . . 
C()tt.:;ii'mir-;ut'i~i1 t)f iho ti,0clM&~~9 .. S<'~t}itll:' C~i~t~tnt of f@~e~ 
.. '.' In :vie\vof tbefact';;hai most nmgirequire carbohydrates' as thexr usual CE.:C-
_.~on source (Cooke~ 1957)11 it seern.ed plausiblE! tQ investigate the carbohydY'<:I.~; 
~ontent of hwnan .feces Ultended for·. use a.s mold sUbstrates.... ..' . 
· . . Theq.\.lantity of :;-educing sugar~ in feces was determined by chromatog,raphy 
· (l31ock et at9 ~1958) and iodor.aettic titratioll (Shaffer and Hartman, 1921) • 
. rvleas~rements. by ch:rornat~gmphic techniques .were .ernployed prilna:tily ss 
... ~ check aga1nst th.etitration prqcedure .. I.n the chromatografn~ic anaJysis; pap1e!~ 
chrOlnat~~p:Jams . werepl~p~l'e.d from solutions conta,ining450 .mg/1111 of the 
... mo!!o?accha~:Cides, glucose,.·· fruct()se~ mannitol ,and galactose,av.d the dlSi-l,c,:;ha... .. 
rklet,6', . sucrose, l1"1altose~ a.l1d lactose, in both adh;til1ed':"water base an.J a. 51b 
':aqueous '. solution 9ff~-!ces<>Fifty p. Lof these u1ixtures was spotted o:t1 filter paper. 
: anpdevelopiCq accardi-ng to tbernethod 01 Block et.al. <J(l958). Byaddillg kll.own 
;~i~'!1{j~.m.ts·Qf!;a'tlJohy¢trtl,te, Inate:rialstoan aqueous feces soluti.on'j it wa.~pos~ible·· 
"~o ·a.scertaint!le: ~ffecto.ffe~,9 olltbe Rf value of\~achindi:vid1U1.1 carmlhydrate .. e····· 
, . ,", Aquan~~tatiye; rneas*J;entent.,of .' f~calreducing ~ sugars was: accQ,rnp+l,?hed by .' 
H.'··~th~··~.}od~llletr.ic·,:prOce(h.~r~·of. S~,~ffe:r.: alia Hal.1:malj~,,{l921h ~Be6ause"·tof6r conca '. 
'stituihits~ "·prote~nwaterial~~·'al1!a . Qtbe:+ components ot feceg.~ffect the tit:r~ltion .. ' 
by'OP$c~~:ring tll~'eri¢Lpoint'1·it.:w¥~"ri~ce$sar'V'tQm.a;ecomparaq,"jl~mea5urenl~llts"'" 
Oll le6err s:uhstra.tesfret7d Ofpl*Qtein'and mos(color.consti.tuentsby,leadacetate,·· 
... .. ,. •. '. . ".: --',.. .,',,, : .. , '.', ' ,.! '.' :.. . '. ' ,-- '. 
.... . p.recipit;l.tion" !naddition~'tliesensitivity of the iodometric tit. ration, fQ~ det~ptillg 
........ '.: ~,fecat ~educi~g .. ,~?ga,:r~ "vjasi eval~te~ q ualltitat~vely" in t~r~nsof tile kn9\~{1~ lev~i 
" ' .. ofaddeFlglp.c.ose"l'c{ dete:rmine;the sensitivityp glucose atlevelsqf Oy50,lOO, 
.... ·a~d .. '. 209: rng/rplwas;:~dde~·toPotb p;recipitated ~andnonprecip'lta;ed fecal,'sub-,: ... 
• . . • '" ' . . ". 1, ...~ -;t • . . . "1~' . ~ ". . , '". . . 
. :ii' 
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TJ~ 
strates" and to a "control consisting only of distilled water. These trials were 
run in duplicate. 
The reducing-sugar concentration, as measur~d by the iodometri~ proce~ure,' , 
was calculated according to Shaffer and Hartman (1921). ., 
Results of' single-phase paper chromatographic determinations for f,ecal' 
sugars showed that sucrose, maltose, lactose, glucose, fructose, galactose, :and ' 
xylose were detectable in feces solutions when" added at a level of 150 rng-/ml . 
.. ! 
., 
" 
of substrate. Tne Rf values obtained for this cf.)ncentration of sugar in two di.f~· . '.4 
ferent substrates are shown in Table 1. .. . .. ,., 
",j, 
','. ; ,t 
Table 1. Paper Chromatographic Determination of Fecal 
Sugars 
Rf value 
Carbohydrate 
In water In 5 % feces solution 
Sucrose 0.26 0.15 
MaltOse 0.19 . 0.16 
Lacotose 0.19 0.16 
Glucose 0.17 0.16 
• Fructose 0.32 0.29 
G:dactose 0.26 0.26 
Xylo'Se , 0.33 0.33 
-: . 
. -. ' .~\ ~., .... ~" ~~ ·f.~':~ .:~t·:,~",,· ~-, .. 
,Samples without added' carbohydrate revealed no evidence of feca~' carbq~y: .. 
drate. , ' " ..,;!~: < 
It appeared f~om these chromatographic data that, in general,constltuents'of 
hwnan feces produced a lower Rf value of glucose than did distil1edwi;Lt~r~"Mean'" 
. - - . - -: . ,~;. ,. 
Rf values indicated that chromatography can be used successfully to detect fe~al :':~. 
c~1"bohydrates. .". . , , " ':~". .,. " ,.). .', 
. ". Th~-da~ in Table 2 show that human feces was deficient in reduf.!ing:su~~I:S.v' c 
aSJIieasur~d by the iodometric titration pr~~~:;edure of S~ffer and .Hariman~ .(la2l)a ,} '.' 
TJie,; titration valuef;' determined for fecal solutions containing known ~o;ncentl-all!":': ' 
tions, of added gluCose revealed that!. in' most instances, more ,than,; 80%,Qf~th~<·,~· 
" added glucose vIas re~olved by titration.. Since we have nqknO-\v1edge d.enYing'~~;~·.~ 
.. :r~ 
Table 2. Measure~ent of Fecal Reducing, Sugar by lodometric TitiatiOn·'.';~~:'~~ ..:':~";.' , . 
, " '" '.. • \ " ,:";:~ ':' .,£~~{ :~,\v(:.:i·"lr~ I .'.' 
" i . Un~reated Precipita.ted Aqueo~,sQlutio~ . {;'J, 
': Level .:,'" ":' fece$ (PbAc)feces~ .. "', ,(co(ltrol),'!·, 
" .ofglucose added, ',' t------""""r----+-----r-----+----.. ,. "...-~~-~ 
mg/ml "Glucose Glucose.' ~~'l glt.l~~$~;;,: 
o 
50 .' 
100 
,'200. 
Qlucose, ' r~covered. Glucose. recovere~. GlUcose, .... " re.CQveJ~d:t;" . 
,mg fI/o', mg ato mg",' ,::1o~:::S>:·{:,,;.t,:E 
00.0 
52.0 
63 .. 1-
. '. ,170.6 
-'"" 
00.0 
104.0 
, 63.1 
as.o 
00.0 
45.5 
62.5 
173.3 
00.0, . 
91.0 
62.5 
86.6 
.. , ·~()O,.;o~>J:~··{ 
46.9 '193.8"1'.,/_:,; ;>: 
. :90.4 "'·t<;'90.4··:;~i.:J;0' " 
178.0, '~8 .. 8:::/; .' 
I' 
.~ .. 
, I 
,I 
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validity of these experimental results, it is .our feeling that this recovery from 
feces represented acceptable efficiency. In the aqueous control, approximately 
90% of the glucose was resolved. The assumptions made concerning_the effect of 
colored and protein constituents on the results of the titration were found to be 
invalid since, in most instances, a higher percentage of glucose was resolved in 
the nonprecipitated fecal sample tlian in the precipitated one. 
'It was also observed that as the concentration of glucose wa~ increased to a 
higher level, there also occurred a corresponding decrease in the percentage of 
sugar resolved by titration. 
In all tests, the greatest percentage of glucose resolved was in the aqueous 
glucose control solutions. This occurrenc'e was to be expected since distilled 
water contains no interfering substances. 
These observed data indicated that the sensitivity of the Shaffer and Hartman, 
method was satisfactory. 
Cellulose Content of Feces 
Gradwohl (1956) lists, in addition to the soluble and gaseous compounds', raw 
vegetables, fruit skins., nuts, berries, mucus, tissue remnants, epithelial cells, ' 
muscle fibers, connective tissues, fats, starch granules, and a variety of bacteria 
in the feces of normal healthy individuals. Thus, it would seem reasonable to 
expect that cellulose and other high-molecular .. weight" polymeric carbohydrates' 
,are present in human feces. Assuming that certain molds are capable of utilizing 
cellulose as a carbon source, a study. was designed to measure the cellulose 
content of feces. • 
, " 
The purpose of quantitatively measuring the cellulose content of feces was to 
ascertain that amount present which might be made available to molds for growth" 
in· the form ·of monosaccharides. In the analysis, fresh samples of feces were 
taken randomly. Test samples were run in duplicate with a filter-paper control 
according to the method of Crampton and Maynard (1938). The control consisted 
of 1 g of macerat~d filter paper. 
Enzymatic Hydrolysis of Cellulose 
The amount of monosaccharide made available by enzymatic hydrolysis of 
fecal cellulose for mieiobial synthesis by molds was determined using a modi-
ficationof Ram~ey' Ei (1959) procedure. Crude cellulase enzyme (Delta Chemical 
Works) was prepared ina 1% concentration in 0.05 M potassium aceU ~e buffer. ' 
The enzyme preparation was sterilized by filtration. Fecal substrate was pre:" 
pare,d by iic:lding ,100 g ot fresh human feces to 100 ml of 0.05 M potassium 
acetate buffer' and heat-sterilizing. " , 
The enzyme prepar~tion was added at a level of 16.25 ml per lOO·g wet" 
weight off~S~ .. ,nus levelcorrespondedtoO.lg/Inl of enzyme to each calculate4 
gram of "fecal cellulose. This ratio was based on a mean value of6.5 g cellulose 
per 100 gwet feces containing 25% total solids (Table '3). ' ;,. 
. The following c;pntrois were employed: (1) carboxynlethyl cellulose, login lQO 
ml of potas,sium acetate buffe'r; (2t purified macerated filter paper t 1 g of filter 
paper inlOOml potassium acetate buffer pa'per; (3) 100 ml of 0.05 M acetate 
bUffer; (4) 100 g feces in 100inl of potassium acetate buffer. ., ..., " 
Controls 1,2, and 3 were treated with 10 1111 of enzyme preparation. The 
enzyme preparation, was no~ included in the feces control. . ' 
Since all of the substrates were sterile and thus pret;ented no difficulty due 
to contaminatingbacteria,all enzyme mixture$ were allowed to react for 48 hr. 
1: 
'. 
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Following the hydrolysis period, cellulase activity was measured in terms of 
the amount of reducing sugars produced, as measured by the meth.od of Shaff~r 
and Hartman (1921). In addition, cellulase activity and cellulose content of feces .. 
were measured indirectly in terms of the amount of glucose produ~~ed. 
The cellulose content on the dry-weight basis of human feces, as determined 
in this study, ranged from 4% to 9%. The mean value for the two trials was 6.5%, 
(Table 3). Duplicate samples agreed quite closely in both trials .. The variation 
between the trials was attributable to a difference in the cellulose content of 
different fecal samples employed in the analysis. 
Table 3. Cellulose Content of Feces from Two Analyses 
Crucible Weight of crucible Weight after Weight Cellulose, 
number- and sample, g igniting. g difference, g 0/0 
Triall ' , 
1 8.2229 8.1355 0.0874 4.37 
2 9.2431 9.1515 0.0916 4.58 
3 10.7621 9.1419 1.6202 9~.90 
Trial 2 
1 8.1748 8.1095 0.6530 8.52 " 
2 8.8185 8.7459 0.7270 8.90 
3 • 9.3631 8.1086 1.2545 98.60 
.No. 1 and 2 duplicate 2 g dried feces with no added cellulose (test samples). No. 3 contained omy 1 i',;:c' ~, 
macerated filter paper (control). :.~. ," 
, Using the mean value of 6. 5% cellulose and assuming that 25% of feces consist~, " 
of solids, the actual cellulose content of the sample was 1.62 g per lOOg wet, , 
- ~ 
, .;...<::~; 
" .. : 
weight of feces... ._ ., 3 \. 
The mean value for the cellulose content of the filter paper control was~, :.' -I' 
99.25%. " ' 
Cellulase activity was demonstrated with all three of the cellulose sUbstrates:' 
as evidenced by the production of reducing sugars (Table 4) • 
Table 4. Redu(]ing Sugar from Enzymatic Hydrolysis of the Cellulose Substr~te.s::, . 
. '"'" ....... ,,-._;_ _ Measured Iodometrically 
Feces (with added enzyme preparation) .......................... . 
Fece.c; (without added enzyme preparation) •...........•........... 
, " 
Cel1111ose, gum ......... '. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '! .' • • • • • • • • 
mg reducing sugar'~ " 
(glucose) per 50 ml, 
of SUbstrate 
121.75 
O.()O 
65.92 
F.ilte'l paper ..•. ... ", . . . . .. _ ..... " .. ". . . . ' ... ". . , ," . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44.71 
Acetate buffer ( control) ....•.•...•.••.• :: .......... ' . . • . . . . . . • 0.00 
:. "<:-';'
, ' '-": ' , , ';i}"" 
. The reducing sugars produced from BOgoffeces amountedto 121.75:mg.This, 
value corresPQnds to a hydrolysis conyers ion efficiency of 14%.Wl1en this,yalue: 
is compared with only 9.0% with the filter paper control, it becomes obVious that, 
.i 
I 
i 
\ 
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feces' contain substances which bave an enhancing effect .on the cellulose enzyme. 
The results of enzymatic hydrolysis of thecsl1ulose component of feces 
clearly .indicated that hydrolysis was a means by \vbich simple carbohydrates 
can be made readily available, for microbial synthesis. . . 
Even though Holden et al. (1950) obtained only 50% hydrolysis of cellulose, it 
,is hoped that furthe~, research will provide methods for increasing this value. 
Niitritive Valve of Foui Components of Feces 
, Previous studies (Cody, 1961) have sho'Pll that some mold species grow less 
on a5% aqueous feces solution thani.TJ.tbe presence of a similar solution contain-
ing added carbohydrates. In vie\'! of this.occurrence, a study was designed to 
determine whether vaD.Qus fecal components designated as carbohydrates, fats, 
proteins, and ininerals, when added separatelytoanotberwise complete medium, 
can .support growth of Aspergillus niger and Bhizopus delemar. ' 
In order to mea~urethe effect .on moldgrovrth of fecal carbohydrate com-
ponents, . it Vias ne~essary to 'hydrolyze· . the cellulose constituent of feces by 
means of a crude enzyme preparation. The carbohydrate component was prepared 
by reacting 175mg of crude cellulose with 100 g of feces containing approxi-
·'mately 7.fY/ocellulos$ .(dry weight), for a period of 48 hr. The protein wa's re-
moved from thehydrQlysis mixture by lead acetate preCipitation. The resulting 
supernatant containing the glucose produced by cellulase hydrolysis was filtered 
andttee.ted with potassium oxalate to remove excess lead ions. 
1''he filtrate was then added to aneqqal volume of carbohydrate-free Czapek 
Dolt medium (Difco) 'and sterilized. Intbis )lledium, the.sole source.of carbon was 
·Cf)ntained in the ,filtrate. The. control ~mployed consisted of 100 ml of Czapek 
. Vox medium plus 2.0 g g!ucos1e; , 
I, ." The ability of fat to support microbial synthesis as the sole source of carbon 
'Jw~~Lassayed in a manner similar to~at described for" the carbohydrate com-
pn1i~ The fecal'fat was prepared by extracting 100 g of fresh feces twice with 
.. ' ~OomI of petroleum ether. The extracts. were combined, evaporated to dryness, 
-resuspended in 25 n...l of <ii ... :_~. v", ... er,and homogenized in a Waring blende:r~. 
TellmiUillters of the ether-solUble. extract was added to lOOml .of the mineral 
medi14"1l... , ' . ;; 
,~ _ .The contrtri consisted 'oflOO ,rol of mi~.era:lmedittin to which 1 geach of 
·,chol~sterol, palmitic aCid, stearic acid, apd- glycerol were added as sole' sources 
. ."of:.-¢a~bon. Thes.e additiv~swere; sele,¢ted on the 'basis of ,data presented by 
·,,·Cochrane (195S).. ".' . 
, . Theproteiri component 'was prepared by precipitating 200'ml of a 20% feces 
, '. solution \vith 45 m1 of saturated lea4, aCf:tate. followed by 12 rol of saturated 
'potaSSiUm. oxalate. The precipitated proteill was removed from solution by fil-
ttation...TheproteinJ;esidUe then was suspen9ed in, 100 ml of glass-distilled 
~ . water and mixed thoroughly by vigorous shaking. 'This suspension was ,filtered 
... . ... . .'., ... ,." . '" 
. a:OO
f 
"'Nashed with 100 ml o~ glass~distilledwate~~ The ~et wei$ht of the residue 
~as appr.Qximately 109 •. These solids \vereadded·to a mineral~glucose·rnedium 
... -. without 'a nitrogen sourceat~the rateof2 g per 100 ml of mineral medium. The 
~ > <' . -.' I 
'conr£-olemplO"jed consisted of the same'ingredients as those" used with the carbo-
l1ydrate,$ysteitt~ '.... . ... .. ,' " 
.. " . _The"mine~~ constituent~ .. of feces .'available ·for mold growth 'and, ffi:etabolism 
\vere' assayed:;py ashing lUff g of . feces at approximately 600 C for :a·hr. Three 
tgram~ of .ash-:wer~ treated WithlQmlofconcentratedHCland~iled for g{)min. I 
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The HCl residue was made up to a total volume of 20 ml with glass-distilled 
w.:.ter. Ten milliliters of this mineral solution was added to a basal medium 
consisting -of 2 g of glucose and 0.2 g of urea. The urea was sterilized by filtra-
tion and added aseptically to the autoclaved glucose medium. All test substrates 
were prepared in duplicate. !he test sample containing carbohydrate, eth~r 
solubles, protein and mineral substrates, and controls were inoculated wit}:l a 
spore suspension, one set with A. niger and the other with R. delemar. All cultures 
were incubated on a rotary-type shaker operated at 98 cycles/min for 5 days. 
The ability of each of these fecal fractions to support the growth of A. niger 
. and R. delemar was measured in terms of the dry weight of mycelia produced. 
The results show that the ether- soluble fecal component deSignated as fat 
~llpported excellent growth of the fungi when compared with corresponding con-
trols. Althougb no chemical or physical tests were made for the presence of fat, 
the posssibility existed that one or more ether- s.oluble compounds, other than fat, 
were responsible for supporting mold growth. 
It was observed that the protein and mineral fractions supported tess fungal· 
gro\vth than the carbohydrate and ether- soluble components. Since excellent 
fungal growth can be obtained from a "medium composed of 5% feces in a basal 
solution containing 20 g of glucose per liter, two possible explanations suggest 
themselves. First, that by removing the protein from the feces, a growth factor 
was separated from the protein during the process; and second, it o"iay be that 
forms of nitrogen. in feces other than protein nitrogen serve as the nitrogen re- . 
quirement to support the growth of mold on a complete feces-carbohydrate 
't. 
memum. • 
Observation suggested that. some constituent normally present in feces \vas 
absent in the medium supplied with fecal ash. It can be noted from Table 4· tllat 
corresponding controls were also incapable of supporting fungal growth. Thisoc-. 
currence may be attributable to the brea.kdown of urea or the inability of the ttlolds 
to utilize it as a source of nitrogen. 
From these data, the most significant factor deduced was that the best grO\vth, 
and metabolism of fungi can be .obtained on n.ormal feces supplemented with .car'" 
bohydrate. 
The data in.Table 5 show that the fecal component described as carbohydrate 
supportedgro~ .and metabolism to a somewhat greater magnitude than did the 
ether- soluJ:{le'C'"fat component or the protein and mineral components of feces. It 
\vas most important to note thatthe fecal carbohydrate supported growth as well 
or better than the control containing glucose. This seemed to indicate that growth 
factors, possibly vitamins, and other water- soluble components, necessarj for 
mold metabolism were being added along with the carbohydrate component; . 
However, it did appear that the fecal carbohydrate component was being utilized 
as the sole source of ca~bcm, based on the fact that this substrate provided better 
growth than the glucose in the control, indicating the presence of other carbon 
r. sources. Thus, the indication was that other carbon S0urces utilized J:5ythemolds 
were added with car.bohydrate preparations. . . 
J 
Fecal Profein ala Sourc_.of Nitrog,,·n.'forFungal 'Growth 
f. study . was des.ign¢4 ~o compare the nutritive value of lead-acetate pre-
"cipiiated fecal protein -, w~th th~ values of ammoniuIlL, nitrate and amino acid 
nitrogen as the sole sou~es of nitrogen for the growth of A. niger and R. delemar. 
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Table 5. yalue 'of Fecal Components for Growth and Metabolism of Two, Mold's ........ :. 
,. 
. ~. ~ 
-"---------_~ .• ,...;.o.-........ -------.... - ........ ----.... -----_ .... ' - ,," ' ... '-~ 
, "' . . ~ 
.. Fecalcomponents 
~. assay~d 
Carbohydrate .-
Fat 
Protein'.' ~ . " 
. i 
. . ' ... -" . ,,', 
<, ; .. 
"'~;..' " .. 
~. ~.. '. i" 
" .', " .. '~ ~ 
.. 
, Mycelial dry weight. t------ .... ...,.... ____ --,-__ ~-....... ..;,.,-i" _---__ -~' .. ~;... '" "r 
', ••• :' •• ' f • ,:, i, 
A. niger, g . 
"1.690 
1.598 
. 0.527. 
0.955 
.0.023 " 
Control, g' 
1.028 . 
'0.9'14 
0.027 
O.Ol2 . 
O.'()76 
.. 0.050 " 
. R. delem8~, g.' . C~~~ral~ g:' ." .'.'. . 
.. ..~ . 
1.191 ", 
1.118 :'. 
.. 0.805 
, 0.427 
,0,," 
0;644 
" ... ~ ~ , 
.: ··Q·~'59· 
, ' 
. . . 
'- O~064 ". 
.. 
. ;;.. . ~.- . 
, . ,~ 
.' ........... , .. 
'~ , .. ;, .,...-
, ." '~-... . 
0'.007 ... : . 0 2"2'8'" .',.,' :' , ~ .. -.. . "~ - . '~"":~" 
• "<" .. . . . ':'. . 
··0.027. . . 0; . .'064- :.' ..... .-
:'" _. ~ • • \ :-,. :",:_' •. ~ ... :. ~. ..: ~ .. :: • II 
O.QSl . ~;> 0.000 . . 0 100 .'.. . 0 000 ' ... 'i~:~':·:>, ", 
. ."- .• .. . :-". ~,:;'~.::!': »:'''''~:: 
'. :0.0360.000 0.195, . 0 .. 000 -.. ' . "'''''.-.~ .. 
. .... . . ".' ..... "'<.,~ .", ,,' ~ .~ ~.~ . . ,+ ~." ••.•• "'. ~ "~'., •. ~ ~,t<~-~·~, . '~ ;' .. ';.;~~._l.,:; I 
'.: . The feciil~p~oteinnitrogen deSCribe~ ~a.r1ier waS, added to 200 mJ9f, ba.~al·,}·:tt ' 
med.itim. at . tl1re~ levels, ·2; 5;' and 10 :g' (wet 'weight),.:constitutinci~]·.~ ~~:f5!;~ai1d·~f)~~.t;:" ':;;' 
solutigns;, ;respectiv~ly Of' The 'mine;raI medium employed·wa$pr:epareq.. 'a9Cbl::~~r:;:: ;.', 
:tq.Qzapek's:f()rmu~~.~. -"<:~".: ... ' '. .... -.... ':. "':." .... <.:: .. : .... ;" ..... :::.:~~;~;_.~:.~ .. , 
. ", .:-, Two. sets 'of COll-trpls . were . used"an1momum nitrate as .~¢:.: ino~~nt~'sQurce;:~·{· . 
. .... 'and',an 'amino-:, ~cid., rnix~re " a~:' the ·organic. source,. In the.case·ofairl:J.:nOriiU~·.r,::··· 
. nitrate, .1, ... 2.ty: an<\5%'leyels'" w~re .. preparedZF.rQm the amino ,;a9id:miXtiit"e' corit:·~'·;· .~:,: .. 
. '. '. taini~g·O.:455}rig~per·:~rof·eacha~i~o·aCid,~, '5,' ~nd._l0mlV{er~,a~9~d:,t9~·~~~':·:;;:;:· 
~ ... ' . mediuxp. and· ';;terilized", ;The. three levels .of each' substrate:.~ere prC?pare.d~.·~lJ;·~:~. : 
... : .', duplic~te·. Th~" i.ri6cU1atio~s were made :with l'm1 of a spoie .suspe~sion .'dorttafiri.lig:~: ;', 
,.' ~O .spote·sper)nl Of'A: nige·r,and.70 spores petd.nlof.,'ll.·dele1tidff;;'·F~asks"·.W:ere,':iJi~';";:·\:­
.. ' cul;>at~ o~a. r..Qtilry:,tYpe sl1aker oPerate~. at: fJ~· 'eycl.es / min' ~.n(i< at ~. te~pe.ra~:;~. ~ ... ~ 
. . of" appro~mate'1y. ·24~26 q . .fo.r a period of·-S. ·d~ys;, .:Follo~ing·:~hls~'the··iAold i!Ji.fit,~, ~": Ii 
. " rf~movedby-fll~eri~g o~i():;~eighe4' :filttir p~peran4· dried.j~:~'· 55. :q;:'q:~~tl ~~V~rnigbt;~1'~(:5,~!! . 
:,; lute~ '. drYi.ng~>:~·amples.·. :6f ·jri:~ld· were' ·re~e~gh~d.~The"al:>ility·~~f~fe¢~1·.pi:6teiti:~9~;iF'" F 
. "serve··.as·.the··$ple.~ sourqe'Q!·hltrogeii as c9rnpared.withan"amfuQ :·aci'4~JI).ixture,:gii~~)-·~·;'.7 Ii . ~. 
i\ ~I. . ': .. ' <:'. :a·rhmQiliuh1.iU~i1,fe::·was:· m~a$fired·· in .terms :;'&( ·the· dtyweig~, of ·mycelium·pi6.B;~;:;Y/ h . 
. {/I::' ... ,,;. . 9.~c.~4·. '~". .J.:~:~~~~:~~.}<' " .~~::,;,:"~::,~.~,~,, : .: > .. ~., ..... '::;/;'>~:;':" .. ': .". ~. ~:.' '"," «.:: ~~:::.-.>~:. :y~:: ..:· .. ·~~i~:t1:~·;:~<;'·' {; 
'1;" ~f:,'-' " ' .... ' ',.:,". The datEl: 'ir,{:TaQ~ t)'.·'shbw.tnat, fe.cal bitrQi¢Q. .was,~uwrio:f tcr.the anlino a¢~/:'i'::; fi 
:' .~;~: ',:' .. : '" @ixfur~:: buiY:. ·,s6meW~t·lnfe.riol!· :to. :air.t~'6nitirtl ::·:Jlitrate.·;, ~s' ~th~ ~:-sQle' ~s.ou~p.e.· ·Qf'.i}:t~:~><i ~~ 
. 'i/',~« ".:": ". ~~~r~getr .fo.1! ":di~;."giOVith.··?f.·.:·~he. ;~~~t: '!119Jd~/ It::;~~.~. al~.9 :~ote~ .~~~·,:~ri:t~~:~~s~~~,):~;~~~:·~ 
l, t,· ::'" .. ' '~~ecal 'Il;i.trogenj an4 .a~m9n~i1m '~itr~te~ ~highet, levels :pf the ni~t:<?get(. s~uit1e, '·$il11r;\!'\-;~! 0' 
. :}}.:.' . ". ~.rted· ·beue.~·~·irC?Wth:- 9f:.:'~e~ mo14':in e~ch cas'~:~}~~' i~.sU:l~s. '-sb~w·.~~~~··t~~~e~~~?\;~;·::,~ r. 
h' '1 ..., • d 1>··..·· '.'. . .' '. "., . -" -. ""'" . ~ 
", .:~ 'I ' '. " .' • riation among, up lcates~'" ' ,' .. , .... ,' :, "., ,~.. '" '. ,,:.: ... : ... " >.: ::::,~ .. ~-. 2·:·.i:'·',:·>,;<<i~· '::,: I 
·.·:t···:t:'.~ . .:," ',< These: res~its1:1t woulds~~k,~maY'fot'I~~ a ~~i~"fdr:'~~pf~i~~lig,,:the/i:~~61hi~d~If~'~<': I· 
·~\1" ::.'.'~'" .• ~~;~;:ld;:::::!~~n;;:~:!:~~!;~::~ a::;U:~~~i: ~:=~:~:r~~ ~::l~~~t;-:{, I, . 
, _. _ _ -" ~.. "- '. .' • ' _ \ 1 ~ '.' '" ~ ~ •• • ; ~ ~.. ~.. •• _,' ........ '.. ~,~ .. ~ ,:- '. ," .. :.Jf , 
"T ' ... ". Jri p.itrates: (hil' ' F orce .. ,R~poI:t. No.r.·7··" :~~61) i:' gr,o~'· te~-i~ate~." TN~:.~e~sgll!1}-g.:-, :'~::. . 4,,, ~" .~. _ ~ ... '.' ". ., "."" .. ~ .. ' .'" ',": ',."" - >, -- •. '" ~-. - --. ,. " ... , -,' '.- ''','' .' ~ i': _.'" , .-? .", --,' ,-', -:'1. 
. ,~':f': .. ' ' ..... tn.~y '~ •. , p~~us"il'.l¢,conside~ng th~:'~iglf·gr9Wt;h"yi~19.-witA?1litr~t~as: ·.~QI~:·:§.6\l'lf,~~~~: ;~1'~:.; , 
.:~~q' .': '. ' ..... ~:. :. ;'.9~:~:i:ro~.en~:·.p~~~aJ4.p~6~.~:i~~:~.~trpg.~#:; '~ri~; i.~~tiitti¢;l;lttt"o~tJ.w;er¢:ij~~;,:p:~~~~:t~~:~;~P.#~;:-~,,>~, . ' ... 
?,~:t·· ...... ·, ... ·;lim:~ts .•. of;r;Qnc~ntt~tio:n;\tht!!?:,'.m_~iD,1utJ;l';;grQ~n.,':wcf~.·;n9t·:ot>s~t~:oo;)n~l;11~~~::t,i~~l~}'~~::{, ,,'. 
'q:" •.•• ' < .. ~c~;~~o~~iJt~a::~~t~y~h:i!!~iW!~;fi!!~t:iiitro;~~";~~~~J~:~f~~~~~:l~~~'&':'J . '.
:- ,f '<' :' -;, \' if. mger -aIrd R .~:deiernar ;:how~v~r:,. better- 'giowth, yfe l(r ma)l" :~e_:.Qqtal~eq)~lr §uPPl~~·;./~~ i . 
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Table 6. A Comparison of Fecal Nitrogen with Ammonium Nitrate and'Amino 
Acid Mixture as the Sole Source of Nitrogen for Mold Growth " 
Type of nitrogen 
supplied 
Organism 
Mold growth. dry weight of mycelia. 'g 
---------+----, ...... ,----!~-----01--------1-------
fecal-protein nitrogen At;peTgillua .. 
R.bi::opus 
.. .. ~ 
" 
- 4' ,,'. ,. 
' .. - . 
. . '~. : . 
" 
.,-
. Rhizopua 
" ' 
,... • 1 
. ~.... i 
.... -.' 
Amino acid ,mix 
,', 
):;" 
. ,~ .' . ' ............ : ' l· 
~$ f ", ,.LOst sample .. ' .' " ' : < ',: ,: f: 
:l~.·,~ ! " . , :~' ";';: r ' , 
• . '\'! f , ." .. _ • • .'" 1 ~ 
• , '" i, ., "r \' '~ l ".' , , .' , , ' ' , . ". ' ",', ,. '::,.: ' . i' \ ~ 
, . ~ menting the 'fecal protein nitrogen with ammonium nitrate nitro'gen. Furth,ermor~,,: ~,{::; h 
...••. :.~_".,;,~,' ,it appeared that amino acids w~re not able te;>' support mold' growth., HoW~;ver;. :,;,:,:"';, II 
.' ,,' this occurrenCe may not agree entirely with results repo:ctediIl the· literature ~ri'~"';:,:h 
':,;1:' , (Cochrane,' l-9S8)~. At . best;:th~re:is )'ittle agree:q1ent among Qther wQrket"~::~.;-.. :,,':t~ 
,,', Di,. conceming'theutllization 'o~ amjno aciQs as sole sources of nitrogen. bYJll;Qlds~:\·.<,~ \' 
>~~'~!I!~'" ", " ·The"r.es~lts :,of,these ~experiments have 'shown tha~the c~llu.1oF3e. cqi1~~nt"o~ '~:;:',c::J1 
" <> .' human. 'waste may ~·.ma.geavai1aple,.tbr()ugl1 etiZymatic:hydrolysi$~,tOm'olQs: ~s.}/, <>'I:~ ~>~~.i, .' source$of.c.arbohYdrate$.ltha;s, been further established that ,one 'of the' criti~af .. · h , 
':, :J,i ..... 'flict'~s~r1m.iting the growthO{ ·sel~cted.fungi on fecal sUbstratew~ei .·conc;mied.' .:.;., Ii.: 
':~i. .'. . with theavanab~li~Jt:and. supp~y:Qf s':!itable·carbohydrates.'., .. . .. :~""':~ '. ,,'·<,,"~':'·"·~·Ii 
'i~ .,' ..:l~~ddition to ·.!ide~iciency of.carbohydrate'in feces, 'data sho·wedthat.fecal .... , . ,~:~,,~ .. 
,ij: .' •• ' . .. • '. ..,' ':, . ."."  ' , , . " ft· 
.. :·.~t :i"~ .pro~~ro '·nitrogen ,was,;:' not,,~s : good ~. sqt:trce .of nitrogen for· fungal :growt1:la~d:".,'·':~, ~ . 
. ·,3~J" '.' 'met~1ism 'a~ ~m.mo~~·nit,rate nitrogen. It app:ared,thatthis ,oc~u~~enc~' ma~:r'r ' , ;,,' . t 
·;::'~,:~~.r, ..e.XPl.~un~. the.": t. ~rm...l ..ll.Il~On ,otIl1oId growth,e. v. en In ~. epr .. e s. ene. e?fa ... n.'. ,~d .. ~.q~t. f.-~)." ' .. ·1 
. :~;f.{i " .carbohy~rat~·, ~ourc~.Thls ~uggested that, unproved YIelds of; JTIQla gr~wtl1'mlght·,~", . ". m 
:[{/'be o~~~~ ~u:;:~~:~i~:!;:~:~l~;t~;:~~:~~·n~~~!~ r:~r:~~iJ>~~~t c~~~· ... ·"1 
;'-::;il .' ~ : porient of, f2~es was un~~le ~o .satisfy, the mineral ·tequiremen~ 9f certa.i.n ;'fun~~~ , ~:. " '", .~, I:' , ! 
. :::1 . . ,when ~X'own' in ·w,hat was beU~ved, othe'rWise to be an adequate medillm. ' " -, " .' ,'" ::. ' " 
i; I " • '.' • ,,' _ 
t~' ··..,~,.Th~ ~ta indic~ted ~at',~e:ces ~r se sUp'po~ed ,better ~rowthofn1Q~Qs; t1ut~ ~d, >;: .. --', I' iJ' ", .~carbohydrate, fat,:: protel~,t ,~!ld ml!le,r~l.fractlons u~ed separately.:.,,; ;'. :: ,of',': .;. ',< ~<. .... '., 
,! 'The ~ese~rc;h progress reported substantiates the opinion that feces are ~ble< ,' .. f., 
" 
· , 
,'~ .. to me,et'the 'sev~ral nutritional requirements. of the lnolds employed in ini~rQPial ,:' ,:,' ·t . "j 
.. ~ynthesfsjand demonstrates:the practical' potentiality fQrmiCrobiaJsYilthesisJ 
,. '~:', ,¢mploying .. sele"ctedIriQlds.~ .. ', ',~ . _,'; , " ~_,'. ',.__" ..,.".',_ ,," 
'.' ~- - - -- .--- ~- --- ~ ---" ......... 
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VI. Cody!) R.H., and RoGor Tischero Quantitative ~feasurement of Ur.'inary 
Nitrogen and Total Solids Depletion in a Closed Ecological System 
During Microbial Synthesis. Developments in Industrial Micro-
biology. ~:261-267. 1963. 
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'. 1: 'I En 
1)1'1)(1 rtuwul of J\ f if 1'o/J;%gy. .\1 issi", . ,;" pi . "'lIl I ' () nit', ' rsity 
," all ' Colll'/!.I ·. 4Ii,w,;,\sipp; 
:\ '('ril'. () 'P 'rinwut: wcrt' rUll to illV('stigat th· dt·pl· ion and Ilwtaholil.· fat' 0 
urinary Hi (l~('n and total solids ("oustitu -uts of urin' during mi rohi, I s 'nth sis. 
T ,~ts \ ('r' d 'Si~l\t'd to as 'ertain tIw uitr ~pu c mtrihu . on atrnf(]('d hy tIll' dHT 'r-
('ut judi i lual nitnH:!t n ('onstihwnts 0 11 in (urin" tl (' f rm ntation pn '('SS. QUllll-
titath . 1n(':lMll·('l1lt.'Ut'\ for th(· allantoin, amino-add, er atinin , hippuric-a 'id. ur a. 
and uri '-add l'onknts of urill • wcr mad, p'ri lically throughout tl e eou '. of th' 
ft'nn 'Iltatiou. Haying t.'\tahlislwd tlw utilization of urinar ni rog 'll '()Il ·titu 'nts hy 
('it11('r m ld or Yl'a.t slwl'ies. th( ir 11 'taho1i' alt' wa ' hy radi i ' >top -
t \l.'('r allal si . . Th 'flici('n 'Y of COll\ (·rting uriuary llitrog 'n into mit-rohial nitrogen 'as Jllt'a. un·d 
in t 'rills () reduction in total nitrog 'n and oth r h'r tofor ~ 1I\ 'ntiOIH.'d nitrog 'n (.'011-
. tihlt'ut: , ('COllOlllk ('odlici('ll and conversion co -ilid nt. 
ata will 1 ' pr \:euh'd () shov tha tn'a con 'hut(~s th major SOHr(.'c of nitro 'en 
durin r f 'rnt 'ntation of urin" hy , I ct d molds and yeasts, Th total solid: of uriu \ 
can 1 r • IHt' 'el hy half in the fernl ntation roc s , 
This sId: ha.: in(li a ,d t a human urin pro\'ides an , .. , ,HUlt suI strat· for 
n icrohial s:nth ~~L of (' ·Unlar ma rial. r c s · of "do Ih1 ~ and tripl:' ~{'micy Ii 
fl 'nl t'lltation may rednl" tht' sti 1e t of trin t< th ' -:tent that it h Cl>lll( S 
~tahiliz('d to th,' poillt uitahl· for drinkiI g urI . 'S • 
.. CCESSFl L <:los.d ecological s~ st In \\'ill b able to provide man vith a sou C 0 
, ,,,at r. and o. yg n and at th \ Sal ,tim" liminal' th prohl m: of wast dispo 'al. 
111'ill is kl 0\\,11 to h ri<:h in " V ral phy 'iolo ti<:an .. activ' nd-product: 
( b caus' 0 th pro I of i . <lisp >:, 1 it out'r 'pac , ' lobi' f ' f -
asi Hi : ( I 1p1 yin t urh ro\ 't I 
" at 1 pm' Imini r~-
262 • f. OD 
• 
re fit ' d ith t\vo au jets hich provided aeration and Ii eral gitatio 1 
c Itures \vere incubated on a rotary shaker hich had e des r minute. All cul-
tures \\'er ineubat d at room temperature (250 ± 30 ). 
Th ubstrate consisted of fresh, eomposited urine of human origin mplo" d its 
normal strength. The urine \vas eith r pa teuriz d by boilin 10 inute or gi n no 
} at trl.!atment prior to u e. 
Thf~ pH of th urine medium \vas adjust d, r sp etiv Iy, to 4.0 and 6.5 \\rithout and 
\ 'ith past nrization. 
~l1lture of Aspergillus niger and Rhizopus delemar \ver pr pared in th form of 
't '.pore or pregernlinatcd spore susp nsion in phosphate buffer Iution. 
ight n-hour cultures of \vashed Torula utilis c 11 r pr par d for fel ntation 
trial nlployin r yeast. 
oth the mold ann yeast inocula were used at the 100/. I v I of th ntire ulture 
medium. 
Analy. s nlad ~ on unf rm nted and fennentcd urine in the course f investigation 
v re: 1 ) glucose; 2 ) total nitrogen and soljds; 3) conver 'ion and utilization of amino 
acids, creatinine, urea, and urie acid; and 4) th production of c .. rbon dio. id. The 
growth of nlold and yeast sp cies on urille \vas evaluated in ternl of dry \v ight. 
£ fethods used separately or in cOlnbination to valuate the for going components 
made 11. e of titration, co]orim tri or cluomatographic ted nique . 
Th potassium p rnlanganat titration proc dur (A. .A. ., 1950) \vas us d to det r-
mine glucose. 
Total nitrogen \vas m asnred by the jeldahl method d scribed by Hawk, Oser, and 
umm rson (1954). Total 'o1ids wer d termin d by the m thod of Cody, foor. and 
Ti cher 1962). The amino acid 'ontent of urin \vas det l'nlined by p per chronlu-
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• 
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togr~ phy (h '/_ . DurnJl Jl ,1nd Z\\' ig 195,)). Crcatinin Ie\ 1. " rc measnred h: 
Folin' olori r {··r c pnH:l·dl.T" ( Hawk taL, 19.3·1). Th colorinl tric procednr· d -
scrib d by .B':~. c·di(;t ind J<nnks wa' used to ll1casur uric acid (Hawk a1., 195 ). 
The utiliza. .(,; of total ur:nary nitrog lOUS ('ollstitu ut· was det Imincd by asur-
ing th redu "'I in total n' rog n at \'ari u: int r "Is during f I'll ntati 
F mbach f.;.t',·s COl ailJ jn~ 1 liter of fr sh con posi L urin \y re ina 'ulat d \vith a 
1 ml heavy . ":h e susp Il" j(, f f)f RhizoPli dclcmal'. 
olumn (., J .T~ V's 'll~ ... "r employ d to invt'stiga ' urit ary nitrogen rcduc ion by 
yea t cells ( Tfj" In fltilis , . The urine nledi 1111 ,va. i1 0 ulat d \ rith 200 ml of • was d 
1 -h If 111 u .. (~ ) Torula tl "lis. "ft r 30 minutes, a "amp1 of cult ' \vas dn \vn r 
nitrogen d . ':-::. nation. TlJ 1 "ampl r pre. nt d th initial 0' O-hour nitrog 11 rcadin . 
Incubation J ~~. (;on inned ()r 4 hour: \\ ith lill ,ral area ion at , hi·h thn a S ond 
( -h n' r"a ;. 111P1c' .r. <; tak n. his sc of sampl . \ 'as desig cd • s 
1 1i r (1£ t t'! ('ult dnl\Vl off, ~ Ii r' of r '5h luill 
".J';'T1 thi cultu.. n d i .. d sum i ntly, anotl sa pl s 
inm lu 1 1 T . npp i ( ( l . c In 1, 
auv l.Th 
from 
. 
1 
. nat 1 a ) 
, 
F 
1\. _ (. D ' .'0 U. 
" 
,r p eti el.:. The large 't amount of uitrog 11 r du( ti n 
. <-,ond ineubatiol1 p riod. The low :t \\'a~ ohs r\' ~d in tIl(' 
Rh. d lenulr \Vt S ahl to r duc til ~ total uitrogeu (' Ilt III () 
I 'ariatio it nitro 1 u reductioll ob .. ~r , .. d b ,t 'e II tao '. 1 
P sitio iug He OJ th hak 'r. 
la k cultures \v r nlor ffidellt in r .. dut:ing th ~ otal III 
than \v r 'olnmn cultur 
, ast c Us \. r abl ithcr to convert or utilize ah)1J ~~ .O '.-
of trin durit g th firs 8 hours of fennentatioll. \\' }'('U illl t.·~L.-
1 r ugh 96 hour. , Inark d d ·en.~as(· ()(:clllT·d ill the l(,tal lW I"\. ., ... 
• 6r. t all. 
ri l. 
\. 4l.0:3' f 
ri ut d h 
of nn1\( 
llitrOl!c.'tl 
l'ontitnu d 
":r-I reductiull 
(f h ulin '. Rh. del'rulil' wus Blor eftk'ieul ill I' duuJlJ.! tilt' ~.~. 
\vas Torula utilis und I' the ('OJ ,ditiollS d ~s('rib d, Thi st mh : ':.-. 
• UflU than 
that n arh 
.n th s f 'l' half of th total urinary Ilitrog< n call lw l'OIl\ 'lied f( IlIi('rohid : '-
Int ntatiou process s, 
Th nitrogen cont nt of urit 1(' is (.'ornposed of s \ er,l 01 \!:lnk 
snbstan · ·S, ur a. nlak . up RO-90(; of the total urillar., litnlg('11 
In t ~st. to determin the utilizatioll of nrinary UI', 1)\ H/L 
. 0 t1lt'sC' 
I. 1600 ml of 
pastt.'llriz d half-strength \trill ~ C()utaillin~ 2)5 C ; ('011 1 d.·\lro. · . ....~!.! a pH 01 
()}5 \\'l~r put iuto a rIa 's-co1umll Cl1lture' \' ssel. After.t S.lI11p '.r. medium \\'a~ 
takcH for urea d 1 telmination, tIll' ("OhUHll "'as illo(..'o1.. ... I·<I with " " () f ,l 24-hom 
preg rnlinat d spor u.-pension of RIt. dcll'mar. ~ itf.:f 2·1 ho L'~ '") iun. aud at 
~ach 24-ho If int rval for 96 hours, sanlples \\'er m,ra:u l.lkc.'u 10' .: -<-t r!eterminatioll. 
The c~n ' rifug d D1 dinffi \'as llS '<1 for the urea n1ed~l1n 1lH'1t . ,"ts run ill 
conjunction \dth urea det llllinatiolls in a s ~l'olld tri ~ \'t'r(' (, ..... , :) .ide prodll("' 
hdll, r du -tiotl in gh.cos ", total lIitrogen. and total ~o id ( 'all, 1 •••••• was deter 
Inin d hy arolting th "on (1 . f) used for ahso'l)tiol ' I. It It I . 1..- I! brompheHol 
hln . et'dpoin. I 'a: b('1iev('d that tlwse tests \\'01 1 (1 \!in' ., I' 1- 1 ~ ~h into the 
In taholislTi of Rh. eTc-Il'ma/" 011 a l1rit ~ suhstrat . 
Tahl :3 sho\ '. hat Rh. ddcUlar ntiliz{,d or reduced hf' un 'a . I 
.75(;. ( \. 'r a 9(i-honr period. Tlw nlO .1 PI(\ n·d , .... , t 
o 'CllJ-r ~ in tIl{ t 2·t hours of ("PI1Jl 'ntatiOll. Tht' f··, # f11lllon ' 
~/l dl1 . g tl n i1' H) hours of hl('11 )ati m, 
Tahle shows that tlw p 'n' 'lit [ed" ·ti< n in ur 'a JJI ~I .~t'll. to ~. 
:oli s anl 11\ d 0 ... 3. 9, ·to.47 and ... !1,( O. n spp('tiY :' .\ IOt. l 
(f ,0.. ',~ prodll(, cl dnrin~ t 1)(' UG hours fl'rnl('utati( 
'1. IH,I;::t l ' lilizulitlll of (' r illtlr!l ( ' n '" ll! Prll:l.o)lu /oo ( I 
IIWllhat iou f '/1 
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The r clueing sugar l:0I centration was dimil i h d by :2 .40% ( .:2() g Ii· 
or the 
\-)fi hour ' of ioeuhation, th total mold mycelia produced wer 6.15 gi l. 
III terms of p rcent r duetim . tilt' vallll'S of 23.49. 40.47. ·U.7(). and 25. 0 for ur a 
uitm!(cn. tolal nitrogen. redud,,!( Sligar. :uul total olids. rcsp ctiv Iy. w re bE'lieved to 
l" n. titute a • (,:lsotlahly efli'i !It f(·dudiotl itl urinary l'otlstituents specially nitrogen. 
ThE'. r slIlts slIgg st d that RIt. t/"ll'nwr was capable of ·lIkietltl)! m tabolizin'" and 
t' nvcrtill~ urinary ('onstituents to microhial suh. tanc(:. 
' r a con rol t sts sIlt"" that nr 'as • ell'l.ym hyd\1lI~"is was 'lIpabl o['IDeas ring the 
un'a content of IIri n with H:;.(j2 % elfidt·ncy. Tim:. tbl' utility of tl. nzym TOC-
<1n' was delllollstrat d for the d "t<·rtllinatio of lrinary Ufl'a. 
( uu titati\' tests wcr l.l"de to dclemli" till' dcpl tion and ,tilizlltion of the chi f 
lIitrog' UOIIS compollnds pr snit. lIormal human nrhu. TI c n tbod of • llaly:L W •. 
thos ci .. d h r .ill. The t sts \"re con \nc d vith h, th ·,,11 tlr s 0 pl'rgi[/U. li'l'r 
and T" ru /11 III iii s. The nl c('ssm.' c1cterm i tl" intiS w rc 11 ad at:2 -Iou I' in ('\'", I: for 
itwllhatioll p 'rioel of 72 llt nrs . 
, 'ahl" f! show.' that th( foHo ,. 
tin" f< r <.:UlttlH s of . uig('J' an 1 
lWn.'(\\ll r "du 'lions 0 '('urrt'd dllrin~ h ({-rIn llta-
. utili:.:. reS eli ' ly: en atinill • - 2 ... ..17, 3 .35' nf a-
:.:; .. I!). '1:'.11; uri(' add _ :;n.:':; .. Hl.2;' ; otal nitrog tI - 10. .). 17. :'; ~.\. ('7. ((;:;. I :l. Th,' tla t a show hal I h('n' \ ', S a I.igl wr d ·plt! iOIl ·"1,, 
Hli<.' ad llhal\ villi the ollll'r lIilr()~(,ll<l\lS (,OlllP(\1\ld: hy . uigc:I'. 
h ain '( -ith 
'1'1... I' 'S" Its "Ott .Itlsi ',.Iy d"lIIlII 1St mit· \ I h JI"t :tttial lIf l)\i('a lioll "I IIrit;lr ' II itr g " 
lon1\ ollllds I( l' \1St' in (.\c . (' 1 hiol()~i(-a\ s .'Slt'tHS. 
'1'1 U' a ttl i"o :Il'" • til (nl 11 11 ri. U' ': S d I ·nn;' , , ..t .fIIUIlI ( ra pit it'a.' l' I, ,ok. 
Dill 1'11111. ",,,I Z . if.\. 1\):; I ,.1'011' ",,,I "It,· .. fe. 'I<'tllalit" h ' ,,\(\1,1 ,,,,I .... ,:1 S\ ,,·i ': . 
. I" "'saln
n
\!: I ."IIt.i'1"" ,I' :almlll' ","l r U'SSI all 1.l~7 liS ·,1 In 
, (,1'h, r ',:\ 1 .. 
'. l", ('I it 'rICH H:t,(l \0 
I n III l'w ,·,,1 til' S lhs\ rot l' :,' 
iliz., t ion t: 1 inn 
('on p; H'll illl \w initt: 1 ,It'll -it r .d 
t I '1'IIl '1111 if \. 
' I ,'. II I Ii: • lit" IIilm' II 'as IIlili'l<l\ ill II.· If .ItS "I 1,,"11 .. In in •• t, a " 
n" asll .... m 'nl: "1(' mad,' ill ,'11, i'III" i I ,t • I It : . II It I adt! 1<': s. 
, ~ 
.. 66 • OD ~ • c. 
BL T D pl tim of Ur ·nary. 'tro no cl 
ur n 
hour gIl gil gIl gil /l /1 /1 
(1) 0 1.40 53.10 7.4 7.20 0.2 O. 7.23 • 
\(2) 1.40 53.10 7. 7.2 0.2 O. 7.23 
Y(1) 0 1.40 53.10 7. 7.20 0.2 0.6 7.23 
T(2) ] .40 53.10 7. 7.20 0.2 O. 7.2 
\(1). 24 1.20 47.40 6.71 6.34 0.37 .30 7.00 
,\(2) 1.21 47.90 6.6 6.37 0.31 0.2 7.30 
Y(l) 24 1.32 O.oot 5.39 4.80 0.59 0.37 .65 
·(2 1.31 O.oot 5.56 4.98 0.58 0.37 6. "0 
. (1) 1.19 40.50 6.12 5.52 0.59 0.27 6.4 
. (2) 1.10 41.0~ 6.12 5.52 0.60 0.29 6.72 
T(1) 4 1.21 56.10 5.22 4.22 1.00 0.30 5.81 
(2) 2. 0 55.80 5.22 3.9 1.25 0.31 5 .96 
A(l) 72 1.09 40.00 6.10 5.41 0 .70 0.29 6.30' 
(2) 1.0 40.00 6.00 5.32 0.70 0.30 6. 
"(1) 72 0.97 34.50 5.36 4.10 1.29 0.34 5. 8 
T(2) I 0.9 35.20 5.50 3.80 1.6 0.33 6.10 
I 
22.14 24.67 24. 6 7. 5 .10 12. 
22.80 24.67 2 .11 7. 5 .5 .13 
30.71 82.50 43.10 48.50 .18.67 
30.00 82.40 47.22 5 .00 15.63 
. cate cultur . 
s i en Hie in ere lani e asp ic aci , gly ine, histidine, 
8. 0 11 
enhance nloid growth, 2.50/£) <:orn tle. tro c \vas added. TIl' t 
a pyrex-glass c01un1n for thre 48-hour period.; . Sill((: 1 0 ', -'.") 
became necessary to etermine the per nt total sol'fls b: or: 
The results of these tests (Tab1e 8) sho\ved that the total soli . \) 
by 20.0 and 36.0% during the first and s ond 72-hour incllL i \ 
The gro\vth of Rhizopl.ls delemar \vas li~htl .. higher in the fr t :~-l. 
second trial, the yeasts r duced the tolal ~olids about equall.: in t'.:t h 
bation peri ds. 
The reduetioH of tot.al \lrill~d'Y solid '~ ol . .'l'urretl Sinlllltc1L( () , 1 
add d carbohydrate. The confounding of these t\vo facto .. pH ('llt " 
t, ining the absolute reduction in tot~ 1 urinary solids. T1.· He t;..:'." -
betwcen reduction of glucose and solids was beH eved to be . ~ \ ( ~. \ I I -: :. 
the determination f total solids utilized during aerobic lr:rIlll'l t .tt : . 
,..-
e 
_. . . 
_ " (J ~)._ :-:T.l t 
. .olt.! .::.nd 
yeast species,: The re ults of this study suggested that the total soHd ·. ' \Hlt( 1.. ': • ": •• " (~:-. .Je 
rcdll<:ed appreciably bv a process oC, crobic fennentatioTJ . 'J hh \,' .::- --.= II t '~:<ne 
can be appreciably stabilized in this process. 
This investigation denl0nstrateJ that urinary (.'on1poncn ~ ' .( ' 1 1 \( . - _.: If I 1f..J.ro· 
bial materials in an aerohic I nncntation pro<:es~ by 111()}r: .tt , 1 . -,. I" -:-h(! 
reslIlts showed that it is possible to deplete 50 ('~ of the \1',,( 1 'hIt ,~.: .~- t (J~ .:-:rlf~ 
on fenncntatioll. Flllthcnnorc, it \\'as feasible to red1l"c i Lt. ll\' I ' .: - It 1 If: j. f)f 
the urin .. uy nitrogenous constituents by 20 to -10(/~ unu<! d.1" t' P( • :-r·· ,I ,1 ' '' ~()n~ 
. en1ployed. 
Future research eifolts \vill be dircch:d toward cOH\'crliJl ~ KIl l\\ t d .: f· • '. -r 'r. r , j J ";f: I 
constituents of urine to rnicrohial snbst,lt1' e ~lpp i('uhlc t ~)I . I ,,( I t· :. 
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CHAPTER'23 
Preliminary Studies on the Extracellular 
Products of Hydrogenomonas eutropha 
L. R. BROWN, D. W. COOK, AND R. G. TISClJER 
Depart1nent of A1.icrobiology 
Mississippi State University, State College, Mississippi 
This paper describes the detection and identification of extracellular .fJroducts formed 
during the autotrophic growth of H ydrogenomonas eut1'opha on Repaske's medium. 
Using carbon.-14 tracer studies to determine the quantity of extracellular products 
formed, it was found that about 2% of the total activity appeared in the supernatant 
liquid during the log phase of growth. As the stationary phase of growth was 
reached, the activity increased to about 5% of the total. Paper chromatography in 
conjunction with radioautography was used for separation and identification of the 
product". Ribose, glutamic acid, alanine, and tyrosine are among the extracellular 
products which have been identified. 
One of the most promising methods of supplying oxygen in a closed ecoiogical system 
is the production of oxygen by the electrolysis of water. For this system to be appli-
(~able for long periods of time, the hydrogen produced during the electrolysis must be 
recycled by conversion into some reuseable form. At present, one of the most feasible 
methods of converting hydrogen into a non-explosive reusable form employs the use 
of organisms of the genus Hydrogenomonas (Lechtman, Goldner, and Canfield, 1954).-
H ydrogenomonas eutropha is cunently being studied by a number of workers to 
determine the feasibility of using this organism in continuous culture for the conversion 
of hydrogen to water and cellular material. This organism is capable of growing either 
autotrophically using hydrogen as the source of energy or heterotrophically with organic 
material as the energy source. If this organism secretes large quantities of extracellular 
organic compounds into the medium during autotXQphic growth, and if this medium is' 
recycled through the continuous culture system after removal of the cells ancladdition 
of inorganic nutrients,. the organism may preferentially grow heterotrophically rather 
than autotrophic ally, thus affecting the rate of hydrogen utilization. Therefore, the 
purpose of this investigation was to detennine the quantity of extracellUlar products 
formtid by H ydroge1}omonas eutropha, and, to identify some of the compounds formed. 
The cultuTe employed in this investigation was kindly supplied by Dr. L. Bongers of 
the Space Science Division of the Martin Marietta Company . 
Carbon·14 tracer studies were performed to study the secretion of extracellular 
products during the growth of H. eutropha. These studies employed Jlepaske'smedium 
(Rbpaske, 1962) (with the deletion of NaHCOs) buffered at pH 7;O·'alld a gas mixture 
composed of 70% H 2 , 20% O2 , and 10% CO2 , Garbon-14 labeled C92 was incorpo-
rated as part of the 10% CO2 , 
One hundred milliliters of the medium were inoculated with 1 mlof .. ~ heavy suspen~ 
sion of autotrophic ally grown H. eutropha cells and placed in a sterile. 250 ml culture 
flask. The flask w~s stoppered' with a sterile rubber stopper assembly containing a 
cotton-fIlled glass bulb to filter the incoming gases. Following evacuation, the flask' 
was attached to the gassing apparatus and filled. with the C-141abeled H2 -:02-C02 gas 
mixture. The culture was incubated at 30 C and mixed with a magnetic stirrer. Sarnples 
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224 L. R. BROWN, D. \V. COOK AND R. G. TISCHER 
were removed periodically through the serum stoppered san1pling port at the base of 
the flask with a sterile syringe for the determination of radioactivity and optical density. 
The optical density was measured in a 1 to 5 dilution of the sample with distilled 
water on a Beckman DU spectrophoto1l1eter at 655 mIL' 
The total radioactivity in the cells and medium ,vas determined by placing an aliquot 
of the sample in a planchet, acidifying with Hel to remove dissolved C140 2 , drying, 
and then counting. For determining the radioactivity in the extracellular portion, the 
sample wa3 first filtered through an ultra-fine sintered glass filter to remove cells and 
an aliquot assayed by the above procedure. All counts were made on a gas flow 
counter and corrected for background. 
The }'adioactivH:, of extracellular products in the cell free medium amounted to 
about 2 % of the labeled carbon accumulated during the log phase of growth (Fig. 1). 
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FIG. 1. Production of extracellular material during the growth of H. 
eutropha. 
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As growth entered the stationary phase as indicated by the optical density, the radio-
activity of the extracellular products increased to about 55'~ of the total. However, the 
increase in radioactivity in the cell free medium subsequently leveled off . 
In a continuous culture, the culture is normally held in the late log stage of growth 
where there are a maximum number of cells which are multiplying at the fastest rate. 
At this point in a continuous culture of H. eutropha, about 2 % of the total carbon 
would be present as extracellular material. Therefore, in the following studies to de-
termine the nature of the extracellular products produced by H. eutropha:1 growth was 
always terminated. in the late log stage, and the cells immediately removed from the 
medium by centrifugation and filtration. 
For isotopic studies the cultures ~vere grown in 50 ml batches using the afore-
mentioned apparatus and procedure. Most of the cells were removed by centrifugation 
at 4000 RPM for 30 minutes and then the remaining cells ,vere removed by passing the 
medium through a Seitz filter. 
In non-isotopic studies, the cultures were gro\;vn in liter amOlults in Fernbach Hasks 
on a reciprocal shaker at 30 C. Repaske's mediunl was always employed along with a 
gas mixtul'e of 70% H2, 20% °2 , and 10% CO2 , Most of the cells were removed from 
the medium with a Sharples centrifuge and then the medium was filtered through a 
Seitz filter. The medium was concentrated in vacu.o on a rotary evaporator to about 
;20 of the original volume. 
The cell free medium on which H. eutropha had grown was very light yellow in 
color. Upon concentration, the mediurn became a deep yellow color. The color could 
not be exh'acted from the mediurn with any of a wide range of organic solvents, both 
polar and nonpolar. Ho~ever, the color was removed during desalting with a merrlbrarre v 
type electrolytic desalter ~vhich. employed a cation (Permaplet C-20) and an anion 
(Permaplet A-20) exchange l'esiil membrane. The anion exchange membrane became 
discolored with th~ yellow material, thus indicating that the ion (s ) or molecule (s ) 
responsible for the color "vas negatively charged. However, the colored material was 
also retained on both Dowex 2 and Dowex 50W ion exchange columns and could be 
eluted from either with HCl. 
Qualitative tests for carbohydrates, amino acids, and proteins were Inade on the 
medium both before and after concentration. All tests were negative on the medium 
before concentration. On the concentrat~a_ medium, the anthrone test for carbo1;tydrates 
(Morris, 1948) was positive; Somogyi's test for free sugar (Nelson, 1944) was positive, 
and the ninhydrin test for arnino acids (Feigl, 1960) using a citrate buffer to eliminate 
interference from the ammonium_ salts \vaspositive. The Biuret test for protein (1-1ehl~ 
1944) was negative. 
After desalting the concentrated cell free medium in the electrolytic df.(salter, the 
tests for carbohydrate~;and free sugars were positive, but the intensity of the color 
reactions was diminished considerably. The test for amino. acids was negat\ve. 
Since these tests indica~ed a loss in extracellular rnaterial during desalting, studies 
were made to determine the extent of this loss. One and one'::half milliliters of C14 
labeled extracelluJar products containing 15470 C/M)mlwere placed in the desalting 
chamber and desalted using a maximum voltage of 10 volts, After the current· dropped 
to a minimum, the sample was removed and assayed for radioactivity. By desalting, 
the activity was decreased to 1200 e/M/ml. This was a-loss of 92.2% :of' the radio-
activity fr~lnthe [sample. There was no apparent loss in volume of the sample. Thus 
approximately 8 % of the material was not charged and waS not removed by the 
electrolytic desalting. 
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Ion exchange resins were used to determine the ionic nature of the materials in the 
extracellular products. Columns of ion exchange resins were prepared using Dowex 2 
anion exchange resin in the hydroxyl form and Dowex 50W cation exchange resin in 
the hydrogen form. The mh:ed l'esin employed an equal mixture of Dowex 2 and 
Dowex 50W. The total capacity of each column was at least twice the value of the 
milliequivalents of salt in solution. The samples were loaded on the columns and 
washed with .5 column volumes of distilled water. The efHuent from the columns was 
then assayed for radioactivity (Table 1). Since the Dowex 2 column absorbed 90.0% 
TABLE 1. Absorption of C14-Zabeled extracellular products with ion exchange reS1:ns 
Radioactivity not Radioactivity 
Sample Absorbed by Resin . Absorbed by Resin 
C/]t[/1nl Per Cent 
o '.. 1 rlgma_ ..................... 1495 . ... 
Dowex 50W ................ , 60S 5S.S 
Dowex 2 .................... 150 90.0 
Mixed Resin ....... , ......... 130 91.3 
of the total radioactivity and the Dowex 50W column absorbed 58.8 % of the total 
radioactivity, it was speculated that much of the extracellular material was amphoteric 
in nature and would be taken up by either column. When the sample was passed 
through the ; mixed resin, 91.3% of the radioactivity was removed. This left 8.7% of 
the material' which was neither anionic or cationic in nature. This figure agreed very 
well with the value obtained with the electrolytic desalter. 
The first group of compounds studied by chromatography \Vas the free sugars. 
Since these compounds are nonionic, they were easily desalted "rith the electrolytic 
desalter. 
On one dimensional chromatograms of the extracellular material, separated with 
n-butanol:acetic acid:water (4:1:5-vol) and sprayed with the silver nitrate reagent 
(Trevelyan et al., 1950) several spots developed, one of which was more intense than 
the others. By spraying a "duplicate chromatogram with analine oxalate reagent 
(Horrocks, 1949), the intense spot was identified as an aldopentose by the color re-
action. N one of the other spots developed with this l'eagent, indicating that the other 
spots, were either artifacts or that the sugru'S were not in sufficient quantities to. be 
detected by the less sensitive analine oxalate reagent. Using two diInensional chroma-
tography, the aldopentose was tentatively identified as ribose. 
Labeled. ext.acellular material, desalted. with the electrolytic desalter, was chromate-
I 
graphed in two dimensions using n-propallol:NH40H:water (6:3:1-vol) in the first 
phase and n-butanol:formicacid:water (6: 1:2-vol) in the secondcphase. X-ray films 
were then exposed to the chromatograms for 8 days. 
After developing, seven spots! were evident on the film (Fig. 2). One of the spots 
was identified as ribose by comparing Rf values with those obtained on the control 
chroInatogram. Since the chromatographed fraction contained only the uncharged 
material, some of the other spots appearing on the film were also suspected of being 
sugars. 
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6xidative Metabolism of Citrate and Lactate 
bY,Pseudomonas aerugiIlosa and Serratia indica 
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The oxidative metabolism of citrate and lactate has been investigated in Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa and Serratia indica. Respirometry and radiorespirometry studies have 
revealed that these organisms do not oxidize citrate readily. Tests indicated that 
lactate is oxidized appreciably, and provides the cell with a source of energy and 
carbon fragments for cellular synthesis. The inability of these organisms to oxidize 
citrate has been demonstrated to be related to permeability barriers. 
Growth experiments demonstrated that excellent growth of the organisms can be 
obtained on a substrate containing either citrate or lactate as the sole carbon and 
energy source. 
Studies in this laboratory have shown that human urine contains relatively low concen·· 
trations of oxidizable carbohydrate lnaterial and thus is not suitable as a growth s.ub-
strate for many bacterial, mold, and yeast species. On the other . hand, urine is known 
to contain appreciable quantities of citdc and lactic acids. The occurrence of these' aCids 
in urine led to an investigation designed to determine their ability to replace carbo-
hydrnte as the sole carbon and energy source for Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Serratia 
indica. 
The feasibility of citrate and lactate to replace carbohydrate as the sole carbon and 
energy source was evaluated by conducting respiration and growth experiments. 
The ability of the test organisms to initiate growth on citrate, lactate, and various 
intermediates of the Krebs tricarboxylic acid cycle was determined by measuring the 
increase in cell density of cultur~s. 
A washed stock culture suspension of P. aeruginosa and S. indica was inoculated into 
200 ml of a basal medium described in Difco Manual (1953) and designated as Bacto-
Yeast Nitrogen Base (for carbon Assimilation Tests). The carbon source was added to 
the basal medium in the form of a filter-sterilized solution to give a final concentration 
of 1%. 
The cultures were i incubated. at 28 C with shaking. Immediately after ihoculation, a 
5 ml sample was taken for the zero-hour turbidity reading. The sampling pr()cedure 
was--continued at 24-hour intervals through 72 hours of incubation. The growth response 
was measured in.terms oLturbidtty.on.a:' Coleman Jr. photometerat a wavelength. of 
430 ffiJ.t; . 
Eespiration studies were made by the conventional manometric techniques described 
by Umbreit, Burris, and Stapffer, (1957). Resting, cell suspensions were prepared from 
24-hour cultQres growIl: on Difco basal- medium containing the desired carbon source. 
o This investigation was supported in part by The National.Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration, Washington, D. C. 
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In order to maintain uniformity in respiration the cell density of the cell suspension used 
in the Warburg cups was adjusted to give 10% light transmittance in the photometer 
at a wavelength of 430 mIL' 
Radiorespirometric experiments were similar to the conventional manometric proce-
dures described except that C14-1abeled substrates were used to replace the unlabeled 
types. 
Samples of respiratory C140 2, cells and cell-supernatants were collected for Tadio-
activity measurements on completion of incubation. The usual counting techniques were 
used to evaluate the distribution of radioactivity. For this purpose, an end-window 
Geiger tube connected with a count-rate recorder was used. All counts were corrected 
for background a.nd recorded as CPM (counts per minute). 
TABLE 1. Growth of Pseudomonas and Serratia on cit1'ate and Zactate 
-
Organism-Turbidity (430 mJL) 
Incubation P. aeruginosa S, indica 
(Hours) 
citrate lactate citrate lactate 
-
%T %T %T %T 
0 96.5 95.6 95.0 95.0 
24 60.0 52.8 33.0 63.0 
48 33.0 47.3 27.0 40.1 
72 33.5 29.6 29.0 35.6 
The results of growth tests are presented in -Table 1. The data show that Pseudo-
monas aeruginosa: and' Serratia indica were able to initiate significant growth on a 
medium contaimngeither citrate or lactate as the sole carbon and energy source. Maxi-
mum growth of these cultures was obtained during the first 48 hours of incubation. 
S. ih.-dica grew well on all the TCA cycle intermediates when employed as the sole car~ 
, 
bon source. 
Respiration studies revealed that resting cell suspensions of P. aeruginosa and S. indica 
.were not able to oxidize citrate appreciably. The data in Table 2 show that lactate 
oxidation was significantly greater in S. indica than P. aeruginosa. Furthermore, a sub-
strate consisting of both citrate and lactate did not cause P. aeruginosa to consume 
larger quantities of O2 , However, when a resting cell suspension of a combination of 
both test organjsms was employed, the O2 uptake on citrate was considerably greater 
than that for either organism alone (Table 3). This occurrence was not observed with 
the lactate substrate. These results indicate that there existed an interrelationship of 
P. aeruginosa and S. indica relative to citrate oxidation. 
, The results of tests designed to trace the distribution of C14-labeled lactate in grow-
ing cultures of P. aeruginosa showed that the distribution pattern was as follows: C140 2 
- 46.6%, cells - 2.4%, residual in medium - 8.0%, and washings - 8.0%. Approxi-
mately 35.6% of the total activity could not be accounted for in., these experiments. 
The results of duplicate cultures gave a similar distribution patteri~ to those reported. 
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TABLE 2. Oxidation of citrate and lactate by resting cells of P. aeruginosa and S. indica 
Organism-Total O2 uptaket 
Substrate * 
Citrate .................................... . 
Lactate .................................... . 
Citrate + Lactate .......................... . 
* Concentration of carbon sources, 10 pM. 
t The 02 uptake was corrected for endogenous respiration and represents the total pl/2 hours. 
These results show that a larger portion of the lactate metabolized byp. aeruginosa 
was used for energy and to a much lesser extent, cellular synthesis. Based upon these 
results, it was concluded that P. aeruginosa metabolizes lactate primarily as a source of 
energy. 
Data" thus far );lave revealed that S. indica is more active oxidatively on lactate than 
P. aeruginosa. For this reason, a more detailed study of lactate oxidation by this organ-
ism was made in an effort to demonstrate the pathway of lactate metabolism. 
The data in Table 4 show that the pJ of 0.2 consumed by resting cells of S. indica 
on agetate and citrate were not significant. With all other substrates tested, however, 
appr~ciable 0.2 uptake was evident. The largest amount of 0.2 uptake was observed on 
lactate and succinate. 
These results suggest that the test organism possessed enzymes of the Krebs tri-
carboxylic acid cycle. The fact that cells grew on citrate while resting cells were 
unable to oxidize it suggests that a cell permeability barrier was involved in relation fo 
citrate oxidation. 
Further tests using frozen cell preparations demonstrated that citrate was oxidized 
during respiration. This occurrence substantiated the contention that permeability 
barriers prevent the oxidation of citrate by whole cell preparations of S. indica. 
TABLE 3. Oxidation of citrate and lactate by a combination of a resting cell suspension 
of Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Serratia indica 
Organism 
" Substrate 
P. aeruginoso.~ S. indica P. aeruginosa + S. indica 
"" 
,u1 ,u1 ,u1 
Citrate ............. 41 32 104 
Lactate ............. 137 446 311 
Citrate + Lactate ... 145 
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TABLE 4. Oxidation of tricarboxylic acid cycle intermediates by lactate-grown cells 
Substrate 
Acetate .... , ......................................... '" ....... . 
Citrate ......................................................... . 
Fumarate ....................................................... . 
Lactate .................... " ................................ " .. 
Malate .......................................................... . 
Pyruvate ..... , ................ , ................................ . 
Succinate ...................... " ............... , ...... , ........ . 
>I< All values corrected for endogenous respiration. 
Total O2 uptake* 
J.Ll/2 hours 
22 
14 
66 
219 
74 
90 
198 
Tests designed to demonstrate citrate oxidation by cell-free extracts were unsuccessful. 
The inability of the cell-free extracts to oxidize citrate was attributed to the destruction 
of the specific enzyme during its preparation, or the absence of co-factors. 
Dehydrogenase activity of whole-cell preparations was demonstrated on lactate, suc-
cinate, and malate. The activity on succinate and malate indicates that the enzymes 
necessary for the conversions of succinate to fumarate and of malate to oxaloacetate 
\vere present. Demonstration of these I'e actions is supporting evidence that the cells 
possessed a TCA cycle for terminal respiration. 
Studies on inhibition of dehydrogenase activity of lactate-grown cells on lactate and 
pyruvate revealed that lactic acid dehydrogenase activity was inhibited by arsenite. 
This occurrence indicates that lactate is oxidized via pyruvate and excluded the pos-
sibility of a reaction via acetate. 
The results of these tests provide adequate evidence that lactate is oxidized initially 
to pyruvate and subsequently via the TCA cycle. 
Hadioactivity measurements employing lactate labeled l-C14 and 2-C14 suggest that 
the carboxyl (1-C14) radical of lactate is oxidized to C140 2 whereas the 'active' acetate 
(2~C14) fragment is distributed in the cells. These data indicated that in S. indica ari 
approximately equivalent use is made of lactate for energy and cellular synthesis. 
Since the TCA cycl~ is known to piovidemany organisms with a source of carbon 
fragments for cellular synthesis, it appears that lactate is nletabolized via the TCA cycle. 
The present investigation has presented data on the growth and oxidative metabolism 
of J: ... aeruginosa and. S. indica. The results indicate that lactate, and indirectly citrate, 
is oxidized via the TeA cycle. 
41so data are presented showing that the inability of resting cells to oxidize citrate can 
be attributed .to cell permeability barriers. 
The.result~of this investigatiQn form a basis for evaluating the potential use of 
P. aeruginosa and S. indica in systems in which the sole carbon and energy source 
consists of either citrate or lactate. 
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. ·trac llular polysaccharid . wer i lated from the blue· r en alga Ana .. 
bllena flos-aquae strain -37. The poly accharid s are com dol: lucu'r nic 
acid. glucose, 'ylose, and ribose in a molar ratio of 1: 88: 39: . Th~ e tracellul.ir 
polysaccharides comprise about 40% of the otal carbohydrate produc d by 
this alga. 
Carbon utilization exp riments reveale hat only D·fructos could be sub-
titu e for carbon dioxide as a pr cursor of poly;.,.. charidc and cellular ma erial. 
Th e .. tracellular polysaccharides are derived from water·soluble intr cellu r 
lysaccharide of the s me composi ion. 
Fructose accumulate in stationary phase cell grOWl1 in CO~ and the pre nce 
of the enzymes ' fructos diphosphate phosphata and fructo e diphosphate 
aldolase 'as demonstrated. Tracer studies showed the presence of pho phoryl-
ated compounds common to the photosynthetic carbon reduction cycle and 
thp. glycolytic pathway. 
ntroductio 
The study of extracellular polysaccharides produced by freshwater algae 
has been concerned with the isolation of the polymers and identification of 
their constituents as sho\vn by .a number of \vorkers ( , 11, 12, 14). 
The uptake of Cll label from a C14 at acetate-1-CH acetate-2-C14, and 
formate-Cl into the intracellular polysaccharide of Nostoc muscorttm \vas 
follo\ved b ' Biswas (5). 0 previous communication could be foun hich 
de~cribe the kinetics of carbon dio ide fixation into e. tracellul r polysaccha-
ride. or the intermediary path\vay des ribing the ynthesis of e trac llular 
01 _ sac~ha . des by the freshwater algae. 
I a previous report (15) we sho\v d that A. fios-aquae -37 ro uces 
abundant polysaccharide rna erial. The production of th e .. tracellular 
polysaccharides by this alga follo'\vS cell gr \vth (15), \vhich i in contrast to 
the liberation of extracellular arboh dra es by olne marine algae (7) and 
is similar to productio p t r fo Palm ella mucosa (25 and Chlam do -
onas parvula (12). The com osition of th e trac II lar, 
in reI a · ysaccliarides 1 a ho n t be gl curonic acid, 
a d ribo (15). 
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Culture 
, h lu - r -1 t r~ , A z baella flo -aqua. itt d i U1' 
uni 1 at cuI ur in tl i. Ie b r t lry. erial onte linallt r p rat d 
fr III th . 1 . I ultur y a lui ropip tt I l' nip 11 tion - uri hluen t 'hniq',_ 
rri h r (2 ). 
The b ne f c ntaillinatill b ct'ri in both the sto F. cultur at del ure. 
us d throughout th roj c~~, s hecked by placing I-I I inn UlUlll f algal 
culture in 1 mt · i".: ilu i nt broth. The inoculat d tube were in" 
under condifons identic I \vith tho c for gro\ving the algae for 48 hours. f, 
at the nd of this incubation period, the nutrient broth tubes rellaill cl ar 
and contain.' 0 gro\vth, the culture ;va~ termed" acteria fr e."* 
Th remo at of bacterial str ins associated \ ith the original culture did 
not hinder the propagation of the algal culture. 'I his alga i different from 
nlost blue~gr en algae in that the optimufll telnperatnre for gro\vth is 40 °e. 
Growth, Af edh~tn and Cultural Conditions 
The alg ~ as grO;\Tn in l110dified Knop's Inineral medium (19) at a pH of 
7.0. Cultures ,vere cont8ined in Pyrex columns (1.5 liter capacity) and 200-tnl 
prescription bottl s. Other culture conditions h: .. ve been previously described 
(lS, 2 ). Inocula \vere ahvays taken from mineral salts agar slants. 
Carbon • Source Studies 
Carbon sources ,vere added to the basal medium at a concentration to 
g·ve 2 lng of carbon per millilite~ of medium. The solutions \vere sterilized by 
Seitz filtration. Sodium salts of lactate, acetate, pyruvate, and related acids 
\vere used in all experiments. Experimental cultures were incubated for 5 
days to evaluate the carbon sources. . 
In experiments involving the metabolisln of C14-labeled nletabolites, these 
conlpounds ~."ere added at a concentration of 1 microcurie per milliliter 0f the 
basal Inedium or 1'1/15 phosphate buffer. Unlabeled compounds were added 
at a level of 1 mg/m!. 
Tracer experiments \vhich i ~volved C14-1abeled carbon dioxide ,vere con .. 
ducted in aas-recycling appara tus designed \vith appropriate absorbers, 
generator t 1 bes, and air pumps. 
Radioisotopes and Chelwicals 
II radioisotopes and chenlicals were the best COlllnlercial products avail-
able. BaC140a \vas converted to .. a~C1403 hy rberation of C140 2 \vith per-
chloric acid follo\ved by the adsorption of the (} 402 in 1 NNaOH. Radioactivity 
measurements were made ,vith __ gas flow' G- I detector. 
Polysaccharide Determination, I solation, and l.l ydrolysis 
Extracellular poly accharides in culture filtrates were dete mined by the 
anthrone meth0d of Snell and Snell (24). Glucos was used as the reference. 
This alga a identified by Dr. G. . Johnston, Head of the Bo any Department at 
ississippi S atel:niversity, using the book Fresh- Vater Algae of the United tates by 
G. M. Smith . . IcGraw-Hill Bo~k Company, Tew York. 1950. ' 
r cellular ly:sa.u~Ela 
#a and phosph e 
uffer to 1/10 01 
pr ci· ted i 
i,., Iated a ul r pol, 
~ .. r-solu Ie in ly ~ c h ri w r ... 
6 , .. nsion. to sonic ..... ration in (Raytl n 1 
·11 te. t C ntrifu~ngf i pr~ ipit in olu I pin, i en s, nd nu 1 ic 
CU," g ith cold 0% ichr ro tic acid. he in r cHule r p ly c harid 
'e .. then precipit ted ith:! v lumc ... of abs lute etl yl lcohol. Th ethanolic 
U'" .. rnatant \\"as conCf:. r t d to 0.1-5.0 Inl nder r~;duced pr s ur to obt in 
free carbohydrates. &: ... , te ethanolic pr~cipitation and ialysis in cellulo e ' 
tuhing for ~4 hours r.:er tap ,vater was used to purify poly ccharide salnples 
for chromatographic - :-,~Iyses. The stringy polysacch ri e recipit +e::s \v re 
colJected in alu dum crucibles for weight determinations . 
.. n polysaccharide and cell residue samples ,vere hydrolyzed with 1 N 
H.. ,(1 ml acid per 5 mg salnple) in sealed glass ampoules for 6 hours at 
11°C. Hydrolysates ·ere neutralized with BaeO,. " 
Chromatographic Prou.!-ures 
Paper chromatogra~. ic separation of monosacchariCles and phosphoryl-
att.a intermedia es in -jIved the use of the following solvent systelns: phenol-
'~"ater (100-39, "\ ~l~i,· j . n-butanol - prop~onic acid - water (4-1-5, v /v /v) 
and n-butanol - ace .-: acid - ,vater (2-1-1, v/v/v). Monosaccharides nd 
de ivatives were de e::ed on the chrolnatograms using aniline oxalate (10), 
orcinol (6), and ammf}::ium molybdate (1). The elution of monosaccharides 
fro:n chromatograms "I"as performed by the method of lIawthorne (9). 
The molar ratio Of :..~ .. extracellular and intracellular polysaccharide con-
stitt ~nts ",'as detern!:':.=d by elution of the polymer spots from chromato-
g:ams and colorimetr.: estitnation using the modified Somogyi reagent (17). 
E1::ynze As'\ays " 
Ph sphofructokina::: \vas determined by the production of triose from 
fructo,~' - ··pho phate ='2 adenosine triphosphate (22). Fructose diphosphate 
p}-o3phat~sc \,'as l .e:::!· .. red by the liberation of inorganic phosphate from 
frue ~O e dipho~ph te '_0). Triose formation from fructose diphosphate was 
the indi_cator for ale : : ~ . .5e (22). Phosphohe oisomerase \vas determined by 
the formation of fru ' : )-e-6-phosphate from glucose-6-phosphate (23). Ana .. 
baet: fios-aquae cell: "j,:ere gro,vn in 200-ml p escription bo ties containing 
tJ1f: ba 1 111edium \'"::~, _.ppropriate carbo~ sourceQ • The cells ,vere harvested 
af e:" 3 day- and ~-a::-,-:t~ ,vith phosphate buffer. ne half of each set ot cells 
~'as used for the \ ·hc >: .ell assay procedure. The other half of the cell suspen-
:io ,vas subjected ~: nic vibrations in a Raytheon 10 kc osc·1I tor for 2 
min . "es. \\1101e ce 1: .1rd sonic extracts \vere added to the incubation mix .. 
ure at the" me c r": ntration of protein pe~ milliliter .. 
:Ph{)~osYllthet'c Iter Jll1iates 
Intermedi co nd forme d rin osynth si 
. 
. in 
- a a ted by' of Benson and Cal (3). 
CAJ AD o 
• • 
Protein 
lu 1 c 11 rot in . • 
o ry et ale (13). 
Polysaccharide Compos; . n 
a chromatographic a 
t c n ti tuen ts t b 1 
rform by the meth 
nd k to ugars wer n 
ratio of glucuronic acid: N co : yl : ribos t b 1: 
C sho\ 
(15). ' est I 
co ounds 
the mol r 
he cap ul r ' 
and i tracellular Iy - h rides 'fV r subje ted 
gra hie separation. The boh rate com osition 
Carbohydrate D ·stribut·o 
0-
he distribution of hy rates was etermined ith as-day, 1.S-Ii er 
column culture of the a1 . to asc rtain the relationship of tl extr c llular 
poly ' ccharides t the er carbohydrates of the cell (abl 1). E tra-
cellular polysaccharides ........... _e up 39.7% of the total redu ng sugars or 27.8% 
of th total organic cell. ter produced. Cell residue carbohydrates are the 
only fraction higher th.... the e tracellular polysaccharides. 
TABLE I 
Distribution of carbohy~~tes in different cell fractions (5-day incubation period) 
Free Fr e reducinf 
Free reducing sugar, % 0 
\Veight reducing total • -ugars, organic 
Fraction (mg) sugarst (mg) % of total matter 
Extracellular free reducing su_ ~ 0.5 0.03 0.02 
Extracellu!ar polysaccharides 650.0 560.2 39.7 27 8 
Capsular pqlysaccharides 12.3 10.8 0.8 O. 
Intracellular polysaccharides 239.1 224.8 15.9 11.0 
Cellular free reducin ugar~ 13.1 0.9 0.6 
Cell residue 722.7 603.0 42.7 30.9 
TeA insoluble precipitate 700.0 29.9 
Totals . 2324.2 1412.2 100 100 
·Cells extracted: 226".00 mg. 
with the Somogyi reagent. tFree reducing sugar measured. puco 
Carbon D£oxide Trace' .. -:.J,.1ies 
I 
1 he incorpora ion o· ~. Ll()2 into polysaccharides (extracellular and intra-
cellular), free intn c lit 1 .~.: monoSaccharid s, .material inso uble in cold ri-
chloroacetic aci . and n ... - -extra tabl cell material ~ e follo d by exposing I 
cells in _1/1- pho pha : ufTer to Cl 2 for intervals of 2.5 to 720 minutes 
(Table II), Intrac llular :..-d extrac llular poly accharide are lab Jed wit in 
2.S minutes. of C14 into extr c llu1ar· polysacc arid are de-
nden on th ated into the in racellular poly accharides. , 
Five sugar e eth noHc cell extr ct ere ·de ecte pap r I 
chromato am nilin 04 alat d orcinol. e i J ed an 
unidentified J value. glucose, sucrose fr . eto ,and xylo e. 
The C14 f fo the period of 2.5-7.5 min tes expo ure i 
• 1 
, 
• 
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TABLE II 
The time course of Cl4(h fixation into various culture fractions. Results are expressed 
in 104 c.p.m. Cl4()2 added per exposure was 8.36 X 10' c.p.m./260 mg r.ells 
ractions (in c.p.m. X 10'-4) 
Tif!1e, TC. 
mIn ECE EP IP (insol.) .' CR Total (J'f fixed 
2.5 3.1 0 .2 0.4 ' .., 1._ 0.3 5.2 0.6 
5.0 4.7 0.3 0.4 1.0 0.2 6.6 0.8 
7.5 6.6 0.3 1.4 2.3 0.3 10.9 1.3 
10.0 11. 1 >.2 2.7 2.6 1.0 17.6 2.1 
20.0 7.9 0 .3 2.3 3.0 0.9 14.5 1.7 
30.0 25.6 0.9 6.5 10.9 1.4 45.3 5.4 
40.0 33.3 1.1 8.9 14.5 3.4 61.2 7.3 
50 .0 111. 5 3 5 2-1.1 31.5 5.2 175.9 21.0 
60.0 86.9 4.<> 19.4 69.1 5.5 185.8 22.2 
120.0 115.2 6.9 33.3 ,C;9.0 7.3 221.7 26.4 
360.0 92.2 19.7 32.3 62.3 27.5 264.0 31.6 
720.0 154.9 21.5 ()/. G 6~.1 2-1.4 332.5 39.7 
1 
NOTE: ECE ::. ethanolic c~lI extr.lct; EP == extracellular polysaccharides; IP 
(water-soluble); CR == ce I residues; TCA = trichloro cetic acid. = intracellular polysa,:'charides 
TABLE III 
Changes in C140 1 fixation with time in the' I.~thanol-soluble monosaccharides 
of Anabaena fios· ,:,q uae* 
Unknown 
Time, -----------
min c.p.m. 
2.5 290 
5.0 471 
7.5 489 
% 
23.0 
28.3 
23.1 
Free rnonosacch(1ride CH 
Sucrose 
c.p.m. 
126 
129 
177 
% 
10.0 
. .., 7 I • 
8.4 
Glucose Fructose 
c.p.m. 
293 
429 
703 
% c.p.m. 
23.2 382 
25.7 411 
33.3 .104 
% 
30.3 
24.7 
23.8 
-Results are ba d on 50-,.&1 aliquot from 2 1111 of extract from 260 mK cells. 
c.p.m. 
170 
227 
240 
• 
% 
13.5 
13.t 
11.4 
given in Table II!. Fructose is s)on heavil) labeled and th unkno\vn spot 
nd gIn 0 1 cOin It10r h avily la el ~ rith tim. 
, 
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TABLE IV 
Fix tion of C·, from lab led organic compounds by Anabaena 
flos-aquae in the presence of 5% COl· 
etc source 
Acetate-1- It 
Ac tate-2-C14 
Sucrose-CIt (#-,1) 
Glucose-C14 (#-,1) 
Fructose-C14 (#-,1) 
Lactate-l-C14 
Pyruvate-l-e14 
Fumarate-1-C" 
Succinate-1-e" 
Citrate-ltS-Cu 
.. 
. ~ 
Total cell-Clef 
% of c.p.m. added 
44.5 
40.8 
11.9 
7.0 
40.1 
8.9 
26.3 
0.5 
0.7 
0.2 
E trac llular 
polysaccharide- ", 
% of c.p.m. added 
2.2 
1.6 
11.8 
6.0 
11.1 
0.5 
2.9 
0.6 
0.1 
6.5 
·R~ults expressed as percentage of c.p.m. added. Total cell-ell was deter-
mined by co~mting the CU in an aliquot of washed cells. Extracellular polyeae-
charide-Cu was determined ('n the polysaccharides isolated from the cell-free 
arowth media . 
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Cells of A. flos-aquae were allowed to metabolize label fIuctOse, su-
crose, or glucose and their respective C14-labeled COll rpar in, the absence 
or carbon dioxide to determine the relationship of f ctose to pol."saccharide 
synthesis. The data in Fig. 1 show that fructose -G..; readih incorporated 
into intracellular polysaccharides and ethanol-solub compounds. Sucrose 
utilization \vas less rapid than that of fructose, pres~:-:.abl~.r by incorporation 
of the. fructose moiety from sucrose. Glucose utilizc..:"on for lvsaccharide 
. -
synthesis \vas very slow by comparison. All of the cons·.:: tive monosaccharides 
of the intracellular polysaccharides \vere labeled in 2.: ~ inutes ,\-ith fructose-
14 • 
Although the transformation of glucose to pol:. ~accharide material is 
adaptive and slow, labeling of the constitutive monosa..-:.harides ,,-as attempted 
\vith glucose-1-Cl4 and glucose-6-C14 tn determine t:_~ origin of the pentose 
skeleton for ribose and xylose. Studies ,vith glucose-l-(,U sho ed that glucose 
, as split at the number one carbon position to yi(:' C140 2 and unlabeled 
pentoses. \Vith glucose-6-C14, little C140 2 was producf::': but the pentoses were 
radioactive. Metabolism studies \vith strawberry ple:!" ...... and \vheat seedlings 
sho\ved that carbon six of hexose \vas cleaved to forn. olysaccharide pentoses 
(16,21). 
Enzyme Assays 
The carbon source and tracer studies had implica:ed fructose as a source 
of polysaccharide precursors. Aldolase activity, v .. h:.h is necessary for the 
condensation of triose units in the fornlation of the e: carbon skeletons by a 
reversal of glycolysis, \\'as determined to see if th' system \vas operative 
under the conditions imposed. 
The presence of aldolase activity in A. flos-aquae :3 clearly d ~lnonstI ated 
in Table \1. Sonic extracts of cells gro\vn in ca bon diox'de, fructose, or fructose 
diphosphate gave positive results for aldolase activi /. The experiments 'were 
duplicated .\vith appropriate controls each time. 
In addition to the presence of aldolase, other enz:.·me assays showed the 
presence of phosphofructokinase and fructose diphr,)f; hat~ phosphatase, but 
the absence of phosphohe. poisomerase. 
Photosynlh tic Intermediates 
om of he internlediates ~ rer detect d y radi ~J ography and identifi 
omparison of R/ \vith pure com ounds. The; .ompounds identifi by 
this In h it r ibulo -1, -diphosplla ,fr c 0 iphosphate, fructo -6-
pI pha , lu 0 -6- ho~p ate, 3-ph pho Iy d. ~ jd, and sedoh ptuJo . 
Th fr I t nt on he radi Ito <1 s. he po hich wa 
arli r ( ) .. olved into four 0 
hen arli r chromatogram 
be s para d in 0 
J 
• :: =~ j 
8 CA ~.ID JOU 11. 1 
. ays f e diphosphnt 0 rh ; ,h .. os dipho h t 
aldolase, hosphoh oi onwra , . IU pho ph fructokin. in A. 
tlos-aquat cells gr \ Tn in th • 1,r' 11 ' .. ! of 5'Yn t in ir, with . nd 
.. 'ithout mg/lUl Cruet ,1 mg/ml fnwtu • diphosph c, or 
1 mg/ml glu ·OSl. 
• 
Enzyme ~ ourCe 
--------------------------
Product 
(pmoles/mg 
cell prot in) 
1. Hex0ge diphosphate phosphata~~ (product == Pi or F6P) 
• ~ 01 ~ \Vhole cells 3.3 
.. -0 ~ Ollie extract 13.5 
Fru Whole cell~ 2. 9 
Fruc .:e onic extl- ct 24.3 
Fruc J'se diP 'onic c,'tract 16.3 
II. Hexu£e diphosphate aldolase (product = triose) ( 
• r 01 e \\'hole cells 0.2 
Non' Sonic extract 
Fruct ;~ • \\ hole cells 
Fruc·~se Sonic extract 
Fruct~-.;e diP Sonic extract 
·1.0 '; 
0.7 
3.9 
-4.7 
III. Pho~;:-:.ohexoisomerase (product = F6P) 
·one \Vhole celts 
• T ODe- 'onie extract 
. GIu .... : _ Whole cells 
Glu _ - Sonic extract 
IV . . Pho~aofrllctokinase (product = triose) 
Non-=- \Vhole cells 
• Ol.~ Sonic extract 
\Vhole cells 
Sonic extract 
0.03 
0,06 
0,05 
0 .08 
1.5 
4.7 
9.3 
19.6 
or their de:i.vative~. t is kno\vn that sugar-nucleotide complexe~ are respon-
sible for +:'e transfe.:- of simple Inonosaccharides into polysaccharides (8). 
Discussion 
The ex::-acellula. polysaccharides of A. flos-aquae are major end products 
of photo~:. nthesi . These polysaccharides are composed largely of glucose 
and xylo~·: vith n.::.Jr amounts of glucuronic acid and ribose. Water-soluble 
intracell ~.~ polY,;A':- ~harides \\~ere isolated which had the same identity as the 
extracelle:.:.r pot: .. ~:charides. The sequence of C140 2 incorporation into the 
extracelh:. - nd 17.:r cellular polysaccharides suggests that the polymer is 
synthesiz- intrac·' .. larly, diffuses through the cell wall, and subsequently 
slough ~ 'nto th' ,urrounding medium. 
Experh:: ltal r ~'lt ~ rere obtained \vhich sho "ed that D-fructose was an 
excellen - b titu for carbon dioxide in the synthesis of extracellular a 
intracelJ p I ~ .~ :charides. The enzymes needed for the reversal of 3-
phospb . fructos phosphates were present. ;rhe photosyn-
thetic in hat \vere isolate suggest that A. flos-aquae fixes car 
dioxide j crib y Basshatn and Calvin (2) for green al ae and 
Norris ue-green algae" Tentative resu ts also show com ound 
f ich ay sociated ith e conversion of fru .. 0 
..J 
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EstraceUular Polysaccharides of 
.... "''''...,,: Efteds 0 Life-Support . : 
,sf 
Abstract. Th~ amount 01 extracellular 
polYSllccharid~ prod"c~d by ~/,ht spe-
cin 01 g,~en and bl"e-Rr~en algat' 
rQIIgel/rom /74 milliRrams per liter to 
jj? milligrams per liler. Most 0/ th~ 
polym~rs are composed 0/ lour morro· 
mccluJ,ides: a hexose. a pentose, a 
methyl pentose, and uronic acid. The 
production 0/ excessive amount' of 
'hne photosynthetic end products will 
ur.doubudly influence ,lte effective re-
cycling time 01 Rrowth media In lift-
lupport systems. 
In "lifc.Jupport systems" where 
media will he recycled for the con-
tinuous growth of algae. algal end prod-
UC1S will undoubtedly innue e the 
dlic:icncy of the recycling prOcess. Few 
microorganisms have been shown to be 
• ,; . I 6. o. 
capable of breaking do\\ n their r pee-
tive poly accharide for carbon and 
ener y ,J). Therefore. in an efficient 
m~dium recycling proce 5, no onl)' 
"will it be neces ary to replace depleted 
miner .. ls but orne provision will have 
to be .nade to remove the accumulated 
extracellular by-product. Accordingly. 
the sclectiol1 of an alga to be u!led in a 
life-support system will depend not only 
on its efficiency In utilizing CO~ and 
producing 0.: but al.o on the quantity 
and nature of its extracellular by-prod-
ucts under the cultural conditiors em-
ployed. 
Since the early 1950's. studies have 
been carried out to explore the possihle 
use of alg~e as a ,ource of food for 
overpopulated regions of the workl (l) . 
In more recent years, the u e of algae 
in life-support systems designed for 
long space flights has been lJtudied C,n. 
These efforts were initially designed to 
tudy mass cuhpre, efficiency of o"ygen 
production. suitable substrates. and so 
forth. One of the basic prohlems now 
concerns the production of extracellular 
end products of algal metabolilom and 
their influence on the growth·medium 
recycling processes which would be 
used in life-support systems. 
At lez t three classes of organic 
compounds are known to be liherated 
by some species of freshwater algac: 
organic acids (if. j), nitrogenous ma-
terial such as polypeptides and free 
amino acids (6). :md carhohydrate 
polymers (S, 1. 8). Lewin (7) has 
presented quantitative studies on the 
produc,ion of e"tracellular poly accha-
rides hy 18 specics or green algae iso-
lated from oil Qmples. The yields of 
the extracellular polymer ranged (rom 
3 to J J 3 millisram per liter. 
In this report we describe the pro-
duction "04 composition of e~traceJltllar 
polysaccharides hy eight species or mu-
T.ble 1. Yields of poJy :lcch:uldt .nd dry wtil!hl of cell from el,hl .peclc" "r fre hw;lter 
Ig • The cuhure were baC:lcria-(re , unial.: .. , cullur . iso/uled from Inmrll:s or fresh ",;.ler 
:snd oxidation-pond "':ller. 
-
---r- r IP Tr ('t'li 
hIt (I 'II 111111 , ;"11 (mil (,"~. , 
Iller) ,,1 '1 ) Jlltr) hllu I J"~II 
, 
---- --
a flos.aqUQ, 40 ~57 '3 1~6 696 079 
.. 0 4U I." 11 oil' tll~ 
" ... ., '1 3t. I 6 ~O, 11.11 
2~ 2U ~ 7~ oil. .~t)l 
lS 2'" I~ 2(, 275 19~1J 
25 224 I() Ii:! '()~ IWI 
25 191 22 4K 2ft7 ~~, 
25 114 15 26 215 1';!:9 
IP, wlilt:r'lolubi poly-
T .. bJ~ ~. In.:re.. in dry "eiMht of c: U .nd 
rroJu liun of e'\lractliular poly 
A Ilahal'lltl /fof-4lqllar. 
--- -- - -,-------
Time a::"tra~llul .. r p.:>l) a charide Cell 
01),5) (m 11I(r..1 i!Iu.:o e) (ml' Jiler) 
2 H ,,61t 
4 44, 32) 
6 $0 JJ28 
8 71 120) 
1 .. \ U8 1748 
12 20S 2068 
coid green and blue-green" algae used 
for studies on Ufe-support sy terns. 
Quantitative data are also presented for 
capsular and water-solubll! intracellular 
polysacchariuc production. 
Bacteria-free. unjaJgal cultures were 
isolated frollt samples o( fresh water 
and ox,dation-p nd water gattiered In 
the vicinity of this laboratory. The al-
gae were cultured for 1! days in modi-
tied Knop's mineral medium (9). pH 
7.0, conl.tined in Iotcrilized 2-titer Pyrex 
column!> (48 mOl in diameter), The 
culture, \\ere maintl'lncd either at 2SoC 
or 40°C in the pre. cnce of 13.4 kilolux 
of continuous light intensity suppJiC!d 
from a hank of ~hitc, 40-watt fluores-
cent lamps, and were aerated with a 
mixture containing S percent of"'(X). 
in air. 
At 2-day intervals, amples were re-
moved for the determination of poty-
accharide in the cell·free medium and" 
(or detcrmination of the dry weight. 
An :Jppropriate amount of the cell-free 
",,,Jil!m W~IS trcatco with 2 'olumes 
of ah,olute eth~ I alcohol. mixed, and 
centrifuged; the precipitate dis olved in 
1 m! of di'\tilled w.lter. and the .poly-
saccharide wa4i determined as the glu-
co e equivalent hy the anthrofi~ pro· 
cedure (/0). Dry weight was determined 
by drying overnight at 100°C. 
At the end of the growth period. the 
cells were removed hy centrifugation. 
'fhc cell-frce supernatants were conun-
trated to one-tenth volume with a ro .. 
tary evaporator at 6°C, deionized 
,ilh \\ 'ak ion-c 'change rc in~. on th 
·,lrll'dllllllr I ,1" Ih' "MI {,Ie 
clpitalcd "ilh '" \olume of olute 
ethyl alcohol. The .ringy precipitate 
were collected in tar d alundum cru-
ihle nlld weiShcd oftcr dryin. he 
"sh content of all extracellular poly-
Ilccharidc,. detcrmined hy combustion 
ut 600°('. was uhtract d to giv yl Id 
f organic matter. The harve ted cells 
were killed with 2 ml of a 2: 1 : 1 mix-
ture (by volume) of ch.lorobenzene. 
r~- -------- ------
• 
',' 
di:hloroethane. and chlorobutane, the 
capsular polysaccharides \\ere e1.lracted 
with distlUed water at 10°C for 24 
houn. precipitated \I, ith 2 volumes dt 
absolute eth) I alcohol. and weighed. 
Intracellular polysacchclrides (water-
soluble) \\ere e\tracted by subjecting 
th" cell suspenltions to sonic vibrations 
Ifr~qu.:nc)' = IU key' sec) for IS min-
utn; the soluble protein and soluble 
pigments \\er remO\ ed "" ith cold 10 
percent trichloroacetic acid. and the 
polymer \\as pro cipitated with 2 vol-
umes of absolute ethyl alcohol. For the 
determination of monosaccharide con-
stituents ot· the e\trGcellular polysac-
ch.uides. 50-mg' Samples were hydro-
I)ud \\ith ~ ml of IN H.SO. in sealed 
ampules at lO(PC for '§ hours. Harium 
carbona:e wa\ added to neutralize the 
HSO. to congo red and the BaSO. was 
removed by centrifug"tion. The hydru-
Iyzate were then concentrated to O.S 
m' for chromatographic analysis. Por-
tiaos of the hydrolyzates and standards 
.ere placed in spots on Whatman No: 1; 
tilter paper and ne\'elopcd with a mix-
ture of phenOl and water (100: 39 by 
.eight), and a mixture of butanol, 
.cetic acid. and water (2: J : I, by vol-.· 
ume). Sugar spots were located and 
differentiated on the chromatoerams 
Table 3. Mono)accharid delecled in Ih hydrol)'~ale or the elllr cellul r poly charjdes 
lOve Ii aled. G. aJUl:o)C; Ga. galaclo)c; A. oarabinCbe; X. .)10 c; R. ribo'>C!; GI, .Iu uroruc 
acid; F, ruco)C; Rh. rhamno c. 
• with the aniJine-oxalate mixture de-
scribed by Horrocks and'ManniD, (lJ). 
The tentative identification of the mon-
omeric constituents of the polysaccha-
ride "'as made by comparison of the 
unknowns to standard reference sugan. 
The yield) of polysaccharide in the 
various . fraction~ and cells are giveD in 
Tab' J. These strains produced much 
more extracellular polymer than those 
reponed by ewin (7). The range of 
extracellular' polysaccharide production 
was from 174 mg per liter to SS7 mg 
per liter. The yield of extracellular 
polymer was greatest (557 mg/lit~r), 
"'jth the high-temperature blue-green 
II' AlUlbaena ·flos-aqllae (12). An-
other high-tem~rature blue-green alga, 
Nostoc sp., produced the next "ighest 
~mount of e:'<tracellular polym r (41 S 
'U' '".,. th ""Pr-
alu e C .. .l 'gre~u ".¥d~. Ih 
PGimel/a mucosa produced th mo l 
tra Uular poJymer (271 rna/liter). 
Yields with tht other room temper ture 
cen Jgae (2S·C) were s1ighdy lower. 
y' Id of capwlar poJym r did 0 
; ideJy amon, the IJht cultur 
f d, lb4tl is, 13 to 36 rtts Mt Jiter. 
Th yield of inlracellular polym wa 
highest with PalmellG m"co a (1 7 mgl 
liter), and next highest will) Ana-
Alral culture 
Chlam.1 domolUu p. 
,-"oslOe ,po 
Chlcm·l/a ~lIipJold~" 
C. ~·ulgar;1 
Palm~lIa mucosa 
Oon stu p . 
C hlurrl/u ~p 
A nabQ~lIa flos-Ilquoe 
G 
X· 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
GA 
X 
A X, 
-,.-. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
R GI F h 
v 
X , .. 
X X 
X 
X X 
·X X 
X x 
X X 
• X IndlCilln the pr.-.ence of a ~ar.lcul:lr tentauvely Identified monos ccharlde. 
l-aena flor-aqllQe (126 mg/liter). The 
yie-Ids with all other cultures were some-
what lower (23 to 7S mg/liter). Syn-
thesis of extracellular poly acchal'ide 
occurs more extensively than the ac-
cumulat' of capsular or intracellular 
p.:>') saccharides. Very little capsular 
polymer was expected to be produced 
because of the vigorous aeration of the 
cultures during srowth. 
With all of the cultures, the produc-
tion of the extracellular polymer was 
dependent upon the age of the culture, 
the most significaDt increase being dur-
ing the late log phase of the growth 
cycle. These results are in. contrast to 
those reponed for some species of 
marine algae in which the extraceUular 
carbohydrate accumulated only after 
the cultures reached the stationary 
phase of the growth cycle (13). Poly-
saccharide production continues slightly 
after the cells rea~h the stationary phase 
of the growth cycle. The data for 
Anabaena flos-aquae are given in Table 
2. 
The large values for extracellular 
polysaccharide may have bee he re-
sult of the vigorous aeration afforded 
jn column culture. Conversely, Guillard 
and Wangersky (13). and Lewin (7) 
obtained much sm; lIer yields from 
gently aerated "ask cultures. 
The monosaccharide components of 
the extracellular polysaccharides were 
hexo e, uronlc acid, pentose, aDd 
methyJ pentose (TabJe 3). None .of 
the polymer. contained more than four 
components. The most common were 
I .. t' - , II ~hll1p • f Ie' "t!. "d Ill"-
r I.. ~hJ. I "I~ hl\.' aM , 
mow .hi gener I pattern er Mamy-
domonaJ '1', Chlortlla v I arl. and 
Anaha na flo.r-aq at. fa tho extrnc I-
JuJar polysaccharides of th tWO.f en 
af. c, (Chlam)ldomo Ip nd Chlo-
, If a v I, rl ) I &IT C 0; ty 
wa~ fOUnd. I t Xal ccllul r po'Y-
saccharide ot th rUe-aT I, Ana-
baen flo~-aquac, no methyl p nt w I 
found, and the polymer cont In d two 
pento e component , ribo e and xylo e. 
Hydrolyzates of capsular and water-
soluble intracellular polyuccharides 
from Pa/mella mucosa and Anabaena 
flos-aqllae yielded the same constituents 
as found in the extracellular polysac-
charide ,pf the ~', "j ~,,·tive alga. 
The results ot 'hI: .extracellular poly-
accharide screening tests ~~i~ned to 
measure the amount of soluble extra-
cellular carhohydrate polymers pro-
duced by certain algae used in studies 
of life-support systems show tbat these 
metabolic end products accumulate in 
the growth mediuni. The accumulation 
of these ::nd products wiit undoubtedly 
decrease the effective use of .,rowth 
media. 
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Factors affecting the availability of photosynthetic J:)Toducts fer 0 1 r organisms haye 
been iny·;"C\tigated in tlns laboratory. It has been found that by subjecting PalmeU' V ;CCU$ • pecies to sonic vibrations, 
that ater soluble carbohydrate increases by a f,.: or of ten an the dry weight of 
the al al cells deer ase by factors p to 86-96%1' ~ 
The feasibility of employing sonic extracts of P .mellococcu$ species to upply car-
bon and enerlO' for th groWth of Torula uti/is b n investigated. R spiration 
and growth studies have shown a favorable respoll ~ of Torula uti!' to SOllie tracts 
of PulmellococCtis sp ci s. 
The roles of algae in nded space rugh~ are four! ; to furnish a ource of food, 
I to replenish the av ilable oxygen supply, to utilize r :rira ory carben dinxide, and to 
ntiliz the \vaste products of the manned craft. 
T)le last three roles (oxygen production, CO2 utiliza ".n, nd \ ·aste degradation) can 
he de onstrated easily with most of the common gree an blue-green algae. 
Th food oncept has been studied extensively, b 0 vorab e results have been 
obt' d IVi hum n subjects. The protein, arbohy e, "and fat content of algae is 
comp a 1 yeast and other roorganisms. 
P otein h een studi d the mos e tensively. Fisc.:; e and Burlew (1953) reported 
tha 19a proteins di not stim late gro in the ra efficl n If as other proteins of 
high io ogic I v lue owin to defici n y in {ami 0 ad s. re rt of 
r k or ( veille, Sa erlich, and Shock! y, ' ) the addition 0 
alg 1 ne id no"' ea ein lnppl mcnted diet. 
Comb (1952) tated hi er feed conversion hen 
10% Cella h later 
ho 'ed v'tamin r-
a lin ra 
• • 
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fore h gu·n obt ine . Th 'e auth r d 
i h. protein ont nt of th': algi e. 
Is, nd c 0 11 (I 61) h~ve s nt d <1 t on the til" f alg e 
by humans a 01 food sour . irst, the algae ere not ace ptable by le ubj c in 
and odor v n wh n 'U pI ment ,d with oth r f od. e ond, when 1 rge .0 nts 
the algae ere fed to human subjects, several undesirable symptoms eve lop d 
(nause , cramping pains, vomiti g, etc.). These :vor "er concluded that the 19ae might 
be sed if supplemen 'ed wi h other foods but that inlprovement in digestibility and 
acceptability of the Ig e ar.Q needed before the algae can e used a sole food sour . 
Cook and Lau (1961) reporfed almost the same conclusions in that the rat and human 
co ld use the algae supplemented with other foods, but the 'llgae alone did not meet 
the nutritional equirement of the rat and human. This same approach was used by 
Morimara and Tamiya (1954) in ormulating algae confaining diets. 
Since yeast cell can serve as a food or supplement for the human subject, this 
investigation was initiated to determine if algal extracts could supply carbon and energy 
for the cultivatio of yeasts acceptable as a diet for human consumption. 
The objectives in this primary investigation were (a) to obtain a method for efficiently 
preparing algal extracts, (b) to test the 19a1 e tracts for energy sources in the form of 
cat·bohydrates (c) to test the growth response of a selected species of yeast on the algal 
extract, and (d) to determine the oxidation of algal extracts by a species of yeast. 
The source of algae for these experiments was Palmellococcus species grown under 
bacteria-free.conditions in Knop's mineral medium at 23 C and 1200 foot-candles light 
intensity. This alga was selected because of its high cell carbohydrate content and its 
ability to produce an extracellular polysaccharide composed chiefly of glucose in high 
yields (Moore, 1963). The cells were harvested from the growth medium by centrifuga- . 
tion in the cold and resuspended in known concentrations in a yeast-basal medium 
deficient in carbon (Difco Labs., 1953). 
Effects of Soneration on Palmellococcus 
The method selected for preparing algal extracts was soneration. A Raytheon 10KC 
sonic oscillator was used to disrupt the cells. The eHect of son~ration on Palmello-
coccus in terms of dry weight, decrease in packed cell volume, and release of soluble 
carbohydrate is given in Table 1. Dry weight was determined by difference Dleasure-
ments using tared gooch crucibles with asbestos mats at 90 C. Packed ceIl volume was 
determined in calibrated centrifuge tubes. Soluble carbohydrate was determined by the 
Anthrone procedure of Matton et a!. 1955. 
A quick and efficient method for the rupture of algal cells (PalmeUococcus in par-
ticular) is son ratio as represented by the data in Table 1. Packed cell volume trials 
indicate that within 15 minutes the greatest amount of solUbilization i approached. The 
release of soluble carbohydate into the medi (e ~ressed as gluco e by anthrone anal-
ys. ) sho\Y the sa!p.e tr nd. ithin 15 rrilllu es, the soluble carbo y ate in cell £rag-
men -free ex act increases by a factor · f about 8 over th nonso e a sam Ie . 
The carbo ydrat detec dine onsonera s p s . s ult 0 e e cretion 
o cellular d tracellular polys ccharides ir. 0 the medium. oun of solubiliza-
·on achieved wlh the algae varie with eel concen alion as wou h e ted. With 
more dilute concentrations (less than 1 mg/ml), ver 95% solubilization can b 
solu . gi\-! solu iliz fi 
g 
- - .. --
• 
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TABLE 1. Effects oj Soneration on Palmellococcus 
I 
Packed Cell Increase in olubli' ecrease in Dry 
Volume Carbohydrate eight 
Exposure 
(minute ) 
Trial! Trial 2 Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial! Trial 2 
I 
nll/5 ml ml/5 mIl J.&g as ~g as mg/ml % mg/ml % 
gluco. e gluco e 
0 0.15 0.13 49.0 65.0 6.34 0.828 
15 0.03 0.05 395.0 595.0 3.94 37.85 0.040 95.17 
30 0.01 0.02 394.0 590.0 3.92 38.17 0.029 96.49 
45 0.01 0.01 395.0 595.0 3.42 46.05 0.028 96.62 
I 
long exposure in contrast to dilute solutions ~here almost total solubilization is achieved 
in less than 15 minutes. 
Carbohydrates in the Algal Extract 
To determine the relative amounts and forms of carbohydrates in the algal extract., 
the following analyses were performed. Fifty ml of a Palmellococcus cell-suspension 
(6.93 mg/ml) was sonerated 45 minutes. Ten ntl samples of the ccIl-fx:ee 0- and 45-
minute samples were concentrated to 0.1 ml for chromatography to determine free-
reducing sugars. 
ater·soluble polysaccharides were determined by precipitating 10-ml samples of the 
cell-free 0- and 45-minl1te samples with 20 rn} of ethanol. The alcoholic precipitates were 
hydrol.. ed with 4 ml of IN Hel for 6 hours at 100 C in sealed ampoules. The hydroly-
ates were evaporated to dryness at 60 C in vacuo and resuspended in 0.1 ml of ater 
for chromatography. 
The solv nts used for developing the chromatograms were phenol; water (100: 
39 - w : w) and n-butanol: acetic acid: water (2 : I : 1 - 1 : I : 1). Reducing ars 
and · cidic monosaccharides ,vere detected on the chromatograms by spraying chroma to-
gr ~ith aniline hydrogen 0 alate and heating to 75 for'15 minutes. Tn results 
of he hromatographic nalys s are 'ven i T ble 2. ~ 
o r io of th 19a1 cells release 0 lass of carbohy 
a 'n Table 2. posure of th alg 1 lIs to 0 
th £ m no ac hr· de rom the 11. 
) v amo sho e h 
alitativ ana y i 
• 
• • • 
, 
p 3HJ 
TA LE 2. Car drat , in alg 1 fXn'U tit 
• 
-----
Inpl(l 
l lhcnol 
Rf* 
--------
liutu,llol 
Rr 
.. fono-
uccharid , 
I 
I J clutiv I J mOllnt 
Fr c duch g ugars- O linll t •.. . .... 
~ 
. . . . .. . . . .. ... . ... . . . . .. ... . .. . ... . . . . 
.. 
Fr e R ducin Stl ar -4K Minut 8 . . . . . . . 0 .357:3 0 . IH71 
0 .4730 0 .2:JS7 
0 .5552 0 .2n67 
Poly charidee 
(1) 0 Minutes ................... . . . : . 0 .3525 0 .1742 
0.5150 0.2413 
0.6300 0 .3163 
0 .7600 0 .3550 
(2) 45 Minutes ...................... . 0.3735 0 .1957 
0 .4231 0.2Hl 
0 .5H2 O.23m) 
0 .6177 0 .2841 
0 .6322 0 .3271 
0 .75g6 0 .353 
• Standard Sug 0.35.0 0.1983 
0 .5102 0.2459 
0.6128 0.3217 
0.082 0.1740 
0.6100 0.2900 
0.3936 0.2149 
0 .7200 0 .3500 
• Owing to cellular polysaccharide of cells. All Rf values ar averages. 
Glu('oso 
rabino (' 
Fucose 
Gluco c 
Arabino 
Fu('o 
Glucurone 
Glue e 
~fallno 
Arabinose 
Ribose 
Fucos 
Glucuron 
3+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
.f-
trace 
+ 
+ 5+ 
trace 
2+ 
+ 
Glucose ......... . 
rabino e ......... . 
Fuco e ......... . 
Glucuronic Acid ......... . 
Rib os 
Manno e 
lucurone 
I' ........ . 
I ......... . 
, ......... . 
the cellular and extracellular polysaccharides of this alga. Ribose was detected only in 
trace amounts. 
PaImellococcus Extract as a Carbon Source for the Growth of Torula utilis 
Torula utilis strain NRRL Y -900 was grown in the y ast-basal medium with carbon sup-
plied in the form of the algal extract. The inoculum of T. utilis was prepared as fol-
lows: T. fltilis as streaked on a sterne agar slant containing 25 ml of nutrient broth, 
1 % glucose, and 25 ml of a sonerated algae suspension. The yeast cells were washed 
off the agar slant, centrifuged, and suspended in 50 ml of sterile phosphat buffer, pH. 
7.0. Cell concentration was determine to be 9.5 X 106/ml with a counting chamber. 
almellOcocc cells (1.169 g) were suspenaed in 400 ml of yeast- asal medium giv-
in cell co cenp'a ·on of 2.93 g/ . FifW rol amounts ere so er ted for 15 min-
es . . Dry ight a.fter soner tion was 0.42 mg/ml. The percent so ubilization being 
85. 6 and for each 50 ml of sonerated algal suspe sion, there were added 125.5 mg of 
solubilized, algal cell content . ' 
ml o~ the ye inoc Ium was . 0 
3 • • C. iCO 
The algal extract as a grov.·th substr te for T. utili:; gave encouraging resu · The 
nu ber of yeast cells in the algal extract increased by a factor of about 4 in 72 hour 
and most of the gain was from 0 to 24 tours. G:owth in the control \v nega ·ve t 
evidenced by the decrease in the number of countable cells. The response to the extr ct 
., shows that this species of yeast can utilize some of the solubilized algal cell contents as I 
a source of carbon for cellular synthesis. 
Oxidation of Algal Extracts by T. utins 
To determine the oxidation of algal extracts, manometric techniques were used to meas-
ure the oxygen uptake on extracts and modified extracts by T. utilise Standard Warburg 
techniques were used as described by Umbreit, Burris, and Stauffer, 1959. For extracts, 
the flasks contained 2.8 ml of the test sample with 0.2 ml of 10% KOH in e center 
\vell and 0.2 ml of the yeast cells in the side ann. Oxygen uptake ,vas detennined 
at 30 C. 
a. Uptake of Oxygen by T. utilis on Algal Extracts vs. Time of Soneration. Samples 
of Palmellococcus cells in. yeast-basal medium (6.93 mg/ml) were sonerated for 0, 15, 
30, and 45 minutes. Each sample was centrifuged after soneration to remove intact 
cells and debris. The samples "\vere heated at 100 C for 5 minutes to retard enzymatic 
activity and bacterial growth. Samples \vere then tested for oxygen uptake using 
T. utilise Each side ann contained 5 mg of T. utilis cells. The results are given in 
Table 3. The extracts were compared to a heat-killed suspension of PalmeUococcus 
cells and to a sugar solution containing 800 P,g of glucose. 
The oxidation of the algal extracts gave results which indicate T. utilis can utilize 
the algal extracts as energy sources. 
Oxygen uptake vs. time of soneration (Table 4) sho,vs that the maximum response is 
gained when the algae are sonerated for 45 minutes, however, this differenCe is not 
large enough to merit exposing the algal cells to son~fication for over 15 minutes. Oxy-
gen uptake on extracts ,vas about 3.5 times as much as on the intact cells. The response 
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TABLE 3. Oiidat· n of algal extracts by T. ut· . 
O2 upt ke 
Time . 
(minutes) 
End AE-O AE-15 AE-30 
.-
I 
pI pl pI pi 
0 - - - - -
15 - 19 31 20 
30 3 24 55 39 
45 1 17 69 52 
60 - 24 121 108 
75 6 35 161 137 
P.O - 20 179 155 
105 1 21 216 211 
120 1 21 261 I 254 I 
End: Endogenous. 
AE-O, 15, 30, 45: AI al extrac~ over time. 
I HKC: Heat killed cells. 
SS: Sugar lution. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.,AJ; 
I" 
~2 
41 
70 
20 
57 
79 
3-1 
SO 
1 
1 
2' 
.) 
... 
.-
HKC 
13 
20 
42 
66 
69 
11 
23 
57 
85 
94 
103 
122 
10 
on extracts was also about 2.5 times greater than the response to 800 ILg of glucose 
in a control flask. 
h. Oxidation of Algal Extracts by T. utilis With and ithout Supplementation. 
Because of the oxidative response of the yeast to the alga e tracts, a plan was adapted 
to determine if this response could be removed by supplementation of an energy source 
and protein source. In one series, protein and chlorop rn were removed \vith lead 
acetate to determine what eHect this might have on the oxidative response. 
A 12-day column culture of Palmellococcus was centrO 19ed and the cells suspended 
in 'yeast- al me 'um to a dry \\"eight cell concentratio of .7.1 mg/ ml. After sonera-
tion for 5 minu 5, the dry weight w s 2.42 mg/rol COl'Ji sponding to a solubilization 
p reentage of. 65.91. Test samples were prepared in 25 amounts. Samples contain-
ing the e· act had the equivalent of 177.5 mg of solubilized 19a1 cell contents. 
Serie 
A 
C 
D 
E 
Saplple Protocol: 
~.. . 
.,. 
~ one 
• f 
, 
• 
• .. )1\)04 
600 . . 1 I · 
I 
o EN. U£,OUS 
I AL L .* TR. cr 
2 " +GLucOSE 3 +PEPrONE 
4 ,. +GLUCOSE+PEPTONE 
5 ... PROTEIN 
_ 400 68. L OIUM 
:s.. 7 1# ,., + GLUCOSE 
- 8 HE. '-KI ED CELLS 
w 
~ 
« 
..... 
a. 
:> 
z 200 
w 
c:> )0-
x 
0 
• 
-I 
-0 15 30 45 60. 
.... 
TIME (nlinutes) 
FIC. 2. Oxidatio f ~1; 1 extracts with and without supplementation by 
T. utilise . 
The Hasks \\fere sterili f f oj 5 minutes at 121 C and 15 psi. Flasks containing the 
extract had a green preci ita ~ after autoclaving. The series with protein and chloro-
phyll removed containe 10 ecipitate and ,vas perfectly clear. Aliquots of 2.8 ml 
were tested for OX} gen u ake using 1.5 mg of T. utilis cells per W burg flask. The 
response is given in Fig. __ 
Supplementing the al c '" cts with glucose and peptone increased the oxidative 
response of the yeast bu ot a large extent (Table 4). When glucose and peptone 
\vere added singly, the re! n ~ to the algal extract ,vas higher than the supplemented 
responses. The algal ex t ~ gave a response much higher than a Hask containing 
the same amount of glu I added to the basal medium as the extract contained solu-
bilized cell contents. Th nse to heat-killed cells was about one-haH that of the 
extract. The significant the experiment show that when the a]gal protein and 
chloroph. 11 are removed ponse is achieved just as great or greater than the 
response on the extract, without supplementation. This represents a method of 
converting algae gro\vn a- e substrates, etc. to a microbiological medium for culti-
· vating other microorg' e medium was almost perfectly c ear after autoclaving 
and did ot have any of racteristic odors of al ae (fresh or coo ed). The odor 
prQb an subjec re ed hole algal oel1 a ccord .. 
ing to very disagr eable. 
rotein ana nse of 
mown in 
23 
. 
n s lly do ui t uf' Y c. ,lor d all 1 0 or. hi' s n 
. ith . (-ri . 'itbout prot« in .an \vithout chlorophyll. 
i ty ml of uluwll()('uccIl C 11 susp ~nsion (12. Ing/ ml) t·. uuer' t d or r! 
miuut. r W(,i' Ilt ()f th ·tr~l<:t waS 3.89 III 1 / 1111 corr spondin to a . luhiliz~ ti 1 
r nt· g f 9.75. 
Prot in ~ d hlolophyll \ 'er 1 Inov d by tl • I ad ~ <: t~ to: harhlln 0 alate pr . dnr . 
For r nlO ing only pr()t~in, th '.·tract \\'as pH ci itatcd \viih Zn~() (0 (~/ lOO 11). 
pr cipit tc r IJlOV( ,U by l'(,ntrifugation, f{'sidu c. -lractl'u \\'itb ~ In1 of ahsolut th I 01 
and centrifuged, ·}.loropliyll e -tnu.'t add d ba k to ori 'in~ 1 supernatant, nd th thanol 
driven off by heat. !. 
:For l'enlO in 1 th~ di1orophyll ouly, th algal extract ,vas predpitat d ~ 'ith ZnSO. , tIl( 
• 
T BI.E 4. Effects of removing proteill and chlorophyll from algal extract 01l 
o.r.idalil..'e response of T. utilis 
-- -- -- -- - - - -- - -
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End: Endogenous. 
: 19 1 Extract. 
-(P+C): Alg I Extract minus Pr~tein and Chlorophyll. 
19a1 Extract minus Protein. 
AE - C: . gal Extract minus Chlorophyll. 
~ t-B a1 Medium. 
J 
--..........------=:-.......,...",,--,----,-,,--,----~----,-------=- ---~-- -- ------,.. 
324 , (, (')() A 1> t. '. 
o ri s of t • alnp 
not r ri of til anlpJ 
Aliquots of 2.8 ml w r t .... ·~, .......... 
T. tltilLy. Th re ults ar 
ar gr phed in Fi~. 3. 
th 01, th , n 
t 121 C 1 i. 
Th (!f\ccts of renloviu ' th rot in 'und chlorophy s parnt'"' Iy did not n1 to alt r I 
the oxidative r sponse of the ~tta!lt (T I~ 4). Sinc th 0 idative r .spon e is 1 ot H ted 
by tl rt:moval of protein and : 'oro .Yll· P . tely or in combination, the soluble algal l 
("arbohydrate, protein, etc. or· .~: as at '.' c 11 nt n rgy source for T. utilis a evidene 
by the oxidative respons '. Tlr. heat- hock d substrat ·s gave variable results each time / 
this \vas duplicated. . 
The use of 19ae in this ro oHld s em to b more of energy s lPply than soure 
of carbon in a dosed ecolog. Evidently the protein oC ·he algae cannot be used effi-
ciently as a source of carboL ror other organisms as evidenced by this tudy. This I 
\vould be of utmost value Bl:unse it has peen found in this laboratory that various 
molds, yeast, and bacteria Cal 'j, grown 'in' large qualltitie'1:' on waste substr, tes if sup-
plemented with an energy so ··ce. ' ~;r using algae for this energy sQurce, a microbial I 
food for human c.:onsumptioll tnl1d be realized. This ,vou!d furnjsh the ecological cycle ~ 
an end-point in furnishing fo:,:, \va~te utilization) and gas recycling. The efficiency of 
this systeol \vill depend on ju~:- ho\v much nergy has to be supplied in tenns of light 
energy to cultivate the algae i- mass quantities. This approach would seem to be much 
better than the use of whole c"'!.:;al cells as carbon-energy sources which has not yielded 
any astounding results so far terms of supplementing the human diet. 
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An Extracellular Polysaccharid 
Produced by Palroella mucos Klitz 
By 
B. G. TISCHER and B. G. IOORE 
With 2 Figures in the Text 
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Some species of green and blue-green fresh-water algae liberate 
varying amounts of organic Jnaterial into their surrounding environment. 
One such class of compounds is extracellular polysaccharides. These 
polymers may range from simple two and three to eight component 
polymers. LEWIN (1956) reported on seven algal polysaccharides from 
Ohlamydomonas species which ,vere composed of only t,vo units, ara-
binose and galacto e. Also LEWIN isolated a polysaccharide from Ohlamy-
domona$ sphagmophila which contained seven monosaccharide units. 
Extracellular polysaccharides from N ostoc commune, N ostoc muscorum, 
a.nd Anabaena cylindrica contained seven, eight and six units respectively 
(JONES et a!. 1952; BISW AS 1957; BISHOP ~t a!. 1954). Almost all of the 
common monosaccharides can be found in these polymers. Hexoses, 
pentoses, uronic acids and methyl-pentoses are the usual constituents 
in varying comhinations. The a,mount of extracellular polysaccharide 
produced varies widely from culture to culture with some varia.tlon prob-
ably due to differences in culture chambers and polysaccharide analyses. 
Quantitative data are ayailable from the " yorks of LEWIN (1956) and 
... [OORE and TISCHER (1963). The species of algae examined by LE\VIN 
(1956) produced the polymers in concentration from 3-113 nlg per 
liter of growth mp.dium. Mucilaginous species examined by MOORE and 
'fiSCHER (1963, 1964) produced from 174-557 mg per liter of growth 
medium. Thus, the ~mounts produced depend upon the strain employed. 
Palrnella mucosa Klitz. produces extracellular, capsular, and water-
soluble intracellular polysaccharides (MOORE and TISCHER 1963). This 
report is concerned with the extracellular polysaccharide: its com-
position; the effects of different carbon and nitrogen sources on its 
synthesis; the rate of its formation; and its biosynthetic route. 
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h rid pr duc d by PalmeUa'II co fit, • Ui • 
nt, I) . £ r _ holt n p ipitntf'd by the d 'tion of 2 olum s of ab olu 
ethanol. 'Vnt.('tsoll1lo intrnoollul11r po). 'saccharides were cxtr cted by rupturing 
tl e cells in R ytheon 10 KC ollic oscillator for 10-30 minu . The supernatant 
liquid treated ~th cold 100/0 trichioro.. ic lI.cid and the £lOly8 cchnride 
extract d with ethanol from the d proteinized solution. 
Palmcl16 mucosa Klitz. a cultured in the modified Knop's mineral m dium 
(pH 7.0) (PmLLIPS and )lyERS 1954) at 250 C and were expo ed to a. continuou 
light intensity of 1250 foot-candles. All cultures were upplied with a 5 o/rO02-air 
mixture except ·here design a d. 
Extracellular po' accharide production a function of time was measured 
by determining the amount of the polymer liberated 8,S e timated by th~ anthron 
procedure of SNELL and NELL (1958). The dry weight of the cens w!ls determined 
by drying at 1000 C for 24 hours. 
Poly accharide samples were hydrolyzed with 1 N H 2SO, in sealed ampoule 
by heating in a boiling water bath for 6 hours. Residual H 2SO, was then removed 
by neutralization with BaC03 to congo red paper. BaSO, Wb.~ removed by cen-
trifugation and the sample volume reduced to 0.1 to 0.5 ml in vacuo at 600 C. 
Chromatographic separations of the constituent monosaccharides were per-
formed using phenol: water (100: 39 - W: 'V) and butanol: acetic acid: water 
(2: 1: 1 - V: V: V). Sugar spots were located on the dried chromatogram using 
the procedure and reagent of HORROCKS and MANNING (1949). Reference sugars 
were run with all analyse-so 
To determine the molar proportion of the constitutive monosaccharides, the 
procedure of HAWTHORNE (1947) was followed. A sample of the polysaccharide 
hydrolysate was separated chromatographically on paper. The individual spot, 
located by spraying duplicate chromatograms, were cut out and eluted with 
distilled water. The amount of each monosaccharide was se-parately determined 
and the molar ratios calculated. 
To determine the effects of carbon sources on extracellular polysaccharide 
production, the alga was grown on various carbon sources supplied at a level of 1 °/0 
and the response was determined in terms of dry weight of cells and as extracellular 
polysaccharide produced (expressed as glucose by the anthrone procedure). Carbon 
dioxide was omitted from the aerating gas for carbon sources other than 5 °/0 CO2, 
Nitrogen effects were determined in a similar fashion with the nitrogen sources 
being added at the same level of nitrogen as the usual source, 2.5-2 g KN03/liter. 
The preliminary biosynthetic studies were performed using ..l ... aHCu 0 3, HC1400H 
and uniformly-labeled glucose-Cu. Cells were exposed to the Cit sources in appro-
priate chambers and the polysaccharide fractions extracted and assayed for radio-
activity. Radioactivity was measured with a thin-window 0-1\1 tube. 
Results 
,...t The extracellular, capsular and water-soluble intracellular poly-
saccharides all contained glucose, glucuronic acid, arabinose .and fucose 
in molar ratios shown in Table 1. The average of the analyses gi~es a 
molar ratio of 11: 6: 3 : 1 for glucose: fucose: arabinose: glucuronic 
acid. 
The production of extracellular polysaccharide and cell dry wight 
as a function of time IS presented in ~.1. The data epresent the pro-
duction of polymer e' res ed as nthrone glucose e ·valents. 
I 
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Table 1. Molar ratio 01 monosaccharides in the extracellular poly8aUkaride 
01 Palmella mucosa K iitz. 
B 
c 
spot 
I Glucose 
I Arabinose ' Fucose GlucurQIlate 
Glucose 
Arabinose 
Fucose 
Glucuronate 
Glucose 
Arabinose 
Fu~ose 
Glucuronate 
ConcentmtiOll 
89.09 
19.31 
32.90 
7.15 
87.91 
23.53 
38.39 
9.02 
76.92 
16.67 
46.71 
8.72 
, 
0.4945 
0.1290 
0.2010 
0.0370 
0.4871 
0.1567 
0.2339 
0.0460 
0.4269 
0.1100 
0.2845 
0.0449 
* Average of hydrolysates A, Band C. 
I obr ratto units 
13.36 
3.50 
5.45 
1.00 
10.50 
3.37 
5.03 
1.00 
9.61 
2.48 
6.34 
1.00 
\ 
GOO - 3/1-----~---~-----~---. 
1'9/m.1. m.g/ml. 
500 - 2.0~--r---~----------~--~--~--~ I i 
! I ! 
~ : I 
_ ~ 1,6 _______ -----Jt..---------i---=-+----i 
.;!l I ~ I' 
~ i 
- ~1,2 {; 
100 - 0,4 
o o 8 4 G B 10 18 14 Days 
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11 
3 
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1 
Fig.t. Extracellular polysaccharide production and increase in cell dry weight 88 a function of time. 
1 Cell dry weight; Z Extracellular polysaccharide 
The utilization of various carbon sources for cell and extracellular 
olysaccharide formation was measured after incubation for 9 days. 
The data are presented in Table 2~ Mter incubation, the extracellular 
olysaccharides were examined for any variation in constituents. Ten 
g's of the extraeellu1ar polysaccharide fractions wer hydrolyzed and 
50 ~ spotted and developed chromatographically.. The re ult a given 
in Table 3. 
The affects of several nitrogenous cOJ!l.pounds on e 
coh ide production are described by he dat in T b 
,. 
. 
.. 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
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Table 2. Cell dry w~ight8 and extracellular polysauAaride producticm (a8 glucou) 
0/ Pa mella fnUC08a K iitz. gr01.lJn on. various ea 800rces 
Carbon 
CO2 
Glucose 
Acetate 
Lactate 
Pyruvate 
Glycerol-phosphate 
Formate 
Control 
M t 
mg/ml 
2.849 
6.050 
0.398 
1.118 
1.225 
1.387 
1.193 
0.209 
pH 
Cbanae 0 m um 
iI pH unl' 
438.00 0.0 
700.00 ,. + 2.7 
140.00 + 2,7 
250.00 + 2.1 
280.00 + 3.7 
216.00 + 1.3 
171.00 + 1.8 
58.50 + 2.0 
Table 3. Extracellular polysaccharide oornposition 0/ Palmella mucosa K ii.tz. farmed 
in the pruence 0/ dilferent carbon sourcu . 
Carbon Spot on I Carbon I Spot on chromato· Monosaccharide I chromato- Monosaccharide 
source gram I source I gram 
CO2 1 Glucose Lactate 1 Glucose 
2 Arabinose 2 Arabinose 
. 3 · Fucose 3 Fucol3e 
.- Glucuronate 4 Glucuronate 4 
Glucose 1 Glucose 5 2.Deoxyribose 
2 Arabinose Pyruvate 1 Glucose 
3 Xylose 2 Arabino e 
4 Fucose 3 Fucose 
5 Glucuronate Glycerol 
6 2· Deoxyribose Phosphate 1 Gluco e 
7 '1 unknown 2 Arabino e 
Acetate 1 Glucose 3 Fucose 
2 Arabino e Formate 1 Glucose 
3 Fucose 2 Arabino e 
3 Fucose 
4 Glucuronate 
Table 4. Dry weight and extracellular polysaccharide production by Palmella mucosa 
K iitz. grown 'W·ith tJQ,riQU~ nitrogen 8OU~ 1 
Nitrogen source 
KN03 
Ca(NOS)2 ' 4HaO 
NHtNOa 
NaNOa 
o nitrogen 
Dry weight· 
mg/mt 
1.18 
1.62 
0.40 
0.89 
0.30 
1 Incubation time : 8 days. 
2 lean alue of duplicate cultu 
• Atmospheric mmonia 8 not 
Extracellular 
polysaccb de I 
pg/S ml glu {' 
17 . 
181.00 
62.50 
95.i5 
51.30 
ppe from th con 1. 
pH Change ofmcwum 
A pH units 
+ 0.2 
+ 0.4 
- 4.2 
- 0.1 
-1.0 
• • 
. 
• 
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The preliminary biosynthetic studies were carried out with: (a) cells 
suspended in Iuop's mediuln without a, nitrogen source and (b) with 
cells growing in normal I(nop's medium. 
The incorporation of C14 from N aHm 0 3 into the extracellul r oly. 
saccharide nd cells during different time exposures is plotted in Fig. 2. 
0000 oobor---~--~--~--r-------____ ~ 
CPM ·100 CPM 
~ooo 
4000 
~ ~ 
s.:: ~ 3000 
~ ~ ~2000 
~ 
1000 
o 
S-000 t---t- ---- ------- --7'--- -1 
I 
, 
-+ 
I 
~ 3000 t------;~ 
~ ~ I 
I 
--- --+-- --- +--------i 
~ I ~2000 --~-- ---~~--.f_--------
1000 
o 10 gtl 40 Btl 16'0 .J2tl min 720 
EXPQsure Time 
Flg.2. The incorporation of NaHCltO. into the extracellular polysaccharide dnd cellular material 
of Palmella. muco,a Kfttz. 1 Cellular Cit; 2 Polysaccharide Cit 
Table 5. Incorporation of radioactivity from NaH(J1'Os and uniformly labeled 
glucose-Olf. by resting cell8 into polysaccharide fradians in 12 and 24 kour8 
Time Total C"PM .,. of added Cit Source and fraction In fraction radioactivity 
bours cpme 
-I. 
EP 1 : HClCOS- 12 298 0.06 CP2 : HCltO,- 12 4f 0.01 ICps : HC140 3- 12 1,OOU 0.21 
EP: HCl403- 24 3,225 0.67 CP: HC14Os- 24 12,680 2.64 
ICP! HClt0 3- 24 24,000 4.99 
EP : glucose-Cu 12 20,727 4.48 
CP : glucose-Cl' 12 12,000 2.59 
ICP : glucose-Cu 12 8,920 1.93 
EP : gluco e-C1' 24 29,093 6.28 
CP : glucose-Cu 24 6,920 1.50 
ICP : gluc~se-Cu 24 9,800 
. 0 
1 EP: ~xtro.oellular polysaccharide. 
CP: Capsular polysaccharide. 
s lOP: Intr c llular polysaccharide (w ter-soluble). 
• cpm added per exposure: aHC140. 480,200; luco e-CIt 46'l, 700. 
• 
. , 
. 
• 
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The results show that polyme. production is directly relate~ to the in-
corporation of ,02 by the cells and the bsequent transfer to extra-
cell r polyme . .After 80 minutes expos e, the. radio ctivity of the 
cells starts to decrea , hil t radioactivity of the polymer mcre ses 
rapidly and cont' nes to incr ase after the decline in cell C1 count. 
I-
The labeling of extracellular, capsular and water-soluble intra-
cellular polysaccharides formed by resting cells exposed to NaHCl40s 
and uniformly-labeled glucose-C14 for 12 and 24 hours is given in Table 5. 
, 
Table 6. Incorporation of radioactivity from NaH(J1'03 
and uniformly labeled glucose-014 by growing cells into 
polysaccharide fractions 
Polysaccbarlde fraction 
Epl: NaHCuOs 
cpa: NaHCUOs 
ICps: Na.HCuOs 
.lteeidual cell C14 
EP: glucose-Cu 
CP: glucose-Cu 
ICP: glucose-Cu 
Residual cell eu 
.--,.-----Total CPl[ 
in fraction 
CPlI· 
795 
~,150 
8,794 
4,140 
37,680 
458,150 
./. of added 
radioactivity 
./. 
0.34 
5.26 
1.01 
0.48 
4.33 
52.66 
1 EP: Extracellular polysaccharide. 
S CP; Capsular polysaccharide. 
s ICP.: Intracellular polysaccharide (water-soluble). 
• CP1\{ added: NaHC1'Os 231,000; glucose-Cu 8;0,000. 
The labeling of extracellular, capsular and water-soluble intra-
cellular polysaccharides formed by growing cells from NaHCu 0 3 and 
glucose-C1" during 12 hours is sho~ in Table 6. Since extracellular poly-
saccharide production followed the curve for cell dry weight, the data 
show that the synthesis of other cell constituents with either of the t,vo 
CU sources takes preced~nce over that of polysaccharide. 
The long-thne labeling pattern of the polysaccharide fractions formed 
by cells exposed to NaHC14C:s, glucose-Cu and HouOOH is displayed 
in Table 7. These experim~nts w re perform d to determine if the radio-
activity would be concentr ted in the poly accharide er e posure 
to the 014 sources during the complete growth oycle. F m T hIe 7 it is 
apparent that pproximately one-h If of the total amount of 01 fixed 
is found in the poly coh ide fr otions nd is high t in th cellul r 
polymer. 
" 
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Disc o 
The extracellular polySacch ride produced by Palm mucosa utz. 
is relatively simple in compo -tion. The presenc of t,he uronic acid moiety 
suggests that it may act as the core to hich the 0 sug of the 
pol ccharide linked. The 
major components re gluco e and 
fucose a shown by the molar ratio. 
Table 7_ lru;orpora'ion 0/ radioadivity 
into polysaccharide of Palmella muC08a 
K iitz. alter 8 day8' upo81l.re to radioadive 
carbon BOUrce 
Polysaccharide fraction 
and Cl& source 
1. aJE[~1'()3 
Epl 
~p2 
I~P3 
Residual Cells 
2. H~U()()H 
EP 
P 
I~P 
Residua.l ~ells 
3. Glucose-Clf 
EP 
~P 
ICP 
Residual Cells 
Total CPli 
In fraction 
cpye 
4,878 
80 
3,052 
8,950 
8,623 
640 
3,600 
11,600 
154,151 
5,700 
34,885 
251,550 
1 EP: Extracellular polysaccharide. 
S : Ca.psular polysaccharide. 
3 I~P: Intracellular polysaccharide 
(water-soluble). 
* ~PM added: NaHClt()s 576,240 
cpm/l00 rol; HClt()()H 904,080 cpm/ 
100 ml; glucose-~1t 1,044,000 cpm/ 
100 ml. 
The production of extracellular 
polysaccharide is sharply dependent 
upon the age and metabolic 
activity of the algal cells. Poly-
saccharide production by growing 
cells closely parallels t he curve 
for increase in cell dry weight 
with two exceptions: (1) a four 
day longer lag phase (4-8 days 
incubation) is evident with poly-
saccharide liberation and (2) the 
liberation of the polysaccharide 
continues slightly after the cells 
reach the stationary pha e of the 
growth cycle. 
Palmula mucosa Kiitz. can grow 
at the expen e of a variety of 
organic carbon sources. Glucose 
serves as a better carbon source 
for both cell and Polysaccharide 
production than COl. The other 
carbon sources tested (acetate, 
lactate, pyruvate, glycerol-phos-
phate and formate) did not 
efficiently substitute for CO2, As 
noted from T.able 2, the oxidation 
f th or anic aciJs ( odium ~ It ) to provide energy nd rbon for 
owth re ulted in ubstfJ,ntia11l(~rease in the pH of the medium. This 
towards increa ed alkalinity seems to be a limit in CI factor in cell 
h by Palmellarmuco a rp"u'z . However, the incre in pH wa also 
A~~~ ... t w· th glucose the carbon ource but gro h· not limite . 
e . ental ffects ere ob erved with gluco e a the 01 a.rbon 
o c. If the culture cce . ely C!'Fri in gl 01 ti n 0 
1 mineral salts agar containing gluco, ost 0 d be in· 
ctive on either CO2 0 gluco e after bout fi e 
,.. 
, 
- . 
,. . 
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On examination of the constituents of the extracellular po -
sacchnri e fr6m cells grown in media ·t different carbon ource it 
found initially nd confirmed on re.exa, . tion that va · tio . 
detectable monosaccharides exists wit different carbon ource. it 
glucose as the sole carbon source, three additional spots ,.were pre ent 
of which two corresponded to Rr values for xylose and 2-deoxyribo 
while one Rr value could not be attributed to any of the c mmon sugars 
or sugar derivatives. The 2-dt''lxyribo e spot was again detected with 
lactate as the carbon source. The uronic acid moiety could not be 
demonstrated when acetate, pyruvate and glycerol-phosphate were sub-
stituted for CO2 as the sole carbo~ source. The explanation for this 
variation cannot be given at this time. 
Under the conditions used, calcium nitrate serves as the best so rce 
for cell and polysaccharide syntheses. Potassium nitrate produces a 
response slightly lower than with calcium. nitrate. The increase of 
alkalinity of the medium with KNOs and Ca(N03)2 was approximately 
he same. Sodium nitrate was not utilized as efficiently as the abo,",e 
nitrate ~l~ti and a slight decrease in pH towards acidity wa recorded. 
Ammonium nitrate is undesirable as a nitrogen ource because cell nd 
polysaccharide production is barely above the response for the control. 
drastic pH change towards acidity was recorded indicating the medium 
used could not counteract the excess hydrogen i\):lS produced by the 
assimilation of ammonium nitrate. This phenomenon has been shown by 
other workers (PRA'r.T and FONG 194:0) using ammonium nitrate as the 
nitrogen source in media with low buffering capacities. 
Bicarbonate-(J14 is not incorporated lliiJO extracellular polysaccharide 
except after prolonged exposure. Later results showed that the in 
cellular polysaccharide is labeled first, suggesting that it is subsequently 
transferred to capsular polysaccharide and eventually sloughed off into 
he medium as extracellular polysaccharide. The 12 and 24 hour labelin 
pa tterns of the three fractions showed the stepwise transfer with the 
NaHC140 3 and no initial build-up of C14 wa erident in the intracellular 
poly accharide. 
h~n growing cell are exposed to 
found in the non-polysaccharide fraction. 
upplied to growing cells, alar e mo nt of Ctt . 
pol acchari fraction but the pol 
1 bled. 
he e pos e of Palmel'la mucosa Kli z. to 
Iuco e-014 during prolonged inc b tio sul 
.. (J1& into the extracellular nd intr cellul r p 
~ ... . 
. 
IS a 
" t .. 
• • 
cell lar 
d g conic 
jor nd-p ct of 
. 
• 
The 1iber tion of 01 cob ride· r 10, d to the ge of 
u it te m· tl for CO 
·de ynthe·. °tr te-ni gen from odi , 1l01[iQ8:SI 
• 
lcium 1 can b u e in the miner I sal medium with 1ittle differ-
ces in carbon met b· of the 19a. Ammonium nitrate produces n 
. dic dium hich limit oly cchnride production. 
The incorporation of Ct· into the polysaccharide from RCuO 
o s initiaJI a trend t.o ard intracellular synthesis. The C1• appe 
in the extracellular oly ccharide after prolonged exposure. Gluco e-
C1 is actively t ansform d to polys ccharide material which is an indica .. 
·on that gluco· e may play an impoIti\nt role in the synthesis of poly-
ccharide by Palmella mucosa Kiitz. 
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(Iltprimtd Iro'" a'r4r~, \'01. 20S, No. 969, PI'. 419" 20, 
1auuIlry 23. 1965) 
Pur Cultur of Anab ena (los- quae A~37 
_ EYER. L Incth,':\fl havo b en propos d for tho isolnt inn 
of b.\('t\.'rin-frc.c c lturcs of nlgno t - , • .. let-hods r 'ported t-o 
pro\"id 801110 nlC(\5Uro of suec' ,\t ing nnt.ibiot je~, ultra· 
violet Ii ht. chlorin~ cOlnpounds, ctc., nro fairly drn.~ i 
nnd, in sonl e(\s~~, Inutogcnic. Th probl m f PPpt rut in 
nlgno frOtn bn~t('rin in y b r In to f\ binominl diHtrib I· 
tion func ion in which tho probnbilit.y of chooRin~ a 
buc rin.free nlgal colony in nn)' trinl vnries in nn unknown 
fn.shion frOlll on'" trial 0 nnot.her. Succc sful, proct jenl 
u qf tho propo cd In" hod n\O.y be cxpec .cd only wlH'n 
the chone ".,f choo ing a bacterin-free algnl colony t' ·c ('d 
nbo\l~ ono in tw nt . 
in ~ th kill of the opcrntor doubt.l 8 rontrihuff' t 
tlCC~ , he inethod RUCf:C de; in. proportion t.o th" 011\0\1 , 
of 0 crator bi~ ~'\ntPlorcd in choo~ing uncontnlllinnt('cl 
coloni". Thi . Jl) tl.od hn nits oiln th R"rm nt.if n of 
01 :\0 from tho COil nrninnting net ('rin by tho i,npln 
t'-'chni'l'" of 'ro~itive opf'rntnf him;' ('OtlI 1('d \ Ith 
n~nl('rOI1S replication .. -
. ccoffl i n ly t the Jnet hod con. i of (a) Crt'l1 t i Il~ I t't ,tWIll 
prcdoininnnc~ of tl chos n olga. by n cHlnnlnt i n 
Inicropipct ,(1)) cuI ure of th( ncclllnuln. d n)gn 
!i'1tli(l lI(;Z .l,,(lillm. a tri,·bllff fc<l lnodificnt ion of tlln 
Inl"{11 1!' rrnploy d hy lItl~h( q. tyOl'hmn nnd Z( hnclf r'. 
'r) ,=,,It .re on lIGZ ngar (iill1tion plntes, (rf) r p titinll 0 
('l) nnd (c) nit f'rnntcly to obtnin uni .nlgal cult Ul'('R n nil t n 
ho \' \'~ hi~h i the highe t dillt.ion in which n.1 nl c 1 nu 
row well epnrnt d nnd in smnll nUlnbcrs, (e) pr('pnr. tiOH 
of 20 replica pInt B of the plate dilution which t\ 01 d . 
goo colony scpnrn ion, (/) daily microsco ic oh tin 
of plat from which II pr imat ly 20 s b·cnl ur 
mod int-o liquid HOZ, (g) nft.er incubat,ion and gr 
inoculation of 1 ml. of th ,HGZ liq' cult rcs in 0 
nutrien broth. Observation n.t 48 h indicates tho prcs nee 
or B .,ence of bacteria. An the algae empl.:>yed have b on isolated from oither 
pond Iller or sewage, u ing micropipc tos to colle t 
v ral \lni of a pecies for culture. Isolate w('ro 
cultured alternate} in agar dilution pIa. nnd in liquid 
medium to produce uni-algal cultures. Cultures w('ro 
incubated in the Ii ht at 40° C on HGZ. Serinl dilutionA 
of isola in HGZ agar woro obscrv d at lea.st once onch 
24 h. low-power ,vido-fiold microscope mploy~d, 
n in mngnifica ion of tho order of 90 x . 
It W8 soon foun tha.t 80V rnl r pl ing r uc~ t.h 
n.pparcnt n unber of type of bacteri 1 contaminant.. whi h 
ould grow on GZ medium from sa many sa 10 to on 
or {, 0 yp . • These plating trial 0.1s6 indicllW t,h 
limi of dilution for any given culture, beyond i 1 
I 
1 
.. ' 
gl ) "t." of t.J n nlJ!l\ cotllel unt, hu f! pf' ·t.t'cl \'ith tlR (ul 
f c uC'nc • ll. (\ flO HtI,~g"f1t ell t hnt .• 'ont 1"" ry to t.ho opinion 
or orno rORonrch worlu'rR, tho hnr.t { rin ofhnl outnumbor t,ho 
nlJ.;n hy .noro t.hnn trll to ono in whot rnight nppnnr to bo 
1\ fnirly 'cleon' cult urn of nlhoo grown in nlinern1 s0.1 
mN1intn. 
Hoving ctntf'rnli lCfl t.ho limiting dilution for tho growth 
or n culturo or 011-:0(,. :.!O poured plates woro pr pnrod o.t tho' 
litnitin dilut,i n lrF'i on. Growt.h WI\.S m ticu10u811' . 
. oh~('rvcd doily, l1~in~ t.ho wid(\.fir.ld InicroRcopo, to find 
, .ho nlgAI roloni('~ gnh\'ing nt rnoxinlnl diHtnncc8 Crorn oach 
o h r nnd (ronl nct('rinl colon;('s. All tho oloni(,8 which 
.' 
I , 
opprnrcd to n(fonl good R('pnrnt ion frorn tho .. urrounding 
bnc\..()rin w('ro cut out or t.ho ngnr with nil inoc1l1n.ting 
needlo or B .nicro-RcnlpC'l nnd plo.ced in liq 1id lIGZ medium 
for incubntion. If pOPlsibl0, 20 culturca wera mn.do. A. 
soon n-q growth wn.s obsorved, 8ub-culturos wero mndo in 
nut.rif'nt broth. AbRonco of growth in nutrient broth af~t 
8 h of incubnt.ion wn.q nccopt.('o os. proof of tho. Rbsonce 
of nMtcria. 
'\"h,-n t.his proc(,duro wo.s mplo)'cd, A "ahfY.tlfJ f1,,~.aqU(J,4 
A -37, which wn,.q iRolal.c'd in t.hiR lnbornt,ory fro~ · Bn oxido.-
tion pond JoC'nt{'rl in r.tiR i~~irpi, grow t hrol1gh tho 10' , 
clilnt ion. or 1 n ~lIh.cult\lr~~ on liquid JIG~, 11, or o.lmoRt, 
'/0 por cont, woro f .. () of bacterin o.s judgod by Bub-
cu1t,urr on ntlt,rirnt, hrot.h. Frcf')u('nt Bub-cut uro of thl''-o 
hnctorin.froo iHolnt,rR cont.intlos t,o provo tho nb enca or 
hnct.orin which w;1I grow (il.hC'r on 1-[(~~ mcdi ,m or in 
nnt ri('nt broth. 
\\'hil0 it is nchllit H·dly itnpo~~ihln to ) .. o\"id~ olnp1 t.o 
proof (If tho pnrit.y of nny III Tnl cult..uro front nll bR.Ct,crjn, 
tho 'positivo op0rn t (lr hinR' t N"hniqtJo n p»(\(\'" to incrcoOA 
tho chnnccR of 8tlCC('RR hy nt )rMt one order of mngnitude 
wit.hout C'ngondcring srrio\ls Jnf'tnbolic distur o.ncc. It, 
hM bcon ompto)'rd . suce ssfully in this laboratory, to 
provido bl\c~rio.-frco culturcs of two Anabaena, two 
Polycy.,tilJ, two brown ORcillaloria o.nd four groen 08cillG-
torifJ. It is being uscd routinely in this )nborntory for tho 
hnctorin-Croe isolat.ion of oth~r typos of nlgn.o which may 
of int,orost. This work w dono in co.operation with 
he ntionnl Aeront\utic and Spn.co Administration. 
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• Froln th~se r(-suJts, it can be concha pd that a purl' ulture cf the hirrb 
lelnpt»rat Ire 1.ct< .. 'fopol .. 7saccharidc producing hlue-gf(lcn alg' , Anllfu/('nfl fla:-
((quae A-37, possesses I he ubility to n.· ~tnlo 'pI eric nitrogen. It ma: be 
conjectu cel th, t A. (los-aquae A-iii fixed nitrogen in its natural t")tlVlrv & -
.. 
tllent. , • 
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F-ructncoe was found to he the only carhohydrate of the 12 te ted that can be 
utiliz d a a carb m and an ener~ty S{)Ur(C by IfydroKenomol1as eutroplza although 
gluco ·e. ribo c, ·ylose, and arabinose were iljolated from the spent medium on 
which this organi~m had gnJwn. This organism can ad. pt to fructo under an 
air atmosphere as well as undcr an } {:!-O:.:- '02 atmo5phere. 
Fructosc-grown cells of II. eutropha o,'idilC fru tose almo t rompletety to CO~ 
and water '\ 'hercas autotrophically grown 'etl~ C 'hibit a respiratory quotient of 
about one-half of the theoretical value. 
11. eutropha grew on Uautoclaved gluco::;e" medium although the cells failed 
to oxidize glucuse in resting cell c.~periments. Apparently, these cells were growing 
e::t the ex.pcnse of fructose formed from the glucose during autoc1aving. 
Introduction 
701 
. .' 
. ,Bro,· -~' .Cbok and ischer (1964) demonstrated the presence of carbohy-
.'.: dr~~~e nlatcrial in the spent inorganic medium on which the chelnoautotrophic 
microorganism, IIydrogenomonas eutropha, had gro\vn. Radioautograms of the 
chromatographically separated He-labeled carbohydrate material indicated 
that several sugars ;vcre present in the spent mediurn. One of these sugars 
was went' fieo as rib see --
. The utiliZe tion of carbohydrates by II. eutro pha has not been studied 
t'. _ ", .~.~~ ~e" !~_nsively. oven (1957) reported that II. eutropha utilized glucose and 
,;. ~ ., sucrose' as both a carbQn and an energy source, but that this organism did 
. . not: fernlent glucose, . ucrose, lactose, or mannitol to acid and gas. Bovell 
did not elaborate on the procedures used to sterilize the sugars or the medium 
employed. R epaske and Lizotte (1965) reported the use of cells of H. eulropha 
gro\vn o~ 0.1 % lucose in an inorganic medium under 'an air attnosphere but 
~hey, did not state the Incthods used to sterilize the medium. 
.. 
• 
The studies reported herein are concerned \vith the identification of three 
sugars, in addition to ribose, found in the &pent medium on which H. eutropha 
had grown, the inability of this organism to utilize the sugars tested except 
, fructose, a~rl- certain changes that occur in glucose autoclaved \vith phos-
-_ph~te buffer. 
a rials a d ethod 
- . 
B!JSal med11tfn l'"the basal inorganic alt mediu employe i 
inv igatio s "as I csp ts (1962), modi led by· Ie a ng sodiu 
bonat and doubling buffer concentratio , -
"A toclaved glucosefl dium.- In 0 i a co nee tration 
,..----------. .. ..----,----,----..,..,-----;------- _ .. - ~~ .. 
, 
" . 
',-
. ~. 
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. 
autoclaved (121°C for 15 nlinutt~5~ in 0.05 ).( ph I hate burT r. After th 
nlcdiu!l1 \vas cooled, the oth 'r (0t11pOn nts of the basal nlediuTll rc added 
II'!.-O!.-CO'!. grl~ mixt1tre.-'rh.~ Ini.·turc 11 'cd contained appro 'illat Iy 66(, 
hydrogen, 22'70 o.·ygen. and l1'it carbon dio.'ide. l'his ,'as ho en U caus( 
hydrogenolrtonads \vcrc n'portl.!d to llse these gases in a ratio of 6: J.: 1 (Lpchr 
rnan. <. ~()J(! ner, and "(1 n field 1 ()64). 
, JfcaSdrl'1nf'1zt of carbo/tydrlltrs. I educing sug.\r~ \\'ert rn ~,l llred 1)\' th 
procedure of TcJson (1944), using- a tlloditication of ~"'( tl1ogyi's arsenonlolyb· 
date nlcthod, and hy the anthrone Illcthod t~Iorris 194). Standard conceI1-
tr:ttion curves for thcse procedures \\r(~rc prepared using r 'a '-cnt gradc a-D-
glucose. 
Clzro1t!ato.f!,'raphir proccdures.- Chrolnatngraphic separation of su~ars "'a 
made on \\1 hattllan o. 1 chrOtllatograp~ lC paper employing one-ditncnsional 
d~scending paper chrotnatograrns. 'fhe solvent s) sterns used \vere phenol 
water-l T I 1:1 (,vater-saturated phenol containing 1 (k arnrnOniUIl1 hydro. -ide .. ). 
"_.I-butanol -- acetic acid ,vater (60/15/25, v/v/v), 1-butanol-pyridinc-,vater 
'. ,(80/80/40, v/v/v) '[he detection reagents were silver nitrate reagents, 
.. tripheI}y'tetrazolium chloride reagents, and aniline phthalate reagent (IIais 
aild 1\ r <lcek t 963) . 
Production a1zd prepa'ration of cell-free spent mediu1n.--Il. eutrop/za \vas 
gro\vn in 500 ml of b\lsal rnediunl in 1-liter Erlenmeyer flasks on a Nc\\· 
Bruns,,·ick rotary action shaker (200 r.p.ol.) at 30 ~ 2°e. 1'he flasks ,vere 
connected to a gas reservoif~ontaining the I h -02-COZ mixture and kept at 
, a pressure of 0.5-1.0 p.s.i. (Cook 1966). 'The optical density 3 of the culture 
. ~ _' '-. \vas 'checked periodically and", hen thc rate of gro\vth began to ditninish at 
_:-- ~ . 'the ~nd ' of the log phase, gro\vth ",'as tenninated. The mediuJn ,vas freed of 
-- , cells, by cehtrifugati'Jn \vith a Sharples super centrifugc and passagc through 
'. 
-
. -
.. 
a Seitz filt~. The cell-frec spent medium ,vas desalted by passage through a 
Dowex SO\V-X8 strong cation e 'change rolumn and then through a Do\vex 
3 weak anion exchange resin. The desalted medium ,vas then concentrated on 
a rotary eyaporator under vacutnn at 60 O( , 1 T orrnally 6 liters of cell-free 
spent medium yielded 10 ml of desalted concentrated nlaterial which con-
tained the neutral organic conlpounds (carbohydrates). 
}..{anometric studirs.--l\1anometric stucli<: s \vith washed resting ('ell sus-
pensions of II. C1ttroplta ,vere carried out at 30°C by standard lVarburg 
'-manQmetric' techniques as outlined by Umbreit et a.l. (1964). All c lIs 'v re 
. ,grown in Equid rncdiuIll and harvested after 12 to 14 hours incubation. 
\ . Results and Discu sion 
Three sugars in addition to ribose were found in the cell-free spet t m di .. m 
on which II. eu.troplza had grown. Fronl the color reaction with th at iline 
. phthalate rcagent, one of the spots \l as identified as an aldoh .. :0 a 0 
of the spots identified . s aldopento . 1 h data in Table I O\V . t t.l~ 
sugars found in the spent medium \v rc )ucose, xylose, ribose, and ar 1 in . 
The carbohydrates ere then analyz d quantitativ ly y two diff r nt 
procedures, \vit luco as the stan ar . Th re of ·el 0 ( 
in which Sonlogyi' llt is u ed, 1 t of 4 I 1 
10 termined u in 
- j 
• 
Identifica i n of 
ample 
From spent medium 
Spot 1 
Spot 2 
Spot 3 
Spot 4 
Standards 
Rhamnose 
Iu oge 
Arabinose 
Xr.1os 
Ribose 
)eoxyribo 
coo ~ ET R OH '0 T 
Solvent A, 
R, X 100 
37 
52 
45 
63 
37 
52 
.44 
61 
78 
I 
Solvent , 
RRIls X 100 
55 
65 
74 
84 
100 
52 
65 
74 
83 
111 
, 
Solvent C, 
Ro X 10 
102 
123 
141 
159 
100 
120 
141 
158 
70 
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TABLE III 
Gro1vth of Hydrogenonwnas et"ropha in !:he presence of yarious sugars 
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Measurements 
\...0 '- -
-
.- () 0 
--t:: :.x.. t:) ~ ...J ~ ~ ~ f.I} r.n 
.f. X 
, 
Fin 10.D.· 0.05 1.25 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 o 05 0.05 o 05 0.05 () > 
Initial sugar ,~.60 5.00 2.10 4.80 4.10 2.70 3.50 3.20 -1 00 .5 to .00 
;rJ 
(m 1m}) r:> 
Final sugar 3.70 0.00 2.10 4.90 4. to 2.60 J.50 3.20 4.00 5. 0 0.00 
• 
(mg/m1) . 0 
Fin~t O.r>. 1.4 2.65 t 45 1.50 1.45 1 45 1.60 1 0 1.50 l..jO 1.45 1.4 0 
~ 
1 nitial sugar 3.70 5.10 2.20 4.90 4.20 2 70 3.00 ".30 4.00 5 10 0 
(m Iml) 
inal Slgar 3.70 0.00 2.10 5.00 4.20 2.80 3.10 3.40 .1.90 s.on 
O. ~ 
(mg/ml) as 
FinaIO.D. 2. 0 3.00 2.35 2.25 2.30 2.30 2.25 2.25 2.~~ 2.35 2.25 2.30 2 35 
0 
-en 
Initial ugar 3.20 4.90 1.30 5.00 4.10 2.70 2.90 3.50 .50 5.00 0 0 
.. 
(mg/rot) . 
inal sugar 3.30 000 2.40 4.90 4.00 2.70 3.00 3.50 4 . .to 4 0 0.00 
(mg/ml) 
(19 S) method WrlS u~ d. 
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.. nlike g ucose, these sugc rs ,,·ou1d support only sJ. arse growth of H. eu-
tfopha ,hen they \ ·ere auto laved in the pre ence of the buffer after the 
addition of the other components of the basal tnedium; ho\ -ever, all of these 
sugars e. -hibited a color change in the lllCdiU1l1 from colorless to bro\vnish-
yello'W· during autocla ling. 
A nUlnber of other sugars (rhamnose, fructose, galactos , Jyxose, mannose, 
sorbose, sedoheptulose, and sucrose) \vcre tudied to detennine if they could 
be utilized by II. elltroplza . . AlI s gars were filter-sterilized and added to the 
mediunl at a concentration of O.SC;~. Lach sugar \vas placed in basal luedium 
and incubated under air or under the H 2-02-C()2 gas nlixture. Each sugar \vas 
aiso used to supplelnent nutrient broth. 'fhese rnedia ,,"ere inoculated and 
incubat.~d for 36 hours. Before and after incuhatit n, the sugar concentration 
of ead sample"a determiced, by the tnethod of . ·elson (1944). 'fable III 
ey.hibits the inability of H. cutropha to attack any of the sugars except fruc-
tose. I r should also be noted that none of the sugars except fructose affected 
the gro~·th at a (oncentration of 0.5% . 
. lanolnetric studies ,"ere conductcd to denlonstrate the utilization of .-
fructose. Figure 1 il1ustn tes its use by both auto rophirally gro\vn and 
fructose-grown C{!lIs of H, eutropha. As sho -n, cells ro\\"n on fructose use 
fructose inl1ncdiatcly; ho\ 'ever t autotrophically gro,,'n cells require an adapta-
tion period of about 20 tninutes before they sho\v any 0 'ygen consumption. 
Table 1\' sho\vs the o:ygen utilization, carbon dio.·ide production, and 
res~ iratory quotient for both types of cells that u,c fructose. '"fhe respiratory 
quotients of the cell gro\\-n under the various conditions, ·cre vastly different. 
TABLE IV 
Oxygen consumption, carbon dio 'ide production, and respiratory quotients of Hydrogenomona 
eutropha cell metaholizing fructo5c 
, ,", . 
," 
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. FIG.' 1. Oxidation of fructose by resting cells of Hydrogenomonas eutropha. 
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\Vith the fructose-grown cells the respiratory quotient rose steadily until it 
approached the theoretical value of one. This indicated that the fructose \"as 
almost quantitatively o.·idiz to ()2 and \vater. \Vith the autotrophical1y 
gro 'n cells the respiratory quotient remained at zero until the cells \ 'ere 
: ... . : .adapted to frtl tose and then quickl_' rose to a value of about one-haH of 
theoretical and retnained constant. These results indicated either that the 
~.. ;. 
. -
. 
.. 
. ' 
. 
. autotrophicatly grown cells \vere not o.ridizing the fructose cotllpletel. T to 
carbqn dioxide and water or t hat the cells \vere fixing about one-half of the 
car1:)on dio."ide \vhich they produced. 
\Yhen cells ro :vn ou the "autocla ed glucos ., medium \\'ere supplied 
fructose in manotnetric c. 'perinlents, they utilized it "'ithout lag, as if th 
cells had been gro\\"n on fructose. 
The "autoclavcd glucose" nlediunl \\ as desalted and analyzed on pa ~r 
chromatograols. 1.. pon th dcveloptnent of the chrolllatograms t\VO gpot 
appeared ,vhich had R f values corresl onding to thos obtained ,vith glucos 
'~nd f-ru to "e. 1 hese results led to the con --lusion that du ing autoclavin of 
the gtucos in the buffer ~OIne glueo. e \vas transfortned into fructose, pro -
ably by a mechanisnl simjlar to the Lobry de 13ruyn-Albeida ~on E en i 
ran fonnation. 'rhus' it can be seen how the autocla i y f carbohydrat 
in a ntedium containing buffer can lead to inaecu atc co elusions, a' i 
this ase \vhere the or Tanism \vas gro\\Tin on the fr ose ra h r h 1 h 
. gl nco . The apparent di cr pancy t\\ en the , or - re ort h 
that f epaske and i t (1965) y clarifi b sk , or 1 
(p rsanal cr nlmunicatia,l, 1 6 ) tha Ith ugh e gluc-o e I . us d fo 
H. eutropha ,vas filter.. rilize, an ad pie p riod of 2 
quir before ro th b fT ; additi n; Uy t h 1 u e 
(b .. i t yellow) and h ct d 1 t 
J 
.. 
.. 
-
• 
, 
• 
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. . U 0 r phica ce\l of I . eutrophtt \ 'ere h n t 
utiliz frUt.to·c under' h· '0.' III S. h r as,' \I as un r n air ~ 
hi 'By gr :vn eel -: re given fru 0 und r the 
,-CO, a mospherc, h fru 'los dis·tPI ared \'it! ou affce it y th f 
ga:;; utilization as c mpar d with a ontrol fl sk c.on ~ining n fru.t 
. m y incli at tha II. culrophu can tll'C fructose and hydrogen itllul an ously, 
efere ce 
COVELL, C. 195 i. H ~ e1mg '" e ac ivi ty of a n w lfydrog,,,omonas spec' 's, I h. D, Di rt a-
. tion, l nh'ersit ' of <. alif( rllia. I>avi -. California. n ROW _ .. L. R., COOK, l). V., an<1 Tt ell ER, I. . 196-1. I'relimin ry studi on the extracellu-
lar protlucts of I/-"dror.cl/nm~nas rlltroplw. De ·e!op. Ind. 1icrobiol. 6, 22 228, 
COOK, p. \ '. 1%6. 1\1 .t"boli m of carboh;drate: by HydrogenomolUlS ClItropha. Ph.D. I i -
_. 5 rta ion, !\lis5issippi. tat' 1 Jniycrsity. HA~S, 1. .1.. and lIiACI'K, I . 1963. Paper chromatograph:. Academic Press, !. ew 'ork. 
LECHT " • I. n., r; )Ln. 'hR, B. II., and CA. 'FIELIJ, J. II. 19M. Studies with aerohic hydrog n 
o'idizing bact ria for application to a r<generative life-support sy.teln. Develop. 
. Ind ... 1icrobiol. 5, 2<)9-311. 
. 1"RRI' D. L. 1948. Quantitative determination .,f carbohydrates "ith Orey,,-ooc!' anthrone 
__ . . r a ~ ut. Science, 107, 25 . 
" .' '.' • so _, • 19 . A photom tric adaptation of tlie Somogyi method for determination of 
: luco'e. . BioI. Chern. 153, 375. 
. _. R EPASK t, " 1902. • utritional requirements of H 'drogenomonas eraroplza. J. Bacterio!. 83, 
._ . 414. '12 . 
.. REPA ){E, H.. allel LtmTTE, L. 1965. The electro I transport sy.tem of Hydrogenomonas tulropho.. 
II. l'educed nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide-menadion reductase. J. Bio\' Chem. 
240, 477-479. . U"'URElT, W. \ .. tlURRlS, 1 . B., and ST UFFER, J. F. 1964. Manomt'tric techniques. Burge s 
Publishing Company, 'n leapolis, l\imncsota. 
Addendum l 
. _ studies have indicated that Hydrogeno11lonas eutropha us s the carbo- . 
". hy rate rivative, gluconic acid. As d monstrated by manometric studies ~.'itb ' a' trotroph' a I y gro\ 'n resti ng ells. this organ ism req u ir s an ad' p i ve 
eriod f about 20 min before it oxidizes fructose or gluconic aid. \\1 n the 
'it otrophicall.' rrO '1\ re til g cells \ ere adapted to fructose, they uti ized 
both fructose an gluconic acid without an additional lag period. 'hen the 
e lis 're adapted to gluconic add, they could not utilize fructose without an 
additional la T pc iod. Ulce the phosphate ter of luconic acid is a major interm diat in the 
E tltn r- oudoroff patl way, cnzyme tudies were periormed to determine 
vi et:b r t 1 e z 'meS a sod' t with 'his pathway \ re resent in th r, an--ism~ St ies were'O uct d 0 cell . tracts from s nically ruptured 
" : lIhich h. 'd Je no' . i the basal m i m containiu ructose. Aft r 'Ii 
tur ,th cell )( ra twa ntrifuged to remov 'hole eens 
I' nzyme ' r£ r d as descri e by t hat 
1 gel ( ). of e a y pr cdr 11 r'nr.",~r' 
fru 0 1 : 1 
• 
... -
• 
• 
F 7 
1. Gorrsc ALK 'f "BE H \ 1. U" nd. C LEG .. L, lI. G. l06:J.. en 'crtun von Fructo.,c 
- .. 
dur h [tyt'rogeno •• 0 • H lu: 1. '. rc 1 ~1i Tobiol. 4 , 95-10 . 
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cc s v- ten' 
(19 ,19 9) al 0 u c ... • 
• 
:I to 
ffi. 
. 
1 
or 
c fi..-a io ~ ho\! -ev 'f, I a and al h (1966) ha T 
no 15 2 '1:' S fi 'C by .c i la ed I.eteroc:st of A. cylindrica, 
o Ir objectives \ ere to de ermine if t 'nit ogel' source affected heterocyst 
roductio in a bacteria-free c It Ire of Anabaena flos-aq tae • -37 (Tischer, 
19( 5), rhether a relations ip occurred b t\"een hetcrocysts and nitrogen 
metabolism (es ecially 0 free nitrcgen) (I avis, Tischer, a d Brown, 1966), 
and to attcmp' to shed further light on orne of the hypotheses advanced 
previously concerning he e oc _. ts. 
I 
fvlETl OJ) S 
Thc basal medium a d ro vth conditio s em loyed,' re as descri ed y 
Davis, Ti chcr, nd Drown (1966). Thc p 'as adjuste t ';"5--8" 'ith 
KO before a Iwclavj g. The vario s n'trotTc source, P cared;,.' terile 
stock" )1\ tions, \ 'cr addc. in thc conce r 'ion nccc sar to rO'id thc of 
same amount 0 nitro, en a i K 0 3 (I gIl) whic ,'as se ccted as he 
stand a d, Thc inoculum 'as prcpared as escribcd by Davis et aI, (1966) and 
size, 'as cxprcssed in ml/loo ml. The p rity of the culture was det rmined 
as described by Tischer (1965) an by micro co ic e' mination. Th 'I tures 
were ae atcd with an ai '-5 oer cent 2 mixt lfe, xcept \ ,here free 
nitro en \"as omitted in J' ch c' s_ tiles c Iltures ,er er ed >; 'it an 
arg n-5 per cent C 2 m· -tur . 
Heterocys fre uency \ 'a dctcrmin d e't e b' Fog's method (1 ) 
'1:' ich consist d of ex 1m SI tneient fi ent reg rdle s of field to 
obtain about 00 c I and co 11 . n the 1 e cyst 0 those filan e ts 0" b · 
in a -Iowa mOl Id (co tin·) ch ber a d '0 I ti "a ,,"Ufficlcnt numbpr 
of fi Ids to ro 'ide a rc ~enta ive stimate of c .11s and he eroc}S . Only 
hetcroc. sts a tac e to filatr.en 'C{C coun cd and the n mber TV C 'press d 
as er ccnt to obtain the frequene r of occ re c, Cells/ml and he cro-
cy /t 1 verc obt ined y I ult'plying th a crage mrmbe pcr fi by a 
micro co factor \r.u t d fo 450 ific tion. itro en and ry- v ig t 
d ermi ations °er p rf rm d a 3yis tal, (196 " 
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R. G. TISCHER et al. 
was supplied by a well-filtered d.c. power supply capable of producing from 0 to 
7500 V. 
rior to the electrolytic treatmen , the cells ere harvested and w hed by 
entrifuga ion wi h deionized-di ill a r. h r produced from a on-
solida d ode I 2 -2 till, he . illat having an el ctrical r i ance in the 
range of 12 to 5 
A 
2 3 4 5 6 
Fig. I. Diagram of plexigla cell u d for electt"oly is rea men . ,anion-e change membranes; 
B, non-ionIc mipermeable membran ; C, c3.tio - change membrane. I, anode comp ment; 
2, water compartment; 3, sample compartment; ,sample compartment; 5, water compartment; 
6, cathode compartmen . 
lectrodialysis was carried out b placing 5.0 ml of a den c 11 u nsio into 
10.0 ml of ater ontain din th sam Ie com r ment 0 th paratus. oltage as 
appli d in 5 - step-u in rv Is 0 h the ap ara as 
measur d a I-min in e v 1 . 1 incr as in vol g pre-
vente he I rge tern ra ur ri e ini i I vol age increas s. 
Following ach 5 - incr ase ium, po as i m, c lcium, 
and magn i m con en of h r e urem n of ca ion 'as 
carried out b rupturing he c lls in a a n nic 0 cillator for 5 min a 100 
er z. The cell-fre extract th sob aine was h n analyz or cation content wi h a 
eckman odel D -2 flam p c ro ho om r. 
RESULTS A D DISCUS ION 
The curr nt conduc hr gh th a rat us con aining 1.05.109 cells er ml 
is shown in ig.2. rom thi fi it may b no ed hat the two initial 50- incre 
w re r pon ibl for the high eaks in current. It wa t n postulat d h a 
majori yo th ions releas d from th cells were r lased dur'n the first 100 he 
trea m n. ndividual cation anal , shown in igs. 3-6, u 
r mig. 3 it may b no e h 'ng t fir 
11 ' a + was r lad. 1 ag incrvu .. ~v~ 
an ial mounts of h cell. h In 
2+ 
m 
an 2.4 % a f 
Biochim. Biop ys. Acta, 156 ( ) 
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ELECTRODIALYSIS OF flo - e -37 
of th tr a m n, he cells rapidly 
of h electroly i. appara 
C IOns remo from h cells 
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ig. 2. The relationship of current 0 ime and voltage during electroly is r atmen . 
ig. 3. The effe of elec rolysis on the a+ content of A. flos-aqu e -37· 
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PURE CULTURE OF PLEC~ONEMA BORYANUM 
Purification of Plectonema boryanum, host of the blue-green algal virus 
LPP-l , has been accomplished by irradiation techniques. Wu, Lewin, and Werbin4 
and Shugarman2 ~mployed ultra violet irradiation. Kraus l used gamma irradiation. 
Although t he methods mentioned above were successful, they seem fairly drastic. 
An impure culture of P1ectonema boryanum was obtained from the American 
Typ .' Cu1~ure Collection. This culture was purified us i ;\8 the 'Vibrati-" 
Technique'. s ample of the pure culture was sent to the ATCC and was assigned 
ATCC :0. 18200. 
The equipment used to produce cibration and acceleration consisted of a 
model 200 CD wide range oscill tor, an MB Electronics Model 2250 MB power 
amplifier, an MB Electronics Model EA 1500 exciter fitted with an MB type 100 
vibration pickup and an MB Electronics Model M3 vibration meter. Attached to 
the vibration pickup was a special encasement made to hold 4 oz prescription 
bottles in which algae were vibrated . 
The method consists of (1) washing a 20 ml sample of Plectonema boryanum 
with two drops of a sterile 1% sodium lauryl sulfate solution, (2) washing 
the algal sample five times with. steril distilled water , (3) vibrating th 
sample at 700 hertz, 10 gravi ies (G ' s) for 30 minutes , (4) washing the sample 
three times in sterile distilled water (5) preparing streak plate on modified 
Chu 10 agar at the alga ' s limiting dilution less one , (6) picking with sterile 
cotton plugged Pasteur pipett s, filaments farthest from contaminating bacteria 
and 0 her algal colonies and filaments after 24 hours growth - and (7) inoculating 
I\f\l nl HI "nl,- • "t- .,f 11 ",I ( r ( .1 \ ' It" :' t " 1'1,,' II . 1'1"'" c h. I II C I'I'I"l I r 1\" 
o rowth culture w r checked or purity by inocula ion of 1 nl 0 the alg I 
,,,( "tit 1 i I I, \ t h. 'I'h, \1 : Ill'"~ \ll I'll':: '\I'" h.h· ' PI II /I , l ' , I 
.- .. 
hours was observed. In some instances, additional study by micr0scopic 
examination was employed. 
Comparisons ~ere made between control samples (treated in the same manner 
with che exception of step three) and vibrated samples. The 'Vibration Techniqu ' 
wa more than three times as effective as the control technique. 
ficroscopic examination of streak plates indicated less contamination on 
plates prepared from algae vibrated at 700 hertz 10 G's for 30 minutes, but 
.-
not on those prepared from algae vibrated at 700 hertz, 30 minutes at 9, 8 , or 
7 G's. To deter~ine whether vibration did reduce the amount of contamination 
and at what point between 9 and 10 G s the effec was exerted standard plate 
counts were made of vibrated and control samples. Samples of 5 ml of i~pure 
algae wer vibrated at 700 her z for 30 minutes at 9 . 0 9 . 2 9 . 4 9.6, 9 . 8 , 
and 10 G's . A 10- 5 dilution 0 each vib ated ample and i s control were used 
to prepar pour plates After incubation bacterial coloni s w e counted . D ta 
ere analyzed using the ~ test for paired obs rvations. Significant differenc s 
existed between control samples and samples vibrated at 9.6 9.8 and 10 G's. 
The amoun of conta ina ion was significantly reduced in this range . 
Essentially all of the methods employed to ob ain axenic cultures of 
blue-green algae, with the excep ion 0 h Posi ive opera or bias techniqu 
o Tischer3 are based on th d~struc ion or par ial destruc ion 0 contamina ing 
o ganisms The 'Vibration Technique ' renders it elf use ul by signi icantly 
educing the amoun of contamination hereby nc eas n the probabili y of 
obtaining pure cultures . 
This ork was done 'n co- operation wi h the National Aerona ics and 
I dlld u ttl t I IIIU \oJ II I' 'l t 1. U. , ' . 
E th r L. righ 
:.1 ch-
XXII. 
on 
Aero ace 
o 
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::F?-:CT OF SPACECRAFT L'~V~:L VIBRATI( t~S .r~ ID GRAVrrI\S 
ON n~ .: CTON ·:MA BORYANUM 
t.Jright, E., Brown, L. R., and Tischer, R. G. 
ABSI'7? rtCT 
This study ,,,as designed to determine if spacecraft l",vel 
vibrations and G's caused changes in the blue-qreen algo . 
Plectonema boryanum. The propros d use of unicellul~r ~lgce as 
a l:.~diu:n ( .. f gas exchange, food and \-Iater sHpply, c:.nd \-/f1ste dis-
posal du~ing prolonged space flight pr~npted this investigetion. 
~xposure ~o vibrati0n or gravity (Gl ranges for 15, 30, and GO 
minutes f ""i led to cause a change in alga 1 colonic: 1 morphology. 
~ criticcl G r6nge (9.6 to 10 G's) at constant vibration of 700 
~ertz fo~ ~O L~inutcs caused c nignificcnt decrease in the amount 
of c~nta;-tiricJtion in impure cultures. Algae cells 8xhibited 
s~lelling uhen exposed to 9.6 c;nd 9.8 G's at the sallle vLbretional 
frequency and time period as mentioned cibove. An increase in ex-
tracellulAr polysaccharide production was exhihitcd in pure cul-
tures inoculated ",lith Alg[~l sal{lples vibrc:ted r.t 700 hertz, 10 G's 
for 30 minutes. Chromatographic studi~s in ieLted that the com-
position of the polysaccharide 'ms not changed as a result of vi-
bration of the inoculum at 70U hertz, . 10 G's for 30 minutes. 
I ITRC!DUCTION 
:lith the acivent of manned spoce flight, increasing numbers 
of investigations on space flight conditions And their ~ffects 
o~ t :le astronauts have been undertaken. Cnmpar~tively little. 
however, has been done to discover vThat effects arf! exerted on 
-
microorganisms which may accompany man on space journeys. A few 
. 
published reports deal Hith the ~ffect of altitude stress as a 
... pcce flight pa rameter CDP, ble of caus ing ch6ngcs in a :1 ost' s 
susceptibility to infection (~, 5, 6, and 71. 
Russian scientists h6ve studied the effect of simulated 
ac cr-ft conditions as well as actual sPace flight con itions 
\ III t) 1\ 1 \.>t, ." J 1 • l.: 
I r.r [Ie; d n r.c l1al fl' on-
n . <.i ft .. d t"tll Ibr/df(n o 
\ 
p ... ~. 
did not ~ause the gre6ter vircl induction. It w~ s found that 
inducticl increosed ~men ~ ooli K-12 (~) was exposed to vi-
brctions before but not after irradietion. Ground-base conditions 
CO:ls~ste -~ of vibrations at frequenci s of 18, ~35, 75, 100, and 
7 ~· cycl ~s p~r second for 15, 30, and 60 minutes. A constant 
ccceler~ ~ ion of 10 G's was us~d with ~ll vibretions. Gc ·nma ir-
r;:.dic. tio"l.·c?t a rate of 21 roent0ens per minute up to D dose of 
.. 
: G ~ rO T:. n:gens was combined "lith other 2xperimentt:l papi.meters (141. 
The effe~t· of vibrctions on chromosom s he.s been studied bv 
l:~eptcn (8l and Antipov et. ale (1). 
--
Prclonqed space fliqht prhduces the problems of oxygen 
supply, r:: arbon dioxide removal, water cmd food supply, end waste 
disposal. For some time algae have been considured as ~~s ex-
c\angers in life support systems (4). A. man hEts been sustained 
for thir-:y days in an enclosed atmnsphere \-Ti th Chlorel1_a !,.ulgaris 
wi.thout detrimental effect to either organism (9), It has been 
sho"m th(· t Chlorella pyrenoidosa 71105 ,,'as fib1e to grow on a 
:nediUIl p .-oduced from el ctrochemically tr~ated humen feces and 
urine (:3 ) . Anabaena flos-~~e j! ~37 has been sho\·m to produce 
" 
. 
an c.bunddnt supply of extracellular polVSpccharid~ (11). 
In "/iew of the propos d importent role of algae in prolonged 
space flight, it is surprising to find thc:t no studies to date 
h ve beer. reported concerning possible effects exert!:d on alga 
b vario 's spac fl'ght condit 'on"'. The po sibi itv thnt str s 
jou 1 cv· · ~.\l · lh l '\ lUI '1\ 11 lJ 
ho e p d th inv • 
, 
contc.in d in Ihiu pDf> r. Th log l.ons s 
SL d'es \I r concerned 'lit , h effect of spacecraft 1 ve vi 
\. 
---- - .... --
.. 
:.. "'c~i "'ns end grsvi ties (G' 5: on the colonia 1 morpltoloqy rnd cell 
s::'ze 0: t.l..e blue-green (.!lga P1.ectonema ?~ryanum as .,ell cS the 
_:fect on -he ~mount and corrposition of the extrfcellular poly-
, . d ~c c':harl e. In addition, studies '\-lere made to determine the 
e::=~c"t 0:= soacecr9ft condit :l ons on the contaminant in i:;rpure 
. / 
t;'l-tuT8s • 
.. '
o. 
Zrruipment used to produ:1c vibration c·nd c:cct:leration ,.,as a 
!Olcd~l 200 CD ~·lide range oscil~tor, Cln r.'lI3 Electronics model 2250 
}.iE pO"Vl_r amplifier, ~n m E1 ~ctron i.cs modl~l EA 1500 excitor fitted 
wi th c:\ l.~ type 100 vibratio'l meter. Attechcd to the vihration 
nickup WeS a specic:l encBsem_nt made to hold 4 oz prescription 
botLles in '\-Thich alg<te were 'librr ted. The vertical displacement. 
veloci ty, and acceleration "'li=~re read from the vibration meter. 
A,l vibrc.tions wer carried out at room temperature. 
Culture 
An impure culture of the- blue-green c-lga PlectonemCl borycnum 
. 
cbfoined from the Anericcn Type Cult Collection, Rockville , 
l~aryland. The c'll ture 'tras purif i~d in this laborntorv • Cultures 
·ere checked for contaminution before ?no after use and ?t the end 
of experiments by inoculation of 1 ml of the clqal suspension in .o 
nutri _nt broth. Th o. 5 sene . or pr s _nc ()f erro ·rth after ~ 6 hours 
0 0 :) In.e • I n d U\ 11 t 11\ t,; .. 
ex~inetion w~s e~ployed. 
3 
f a 
.. 
Gro~..r: and Cultural Cnnditions 
.:odi=i~("l 0,,, -110 basel mineral sF.lts medium vIas em} loy d for 
the ~ultivation of Plcctonema borYDnum. Slants and plates Here 
---
:)rcpcred bv the addi ti.on of 1. 5<7.~ [Ignr to the liqi id me lium. 
-;ro~·.-th ""'"as co.rri(..~ out in three types of apparatus. For the 
~ost part, 200 ml prescription bottles fitted with aerators vier 
used. Sto.tic cultures \Tere ~~ro, .. n in 250 ml sere\-l cap Erlenmeyer 
s· 
=lcs:~s. For the larger cult res, 1.000 ml capacity bottles fitted 
. 
\"d th aerators for the suppl V of an air-51o CO2 mixture .T~re employed. 
Aeretors ,'[ere plugged with qlass wool to prevent contaminati on from 
the gas !aixture or from air in i:he incubator. Thf! t( mpereture was 
maintained at 30±2 Q C. 'rhree forty \-!att cool-,.;hi te flnorescent 
l~s provided illumination. SmMlI cultures in prescription bottles 
and Erlenmeyer flasks were cultivated for five d~ys, while larger 
cultures were allowed to grow tan days. 
Because ~~cctonem~ boryanum adheres in sheets to the walls of 
culture vessels. it was necessarY to gently scrape the algae from 
the "ralls with a rubber policeman. Blending in a sterile \'Iaring 
blendor for 15 to 30 seconds yielded a uniform sllspension of cells. 
Colonicr .orpholo.7Y Study 
To determine if various levels of vibrations and G's caused 
change in the colonial morphology of Plnctonem~ borvsnum, 5 ml 
scmples of scraped and blended cells were s\tbject d to a r~nge of 
lon on , • r .. f r 15, 30, anI (0 minlt ~. tlrr;-l "'.mtl s 
vilJr5tcd in 4 oz rescription bottles sec,le! with stoppers. Ex-
(I} 1 h rtz, , • (C'\) , " It ... rtz, 8 (~' s . , 
.. 
5 
( . , 100 n_rtz, - G's; (5) 700 hertz, 10 G's· (6) 700 her 9 G'Si 'J , z, 
(7) 7CJ hertz. R (!'s· and {8l 700 hertz, ..., G's • I" th first five ~ . I 
. 
a-ses on attempt wr-s made to exert un accelerotion of 10 G's l.n 
cl- vibr-tio!1al frequency ranges. B~cause of extreme vibration 
0: t:.e cquip:n~nt, this ,,;as not possible. In each cas the maximum 
G's possible approac ing 10 were used. In ~ach expprirn nt, three 
trea~ents were used: {ll exposure to vibrations und G~s for 15 
. . 
s ' 
m:nutes, (,l ~4_~osur~ for 30 minutes, and (3) ~xposurp. for 60 min-
utes. ~er~-were three replicates per tre8tment. Sampl s from 
each replicat were strei.1ked on modified Chu 1¥10 agc.r plates and 
studied vii th low pOl-TOr, wide-fJ.old microscope • 
• 
Effect of Vibrations and G's on the l\mount of C'ontemination 
.; cToscopic exaraination of the plates prE~pared in th algal 
colonial morphology study indicated less cont~mination on the 
plates prepared from algae -vibrated at 700 hertz, 10 GiS for 30 
minutes. but not on those prepared from algae vibrated at 700 
he~tz for 30 minutes at 9, 8, or 7 G'S. To det~rmine whether vi-
br~tion did reduce the amount of contamination and at What point 
b tw en 9 and 10 G's the effect was exerted, stand~rd plate counts 
ere nad of vibr -;.ed and control samples. Sflmples of 5 ml of im-
algae were v{brat d at 9.0, 9.2, 9.4. 9.6, 9.8, and 10 G's . 
lO~5 ciilution of each vibrated sample and its control w re used 
three pour plates. After incubation, bacter1al colonieQ 
01 nt d. 
y 
I an tt~pt to d cov r h tler vibrotions nd ,~ off ct d 
s'z of 01 ~l c lIs, 5 1 sarnpl s of scraped -nd blended 
- -----................. --------....----=~--~- -~ - - , - .- --
--
. ' 
PI ctone::H; borYCinum \·:ere subjected to various vibrati on f ·nd G 
1 vels. ZxpJ~ioental conditions to which alqal s ~ mples we re ex-
pos ~mre 700 h rtz, 10 G's; 700 hertz, 9 G's: 7no her t z, 8 G's; 
and 700 h~lrtz .. ' 7 G's. Three treatrnc. ts (,5.. 30.. and CO ninut s) 
p r eX? rimen~ and t' .ree replicat s per tr .atment \Olerc employed. 
6 
Sc~pl e s from each replicat.(' to/ere measured. In a subsequent study, 
5 1 algal ~uz:.ples \;ere vibrated at 700 hertz, 9.6 G's for 30 min-
~ .. 
• 
~lte ~ -nd 700 hertz, 9.8 G's for 30 minutes. ells uere measured 
.-
using a Spencer micrometer eye-piec~ with a verni r seal.. All 
measure~ents were made using the lOOx obj~ctive and the 8x ocular. 
C 11 length 5i1d t-Tidth were :neasJ.!.red. 
Polysaccharide Study 
-------.--.----------~ 
To determine the effects of vibration and G's on extracellular 
polys ccharide production and polysacch~ridc composition, 20 ml 
. sc.mples or scruped and blended algal cells vlGre exposed to vibration 
at 700 hertz. 10 G~s. These samples- ~'1ere used to inoculi1te 800 ml 
of the basal medium. Controls were prepared using 20 ml of non-
vibrate<:? algae. librClted and control cnl tures ''lere incuhated for 
-
ten days during \'lhich they t-rere aera ed with an Ciir-5"7", C02 mixture • 
. 
Large cultures were prepared of pure as well as im~~re cultures. 
Tne a Igae were scraped from the walls of the cnl ture v~ssel, 
and the entire culture blended for 15 to 30 seconas in r, st rile 
;laring :01 ndor. A Baush and Lnrnb Spectronic 20 ",as used to deter-
min th IT.10 nt of growth • each larae c 11 tur by m asuri n(' the In 
,: .. 0 tllJ-l J • 'ltl}IC"d Nwl h Il. I d 
diurn fror th s . culb r.s las conc~ntrat d to 1/1(1 th # 
or ns volum in rotary fl sh evaport~tor • uc:mpl s of con-
.. p ....... -----..--....... ---------~--~ . ....... - --
.. 
7 
were 1 emoved and used 0 det ·rmine th(! !'O tnt of 0xtracell-
,_ r ;..J~_ysacchClrid by the phenol-suI Furic c:cid m~tho of J.1ont-
o:a r ~ (10 \ • The optical rir.onsi tv · ... u s refer ed to (" stannard curve 
. it cr,.l~r to ob""ain glucos_ equivalents. 'rhf' 01 ys~ccharide v[()s 
prec:':Ji -:atec1 ',lith two to 4: our voln. es of 95" et' .anol from tho 
CO~~e~'_r2-:ec s e~t m . dilli~. The ~lcoholic so1u~ion End orncipitat 
"'.- Y ,  _ .. C .r.tr";fuge and the polysaccharide reInovcc' end dri d in 0 47 
• 
c:.vrn. Sc.r.'lp. 5 of 50 mg of dried po1ysclccharide and 4 ml of lr 
" , '"'OoC • .,. ,...c placed in cap :.' lbe and boil~d in "rater n?;:; # ;;t:re a scre,.; u .J.lJ , 
OJ -
bat~ ~or 6 . HydrolY~dtes nelltrc;li~c"'; with e(l)tJ to th 0 rs. w~r~ 
con."o r_,:i endpoint and th~ BaSO;! HeS removed by centrif'l('1f'tion. 
I.e S 'per-natAnt l-Tr. s filtered And concentrated to n. 5 -nl in a 
The solvent systems used for tha chromQt (~renhic sepAration 
cf su:;rrs "er~ phenol saturated vTatcr (114: 1.5-V: V' nl1d ~-butanol, 
pyridine, 2nd ll'later (10:~:3-V:V:V). ':lhat~an ITO. 1 filter paper 
··as used. Sugars ~Tere separated by d~sccnding chromatoarophy at 
room t mperature. Sugar spots ~lere located by spr::lying the. dried 
chro:"stograr.l uith p-anisidinc-phthalic acid spray ~nd heating to 
. 
C 
lOS·C. ·Identification ms made by comparison with standard refer-· 
;tce sugars. 
oloni~! •. :orpho1oqy Study 
i nf thn .,t 1".-1- l (j ~[' 11 t ,- ( 1 frf m • 1'1:1 
t th ranges reviously indicrltea wer no 
e c ption. :x min tion of t, plat_ pr~pr rC',l frnu he tird e-
~p~~~~~~~s .. .-------------------------------------------~--------~--~ ~ ~------~ 
, . 
I , J. o .I.~C ... e -f claCl vibrat d ~t 700 hertz, 10 ~'s for ~n minlt0~ 
r _ 'T7C 1 ~ a _o_r gr er elcngated c lonv. The col ny 1,;;·S nick: d 
-d~~ c .~re loop and iro ulited into t Jaifie C u /In brot~. Aft r 
~C: ~ies result d. Re~ults indic~te thrt no ef'ect or -t le2st 
~o pr long d eff ct is exerted on the col'n'fl rrorp. ~lo0Y of 
G's on the Amount of ·::;ontaminction 
-------
:.bl~ ..:( 's a cOdpusite of dut;) obtoined from nine sepAr-te 
experL~ents irl vl:lich standard plate counts ,.,ere prefonned on vi-
brated c:-'G control algel samp es. Data were ;-nolyzed 1:sinCT th t 
, 
te .L. for paired observ~,tions. Significant differences existed 
D t~e n control samples and snmnles vibrated ~t ~.6, 9.8, end 10 G's. 
The :::';l')unt of contamination \-laS significuntly rcdut::ed in this range. 
I~ -ms difficult to kc~p the G force ex~ctly on the 0.2 G incr~ment 
d'·e to slight fluctuf·tions of current to the machinerv. This 
could account for the discrepancies in the rcsllts at ".6 ~nd 10 G's. 
In bOLh experim nts, the difference in th€ amount of contnminant 
'r s significant at 9.8 G' s ~ 
C 11 Siz_e St:'dy 
C 11 m asurement data from algae vibrated at 700 hertz, 10 G's; 
700 hertz, 9 G's; 700 hertz, 8 G's; and 700 h rtz, 7 G's wpre Bna-
lyz d by Dunn tt'a proc dur~ (12) Vibration snd G's ct th~ boy 
vela did not cause anv chang in algal cell size. Ex-
, [ t '/ Jllillutro/1 tlll,1 " 7nn 
rtz, 9.8 G' f r 30 m'nut a did r<y'nlt in Cl sianific(nt chcng~ 
t v I 
... n " f 1 c;1 d, }, d. \/j( U 1 U. ~ 
\ 
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10 
1_5 incr fS d significClntly. R <'iu1+5 r r' sho\m in l"r l)l( IT. 
I t lS :. rimE-nt, data "Ter analyzca usinCT til . t tps t for 
r bs rVt.:tions. ~ snIts of this st dr inciic<t that th r 
is u .... rl .. l. 1 G ranq at \l ich c 11 size of PIecton0In<: bo ycnum 
is -ff ct • t is imoortant t) not. that this eri iCrl Grange 
the seas th critical G rang in the r duction of b-et ri 1 
cont--a~:1a -ion. 
L. r Its of studv tr d.terrnin 1~ ther vibr2tion ~t 700 
rtz, 10 G's for 30 minutes changes th [mount of xtrac 11 1 r 
lys cch~rid. produc d by tuo pure t\.;o impure cuI tur ~ or 
,~ 'n T-n'e TIT. In both cases of pure cultur~s there is 1 ss 
of vibr~te alqa~. Tl~rc is at tn. ~am time a crr at r 
d efion of cxtr-c 11ular poly· ccharid as indicat~ by glueo 
i 1 nts. In the cas_ of pur a1aal culture B, the control i 
re than t ric as d~nse as th vibrated 5e mp1e; yet there ,,, s 
tra.c llulcI polysc..ccharid produc d. The impure cultures do not 
ev..h~bi t th sam r lationship. Since tli ... rat of utilization of 
ly ~ccharid by th contaminant is nptr ~no'm, th 
of this.d~ta cannot be evaluat d. 
ignificanc 
Phr.nol s5turatcd water did not prov completely effect1~ in 
th scparction of s gars. Butanol, pyridin and, water vias quit 
succ~ sful. Compon nts of the polysaccharide s'"'mples a r e ShO'tID in 
T:-.1 • Vibration and G's to which the alga \-;er xposeci did 
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SUM NARY 
The area of study surrounding the effects exerted on living 
organisms by space flight conditions is a relati vel y neli branch of 
science. Most of the work done to date has been attempted in the 
Soviet Union or the United states. Americr.n research has been done 
primarily at Aerospace bledical Institutes or NASA space centers. 
Only recent·11 have actual space flight oararnetoIs been employed 
• 
i'n experiments. nt Mississippi state University a program of 
' , ' 
study on tne effects of spacecraft level vibrations and G's on the 
alqa Plectonema boryanum was undertaken. Studies were made usinq 
range of yibrations and G's which occur during space flight. 
Variation of vibrations and G's did not cause a ch~nge in 
colonial morphology of Plectonema boryanum. Subsequent experiments 
indicate that a critical level exists \'lithin the studied range. 
. CUltures of pur~ and impure filgae showed significant changes when 
subjected to vibrations at a frequency of 700 hertz ~nd G's in the 
range of 9.6 to 10. It ,ros shown that both the algae and the con-
taminant are affected. \1hether there is a cause and effect rela-
tionship between the affected algae c.nd bacteria is not evident. 
-The amount of contamination is significantly reduced after treat-
ment at the conditions noted above. 
ael1s of the algae vibrated at 700 hertz, 10 G's for 60, 30, 
, 
nd 15 minutes; 700 hertz, 9 G s for 60, 30, and 15 minutes; 700 
hertz, 8 G'S for 60, 30, and ~S minutes; and 700 hertz, 7 G's for 
60, 30, and 15 minut s did not differ significantly in c 11 length 
or cell 'idth when compared to non-vibrated controls. ells vi:' 
b t 700 h rtz, 9.6 G' for 30 minutes and 700 hertz. 9.8 G's 
.. 
, . .. 
for 30 minutes were -wider thBn controls. The increase in width 
in hoth cases was significant at the 0.01 level of probability. 
Th re was not a significant difference in cell length. 
Pure cultures whose inoculum he,d becn vibrated ~t 700 hertz 
10 G's for 30 minutes shewed less grol~h but gre<.ter producti 
extracellular polysaccharide as compared with non-vibrcted contre 
It is possible that the swelling effect on algal cells incr Bsed 
.. 
th permeability of cell walls which in turn allowed greater re~ 
lease of polysaccharide • 
• 1 
, 
. '" 
The composition 6f extracellular polyaaccharide was not 
changed by exposure to vibration at 700 hertz, 10 G's f"r 30 min • 
. utes. Polysaccharide from pure'cultures, vibrated and control. 
was composed of gal~ctose, glUcose, mannose, arabinose, xylose, 
and rhamnose. Sugars detected in hydrolysates from impure cul-
tures ~ vibrated and control, Were glUcose and mannose. 
This research 'is important in itself as having found a set 
of -critical conditions /which exist during space fliaht. Even 
more important are th questions whiQh have becom obvious from . 
this inVestigation. If algae are .~ be used in spacecraft more 
detailed studies must be undertaken • ... 
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